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ABSTRACT
Elemental analysis is a necessity in nearly every field of science due to the
importance elemental composition plays in compound characterization, productivity,
toxicity, etc. Numerous techniques exist to determine elemental composition, but when
analyzing metal content specifically, atomic spectroscopy is typically used due to the low
detection limits provided. The gold standard in atomic spectroscopy is inductively coupled
plasma – optical emission spectroscopy/mass spectrometry (ICP-OES/MS), which
provides excellent performance for both qualitative and quantitative studies. However,
these instruments are expensive to acquire and operate which prevents their use in many
academic laboratories. The ideal instrument for metals analysis would be a low-cost, low
footprint instrument capable of similar performance to and higher throughput than an ICP.
Towards this end, the liquid sampling-atmospheric pressure glow discharge (LS-APGD)
was developed.
The LS-APGD is a small format glow discharge plasma that is capable of acting as
both an excitation source for OES and an ionization source for MS. The cost barrier of the
LS-APGD is incredibly low and operation costs are also far lower than ICP due to its
compact size and low consumables requirements. The utility of the LS-APGD has been
widely studied but has largely been constrained to analytes in neat solution instead of “real”
samples in complex matrices. Presented in this dissertation are developments in
optimization of the LS-APGD operating conditions for various applications of increased
complexity.
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Works include an imaging study of the LS-APGD plasma and the implications of
those results on the parameterization methods typically utilized for LS-APGD analysis.
Also described is a novel parameter optimization method and a detailed line selection study
for OES analysis. The use of capillary-channeled polymer (C-CP) fibers as a stationary
phase for online metal pre-concentration prior to LS-APGD-OES analysis is also
presented. Finally, the culmination of all previous works is presented through the
application of on-line organics removal prior to trace metal quantification in cell culture
media via LS-APGD-MS. The research presented in this dissertation has improved upon
neat solution analysis such that complex, real-world samples can now be analyzed.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Trace metal analysis
Trace metal analysis is a sub-discipline of analytical chemistry that seeks to detect
low concentrations of metals in various samples. While there is no strict definition of trace
levels, it is generally accepted that trace concentrations are lower than 1 µg mL-1 and
ultratrace concentrations are lower than 1 ng mL-1.1 Understanding the identity and quantity
of metals in samples is important to many applications such as quality control of consumer
products,2,
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biological processes,4,

5

and safety regulations.6,

7

While there are many

techniques for trace metal analysis, this work focuses on spectroscopy and mass
spectrometry techniques because of their low detection limits, short analysis times, and
compatibility with diverse sample types.8
1.2 Atomic spectrometry techniques for trace metal analysis
Current atomic spectrometry techniques can be divided into two categories: optical
spectroscopy- and mass spectrometry. The typical optical spectroscopy includes atomic
absorption spectrometry (AAS) and inductively coupled plasma – optical emission
spectroscopy (ICP-OES), among others.9-14 Mass-based quantitative elemental analysis is
dominated by a single technique: ICP-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS).12 The techniques
listed here have dominated the field of elemental analysis for years due to their reliability,
low detection limits, and high throughput, among other benefits, however, each technique
does have disadvantages that limit its use. Both ICP-based techniques suffer from high
power consumption, large support gas flow requirements, and large sample volume
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requirements, resulting in high operational overhead costs.15 These are in addition to the
high upfront cost associated with obtaining ICP instrumentation. AAS techniques are
primarily restricted by their lack of convenient simultaneous multi-element analysis and
limitations in the elements that can be analyzed.16 The choice of which analytical technique
to use depends on the requirements of the application, the laboratory budget, and the
technical skills of the user.
1.2.1 AAS techniques
Atomic absorption techniques are the most commonly used atomic spectroscopy
techniques because they are inexpensive and easy to use. Generally, AAS techniques are
described by the atomizer they employ, and while there are several different atomizers to
choose from, the most widely used atomic absorption technique are flame (FAAS), and
electrothermal (ETAAS).17 Both techniques are based on the same general principle: a
sample is atomized (either by a flame or in a graphite furnace) and irradiated by optical
radiation specific to the analyte of interest, the resulting radiation is captured and passed
through a monochromator, and that monochromatic light is directed to a photodetector.16
The most common radiation source for AAS techniques is the hollow cathode lamp, which
operates by sputtering analyte atoms off a cathode made of the analyte, causing emission
of the sputtered material. The majority of hollow cathode lamps contain cathodes of a
single element, meaning that only one element can be monitored at a time using AAS
techniques.17 Multi-element lamps containing cathodes comprising of combinations of
analytes are available, but the number of possible combinations is limited in order to avoid
spectral interferences and these lamps tend to suffer from shorter lifetimes because the
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metal with the highest volatility will redeposit over the cathode and leave the other metals
inaccessible.16 Advances in instrumentation have included multiple different singleelement hollow cathode lamps for more rapid multi-element analysis but, in general, it
remains difficult.
Flames are the oldest and most common atomizers for AAS applications.10, 12 The
flame can be sustained by many different combinations of fuel and oxidant, which can be
tuned depending on the flame temperature and oxidant required for the application.
However, the air/acetylene flame is most commonly used due to the low cost and
accessibility of the materials.16 An aqueous sample is introduced to the flame by way of a
nebulizer which converts the atomic sample to an aerosol. This aerosol is swept into the
flame by the combustion gas, where the thermal energy desolvates the aerosol and
volatilizes the resulting atoms which subsequently absorb photons from the hollow cathode
lamp.16 FAAS is still widely used today due to the simplicity of the method, low cost, high
throughput, and reproducibility of sample introduction.17 It does suffer from disadvantages,
however, including poor atomization efficiency and moderate detection limits.
Electrothermal vaporization is another common method for sample atomization for
AAS, and together the two of these atomization techniques make up the vast majority of
AAS instrumentation.16 Typically, a graphite furnace (GFAAS) is used, but other
assemblies exist. The main advantage of ETAAS over FAAS is the ability to analyze liquid,
solid, and gaseous samples, which requires limited sample preparation, while FAAS can
only accept aqueous samples.10, 12 Samples are placed directly into the graphite furnace and
a temperature program is applied to the furnace. A series of processes occurs during the
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temperature ramp including drying to remove water from the sample, ashing to remove
matrix components, atomization of the sample, and volatilization.16 Detection limits for
ETAAS tend to be lower than FAAS because the temperature and analyte residence time
in the furnace are higher than those in the flame. It is, however, more expensive than the
FAAS technique and requires longer sample analysis times.
1.2.2 ICP techniques
The other class of instruments utilized for trace metal analysis is ICP based
instrumentation employed for either OES or MS applications and, in both cases, is capable
of rapid multi-element analysis.10, 12 The ICP is an argon plasma containing positively
charged ions and free electrons. The ICP is generated in a torch, which consists of three
quartz tubes.18 The innermost tube is where the sample is introduced to the plasma in the
form of an aerosol. There is also an auxiliary gas flow of argon which flows tangentially
to the inner tube and forms the plasma. Surrounding the torch is the outer tube which
contains an additional flow of argon to cool the torch. One end of the torch is connected to
a radio frequency (RF) generator by way of a copper load coil to which RF power is
applied. The plasma is started by applying a tesla spark to the load coil which ionizes some
of the argon in the torch, generating seed electrons and ions in an oscillating
electromagnetic field. These seed species are accelerated under influence of the
electromagnetic field and collide with argon atoms in the ICP torch, causing a chain
reaction of ionization.18 As long as sufficient RF power is applied to the load coil, the ICP
is sustained and remains stable and samples can be introduced to the plasma for analysis.
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Aqueous samples are converted to aerosols in a nebulizer and directed into the ICP,
which triggers desolvation, vaporization, and atomization, which is followed by excitation
and ionization of the atoms.10, 12 In the case of ICP-OES, the emitted radiation from the
previously excited atoms is collected and directed to a diffraction grating which allows
light of wavelengths relevant to the analyte to continue towards the optical detector.19 In
the case of ICP-MS, the ions produced are directed towards a quadrupole/triple quadrupole
or magnetic sector for mass filtering before detection.20 Both ICP-OES and ICP-MS have
excellent sensitivity, wide dynamic ranges, and can perform simultaneous multi-element
analysis. However, due to the expensive in terms of both upfront and maintenance costs,20
AAS techniques are oftentimes still chosen over ICP-OES/MS due to financial concerns.
Due to the higher atomization temperature of the ICP, the more inert environment
provided by the argon purge, and simultaneous multi-element detection capabilities, the
ICP does not have as many matrix interferences as AAS techniques, providing further
advantages.20 However, spectral interferences from Ar species are abundant in ICP-based
techniques, which does limit the analysis of certain elements.20 Particularly in ICP-MS,
many techniques have been developed to overcome these interferences, although each adds
wither additional instrument cost of additional sample preparation time. The detection
limits provided by the ICP-OES technique are lower than FAAS and on the same order as
ETAAS,19 if not superior, whereas ICP-MS sensitivity is superior to all other instruments
described here.21 Additionally, ICP-MS spectra are typically easier to interpret than others,
so it is often favored for many applications despite the high cost compared to other
techniques. However, the OES iteration of ICP instrumentation is very toleratnt towards
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high dissolved solid content,19 making it a natural choice over ICP-MS for applications
with those limitations.
1.3 Recent advances in elemental analysis instrumentation
1.3.1 Glow discharge sources
Towards the end of addressing the deficiencies of the current atomic spectrometric
instrumentation, new excitation and ionization sources are in development. Ideally, these
sources would be low cost and double as an excitation source for OES and an ionization
source for MS. These sources should also be capable of facile multi-element analysis. Glow
discharge plasmas are low pressure, low power sources that can be employed for both OES
and MS applications,12 which makes them a logical choice for continued development
towards the goal described above. The glow discharge contains two electrodes housed in a
low pressure (0.1-10 Torr) gaseous medium, typically Ar.22 An electrical potential is
applied between the two electrodes which results in the ionization of gas atoms which, due
to the applied potential, travel towards one of the electrodes based on their charge: positive
ions to the cathode and electrons to the anode.22 The result of these processes is the
emission of secondary electrons in addition to sputtering of cathode material and atom
ejection, both of which are ionized through collisional processes. The secondary electrons
are accelerated towards the anode by the electric potential and ionize sputtered material
and gas atoms in the plasma.23 All of these described processes are essential to sustain the
plasma.
Glow discharge plasmas are capable of analyzing conductive solid samples without
digestion, which is an advantage over traditional ICP and AAS instrumentation.24 Analytes
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can also be detected by several different modes, though OES and MS are primarily used.25
This diversity in both sampling and detection along with the lack of atmospheric
interferences (inert atmosphere) make glow discharge a powerful technique for analytical
characterization, although there are still isobaric interferences such as those in ICP-MS.
The glow discharge technique does suffer from an inability to desolvate analytes when
introduced in solution so liquid samples are most often dried and introduced to the glow
discharge as a residue for analysis.25
1.3.2 Atmospheric pressure glow discharges
To address the lack of suitable methods for direct solution injection analysis via
glow discharge spectroscopy methods, atmospheric pressure glow discharge (APGD)
plasmas were developed. APGD sources operate under the same general principles as a
glow discharge source, but one electrode is an electrolytic solution and the entire system is
held at atmospheric pressure.26 The first application of this method towards the analysis of
metals in solution was introduced in 1993 using the electrolyte cathode discharge
(ELCAD).27 While the ELCAD was an effective tool for trace metal analysis as originally
described, it required high solution flow rates (up to 10 mL min-1) and produced high
volumes of waste as a result.28 While modifications to the source have resulted in
improvements, the ELCAD still requires large volumes of electrolytic solution. An
alternative APGD design that could provide comparable analytical performance with low
power, gas, and solution requirements would be the ideal source for trace metal analysis.
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1.3.3 Liquid sampling – atmospheric pressure glow discharge
Towards the goal of developing an APGD source to decrease waste generation
while still operation on the reduced footprint platform provide by previous designs, the
liquid sampling – atmospheric pressure glow discharge (LS-APGD) was developed by
Marcus and Davis.29, 30 The LS-APGD requires less power (<100 W) and support gas (<1
L min-1) than an ICP while also requiring less electrolytic solution (<100 µL min-1) than
other APGDs like the ELCAD.29, 30 The LS-APGD also provides incredible versatility,
having been previously used for OES,31-33 atomic MS,34-36 and molecular MS37-39 to
analyze liquid, solid, and gaseous40 samples ranging in complexity from elemental to
protein. The LS-APGD has also recently proven capable of simultaneous atomic and
molecular analysis, a completely novel characteristic.41
The LS-APGD consists of two electrodes: a solution electrode and a counter
electrode. Depending on the application, these electrodes are either mounted directly across
from one another (180°) or perpendicular (90°) with the counter electrode in front of the
solution electrode. The 180° geometry is typically used for OES operation due to increased
light throughput while the 90° geometry is typically used for MS detection due to improved
transport into MS instrumentation. The distance between these two electrodes is typically
~ 2 mm. The solution electrode is a hollow stainless-steel grounded electrode with a fused
silica inner capillary housed inside. An electrolytic solution (2% or 5% HNO3) flows
through the inner capillary towards the junction between the electrodes. He sheath gas
flows through the solution electrode, around the inner capillary, helping to cool the solution
electrode as well as sustain the plasma. The counter electrode is another stainless-steel
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electrode, which is powered and serves as the anode of the glow discharge. The counter
electrode can be hollow to facilitate the introduction of He counter gas, but if He counter
gas is not required, such as for LS-APGD-MS applications, the counter electrode can be a
solid stainless-steel electrode. The plasma is struck between the two electrodes and
operates in a total consumption mode, producing no liquid waste,42 and is shown in Fig.
1.1.

Figure 1.1. Diagrammatic representation of the LS-APGD with the electrodes in a 180° geometry. Image
obtained from Hall et al. 43.

The initial demonstration of the LS-APGD was as an excitation source for OES
with the electrodes mounted at 180°.29, 30 That work focused on the characterization of the
LS-APGD and determined that the plasma operates as a glow discharge in the abnormal
regime. The first limits of detection (LOD) for LS-APGD-OES were also determined in
this initial work, which were <15 µg mL-1 for Na, Fe, and Pb.29, 30 While higher than ICPOES and other comparable APGDs of the time,44 these LODs were based on 5 µL
injections of analyte which translated to 60 ng of analyte material, demonstrating the
promise of the LS-APGD-OES system. Throughout the years, development of LS-APGD9

OES has continued31, 32, 43, 45 and LODs have decreased since the original work by Marcus
and Davis.
The LS-APGD can be powered in four different ways: with the solution electrode
as the cathode or anode and with the solution electrode powered or grounded. These four
schemes are called solution grounded cathode (SGC), solution grounded anode (SGA),
solution powered cathode (SPC), and solution powered anode (SPA), and the schemes for
each powering mode are detailed in Fig. 1.2. Investigations into the best powering mode
of the LS-APGD have been performed since the initial demonstration of the LS-APGD33,
46

and found that SGC resulted in the most stable plasma as well as the highest intensity

emission response, warranting its selection as the powering mode for most future works.
This is the same powering geometry employed by the ELCAD and other APGD devices.
It was noted however, that optimization of the sampling position for each powering mode
was likely necessary but not studied.46

Figure 1.2. Diagrams of the four powering modes possible for the LS-APGD. Image obtained from Hall et
al. 43.

The LS-APGD has also been used successfully for elemental analysis using MS
detection, the first demonstration of which was performed by Marcus et al.47 This was the
first demonstration of an APGD used as an ionization source for MS analysis and
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determined that the typical 180° geometry was not the ideal condition for MS analysis, and
the 90° geometry described previously was optimized.47 The LODs for this first LS-APGDMS coupling were very promising, showing to be comparable to those obtained by the first
iteration of ICP-MS.47 Subsequent studies have demonstrated the utility of LS-APGD-MS
for analysis of molecular species as small as caffeine and as large as proteins.37 The one
commonality to the majority of these studies has been the analysis of analytes in neat
solution, or very simple matrices. The first demonstration of LS-APGD-MS in a complex
matrix was performed by Hoegg et al. utilizing a Waters QDa for trace metal analysis in
cell culture media.48 The cell culture media matrix is incredibly complex, containing
everything from small organic molecules to proteins, sugars, and surfactants.49-51 These
organic components make up the bulk of the cell culture media matrix at g L-1
concentrations, while the metals in the matrix are present in ng mL-1 concentrations. The
work by Hoegg et al. was able to detect trace metals in cell culture media after a simple
background subtraction.48 This study laid the groundwork for the analysis of more complex
samples by LS-APGD-MS analysis, which is the subject of much of the work in this
dissertation.
1.4 Optimization strategies for trace metal analysis applications
Previous works with the LS-APGD have all required optimization of operating
conditions to perform the required analysis, either because the analyte of interest has never
been studied by LS-APGD or because a new capability affecting plasma operation was
added. The majority of these optimizations have been performed using the one variable at
a time (OVAT) method due to its experimental simplicity.35,
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42, 48

However, recent

developments in chemometric methods have resulted in new strategies for optimization
which have been employed extensively in the work contained in this dissertation. These
chemometric methods have been established to more accurately optimize conditions,
making them a more logical choice for the optimization of LS-APGD conditions.
1.4.1 One variable at a time parameterizations
The OVAT method of parameterization is conceptually the easiest parameterization
method, so it is very frequently used.52 The general principle is very simple, one variable
is optimized while all others remain constant. Then the next variable is optimized while
the first is set to its optimal setting, and so on. This model requires each variable to be
studied at a high level of detail for precise determination of the optimal parameter. To
perform a detailed OVAT analysis for the LS-APGD, it would take approximately 6 hours.
Another major problem with the use of OVAT methods is the required assumption that
operating parameters do not interact, which is an unreasonable assumption for analytical
instruments.52 It is to be expected that the different parameters of the LS-APGD interact in
some ways to affect plasma conditions and, in turn, analytical response.32, 36 By measuring
only one variable and holding the others constant, interactions between two or more
conditions are completely ignored and can result in the determination of “optimized”
conditions that offer non-ideal performance. Furthermore, the outcome of an OVAT
parameterization is highly dependent on the starting conditions and if chosen poorly, can
result in isolating non-optimized conditions.53 For example, in the OVAT optimization of
sheath gas flow rate if current is set too high and liquid flow rate is set too low, the
optimized sheath gas flow rate will be very high because the electrodes need to be cooled.42
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However, in the same parameterization, if the solution flow rate is set too high than the
optimized sheath gas flow rate will be very low because of increased turbulence at the
solution electrode.42 Additionally, the assumptions a scientist makes about the level of
detail required in the parameterization, the starting point, and the end point all significantly
affect the outcome of the OVAT process. As a result, OVAT approaches actually rarely
uncover the optimal operating conditions of a system and more thorough methods of
optimization need to be employed.
1.4.2 Design of experiment parameterizations
Design of experiment (DoE) methods are a type of chemometric analysis that
allows multiple variables to be altered simultaneously.54 DoEs are similar to OVAT
methods in that the goal, when applied to process optimization, is to understand how certain
parameters affect the outcome of a process and the conditions best suited for operation.
DoE methods however, are more efficient and usually more accurate than OVAT methods
because no assumptions are made about starting points of individual parameters, interparametric effects can be determined, and more of the parameter space is modelled with
DoE methods.54 Each operating condition studied is varied simultaneously and the results
of these experiments are recorded and input into software that then calculates a model for
that data and provides a map of the parameter space. Several different classes of DoE exist,
including but not limited to screening designs,55, 56 fractional factorial designs,57-59 and
factorial designs.60-62
Screening designs, the most basic DoE class, considers all variables in a process
and determine which ones affect the responses being monitored. Unlike other DoE’s,
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screening designs assume that all inter-parametric effects are insignificant and only
consider single parameter effects, similar to OVAT designs. The results of screening
designs can inform the operator about the parameters that significantly affect the process
outputs.62 The downside of screening designs is that they cannot necessarily be used to
optimize conditions since they do not consider cross parameter effects unless a definitive
screening design is used.62 However, these designs are often calculated with a small amount
of collected data, often less than 10 runs.
In terms of complexity, fractional factorial designs can be considered more
complex than screening designs, utilizing quadratic factors that can detect non-linearity in
parameter responses, and are often used for parameter optimization.63 Typically, these
designs are employed in two different ways: utilizing all parameters to determine the ideal
conditions or for a few parameters that are known to significantly affect the monitored
response, typically determined by a screening design. When used as the only DoE to
evaluate a process, fractional factorial designs require more runs than the screening designs
described previously, but do still require less time than OVAT methods. When used in
conjunction with a screening design, even fewer parameters need to be monitored leading
to a shorter analysis time.
Factorial designs are the most detailed designs, as they analyze all parameters at a
high level of detail, often every possible combination of parameters.64 These designs not
only detail the main effects like a screening design, but they are also able to determine
inter-parametric effects and the effect these interactions have on monitored responses. Due
to the high level of detail studied in factorial designs, these require more runs and take
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longer to complete than most other DoE protocols. In some cases, factorial designs can
take longer than OVAT methods, so the advantages of these models must be carefully
considered before applying towards a process optimization. The advantage of factorial
designs however, is the incredible amount of detail provided, which can be particularly
helpful for applications such as ionization source parameter studies.64
Each type of design serves a unique purpose in investigating parameter spaces, and
designs can be combined to either more rigorously investigate a system or to make process
optimization faster. Many chapters in this dissertation discuss the use of a variety of DoE
approaches for the optimization of LS-APGD parameters for analyses of increasing
complexity. Some studies utilize only one DoE method for simplicity while others rely on
a combination of multiple designs to evaluate the parameter space in order to more
accurately determine the ideal operating conditions.
1.5 Summary of chapters
Chapter 2 describes an imaging study of the LS-APGD using monochromatic
imaging spectroscopy and demonstrated the interconnected nature of plasma operating
conditions. Chapter 3 illustrates a detailed parameterization of the LS-APGD using DoE
methods as well as a rigorous line selection study for LS-APGD-OES analysis. Chapter 4
details the pairing of a capillary-channeled polymer fiber stationary phase for strong cation
exchange of silver ions prior to LS-APGD-OES detection. Chapters 5 & 6 describes the
culmination of the work performed in previous chapters through a detailed DoE
optimization of LS-APGD for preliminary MS detection of trace metals in cell culture
media using a capillary-channeled polymer fiber stationary phase for separation of free ion
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from organics. Also discussed is a comparison of this method with LS-APGD-MS and ICPOES.
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CHAPTER TWO
MONOCHROMATIC SPATIAL IMAGING OF THE LIQUID SAMPLING –
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE GLOW DISCHARGE: EFFECTS OF GAS FLOW ON
SPATIAL PROFILES OF ANALYTE AND BACKGROUND SPECIES
2.1 Introduction
The development of field-deployable instruments that can rapidly analyze a wide
array of solution samples has become an increasingly popular field of research.1
Microplasmas have been widely explored towards this goal due to their small size,
relatively modest support requirements, and their ability to analyze both atomic and
molecular species.2,3 A particular subset of microplasmas are the atmospheric pressure
glow discharge (APGD) sources, initially manifest in the electrolyte cathode atmospheric
glow discharge (ELCAD), as developed by Cserfalvi et al.4 A notable variation of the
ELCAD is the solution cathode glow discharge (SCGD) originally developed by Hieftje
and collaborators.5 The several approaches to liquid electrode APGDs have been the
subject of reviews.6-8 The liquid sampling – atmospheric pressure glow discharge (LSAPGD) expanded on the original concepts of the ELCAD and provides several unique
advantages.9,10 In particular, the LS-APGD runs in a total consumption mode, generating
no liquid waste due to the combination of low solution flow rates (<100 μL min-1) and
relatively-high power densities (>10 W mm-3). In addition to the lack of liquid waste, the
LS-APGD is compact and requires less power/gas flow than commercially available
excitation/ionization sources such as the inductively coupled plasma (ICP), making it a
realistically portable system.11 The functionality of the LS-APGD is fairly remarkable.
Previous publications have shown its utility in optical emission spectroscopy (OES),
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atomic mass spectrometry (MS), molecular MS, and ambient desorption (AD) OES/MS
analyses.12-18
While the analytical utility of the LS-APGD is still being explored, spatiallyresolved emission characteristics have not been exploited beyond what was described in
very early works.11,19 Since a number of changes to the source have been made over time,
most notably the introduction of both sheath and counter gas flows,12 such information
would be quite useful in aiding understanding of current operation. The sheath flow was
added to the original design9 as a means of cooling the inner capillary under low liquid
flow/high current conditions.20 The counter gas flow was implemented as a means of
introducing laser-ablated particle populations21,22 and has remained in the design as a
means of operating stably at even lower liquid flow/higher current conditions. Results of
spatially-resolved emission studies could also potentially lead to improvements in
analytical capabilities. Towards this end, a wavelength-resolved (monochromatic) imaging
study of the plasma was undertaken to understand analyte and background spatial emission
characteristics and how they relate to signal intensity, signal-to-background ratio (S/B),
and signal-to-noise ratio (S/N).
Monochromatic imaging spectrometry (MIS) has been used previously to
characterize inductively coupled plasmas and other glow discharges.23-25 These instruments
provide distinct advantages over other spatial imaging techniques, most notably through
its acquisition speed and spectral/spatial resolution capabilities. The MIS technique
provides two-dimensional images of emission intensity across the plasma, making it wellsuited towards this work. Point-by-point measurements are commonly used in plasma
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imaging, but a comprehensive, sequential profile of the LS-APGD would require multiple
hours while the MIS experiments take less than one minute each.25 The electronic, slit-less
spectrograph (ESS) was an alternative option to obtain the images of the plasma in this
study. However, using the ESS requires undesirable concessions to achieve the desired
spectral or spatial resolution. The entire image must be demagnified to the width of the
monochromator entrance slit, but high spectral resolution requires a relatively narrow slit
width.24 Therefore, as the spectral resolution is improved, the spatial resolution suffers, and
vice versa. This compromise makes the ESS an ill-fitting technique for imaging the LSAPGD, as high spectral and spatial resolution are necessary to achieve an understanding of
both the location and identity of species in the plasma. Additionally, there is some
convolution between spectral and spatial information with an ESS. This is not a problem
for narrow atomic emission lines, but broader background features, such as molecular band
emission, cannot be imaged.
The MIS technique allows for independent control over both magnification and slit
width, making it a logical choice over ESS. Very narrow slits can lower the diffractionlimited spatial resolution by reducing the numerical aperture of the system, but the tradeoff is much less than in an ESS.25 In MIS, a biconvex lens is placed one focal length away
from the LS-APGD emission source, and the light is collimated onto the entrance slit of
the monochromator. This light is then recollimated by the focusing mirror within the
monochromator before exiting. Since the image of the plasma is unfocussed at the entrance
slit, reconstruction of the image occurs after light passes through the exit slit of the
monochromator. Once the light has passed through the exit slit, the image is refocused by
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a second lens placed one focal length from the exit. The charge-coupled device detector
(aka, CCD camera) is placed at the focal length of this second lens, exposing the array to
the refocused image of the plasma. In this arrangement, the spectral resolution is
determined by the entrance and exit slit widths and the focal length of the monochromator
while the spatial resolution is separately controlled by the non-monochromator optics and
the detector, eliminating the need to decide between having either high spectral or spatial
resolution. The MIS technique does include some sacrifices. Collimating the light before
passing it through the entrance slit results in fairly low light throughput but strong emission
from the LS-APGD and a sensitive detector offset this limitation in this specific case.
Additionally, an optical aberration causes changes in horizontal image widths as
wavelength is increased. This optical error is caused by diffraction of incoming light off of
the grating at a different angle from the angle of incidence. This results in a distortion of
the final image that makes it appear stretched. Solutions to this problem have been
previously addressed.26-28
For this work, MIS was used to generate two-dimensional images of analyte and
background emission profiles during microplasma operation. A test solution of 500 µg mL1

Ag was used to visualize changes in analyte emission intensity and position in the plasma.

Several other lines/bands (OH, He (I), N2, O (I), and H (I),) were monitored to determine
how changes in plasma parameters affect their spatial distribution and intensity. OH, O(I),
and H (I) were monitored as by-products of the aqueous electrolytic solution (5% HNO3)
used to sustain the plasma. He (I) emission was monitored as it is used as the sheath and
counter flow gases, allowing imaging of the bulk flow pattern. The N2 second positive band
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was monitored because the plasma excites nitrogen from the ambient atmosphere, resulting
in prominent nitrogen features in the LS-APGD background spectrum. In the cases of N2
and OH, which emit molecular bands, the highest intensity transition of these bands was
monitored with the MIS to best visualize any changes. In this work, sheath gas and counter
gas flow rates were varied, and images taken at each condition in order to visualize the
influence that these parameters have on the emission characteristics of the LS-APGD. The
pictures presented here are all averages of five pictures taken at the same set of conditions.
The reproducibility of the plasma shape from picture to picture is quite high. When the full
width half max of the images is calculated, the %RSD of this parameter across all images
taken at the same set of conditions is less than 5%. Spatially-integrated emission
measurements of the plasma were taken in parallel along with the MIS spatial profiles to
aid in the current understanding of how gas flow affects plasma operation and the emission
characteristics.
2.2 Experimental
2.2.1 Liquid Sampling – Atmospheric Pressure Glow Discharge Apparatus
The design of the LS-APGD-OES described in recent works,12,29 is depicted in
Figure 2.1 along with the MIS system components. The electrolytic solution (5% HNO3)
that sustains the plasma was delivered through a fused silica capillary (i.d. = 280 µm, o.d.
= 580 µm, (Restek (Bellefonte, PA))) at a rate of 75 µL min-1 via a syringe pump (Model
NE 1000, New Era Pump Systems (Farmingdale, NY)). The silica capillary was mounted
inside of a stainless-steel outer capillary through which the He sheath gas flows. Sheath
gas flow rates have differed in previous reports,12,30 so the flow rate was varied from 0.5 –
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0.9 L min-1 using a mass flow controller (Alicat Scientific MC Series (Tucson, AZ)) during
this work. The flow rate of this sheath gas was held constant at 0.7 L min-1 during those
experiments where the counter gas flow rate was varied.
A second (identical) hollow stainless-steel capillary served as the counter electrode
and was mounted 2 mm opposite from the solution electrode.31 This electrode facilitates
the introduction of counter gas flow. When the sheath gas flow was varied, the counter
flow was held constant at 0.1 L min-1 using a second Alicat mass flow controller. When
the counter gas flow rate was varied, the range of 0.1 – 0.5 L min-1 He was used.

Figure 2.1 The LS-APGD-OES apparatus as modified for monochromatic imaging. The focal length (f) of
the lenses in this schematic were 50 mm.

The plasma is formed at the liquid surface between the two electrodes, and powered
by a Spellman (Hauppage, NY) Model SL 150 direct current (d.c.) power supply with a
positive potential, with the constant current output set to 50 mA throughout these studies.
A 10 kΩ ballast resistor was placed between the power supply and the counter electrode
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while the solution electrode was grounded. This is the powering mode previously described
as solution grounded cathode (SGC) by this group.19
As depicted in Fig. 2.1, light emission was collimated onto the entrance slit of a
CVI Laser (Albuquerque, NM) Digikrom 240 0.24 m focal length monochromator (1200
grooves/mm, 0.2 nm resolution) using a biconvex fused silica lens (25.4 mm dia, 50 mm
focal length). A second identical lens was used to direct light leaving the monochromator
onto the CCD. The entrance and exit slits of the monochromator were set to 300 µm for
the duration of this work. At this slit width, the resolution of the monochromator is ~1 nm.
A Rolera EM-C2 EMCCD camera (QImaging (Surrey, BC, Canada)) was used in
conjunction with the monochromator as described in Section 2.2.1.
Since the MIS arrangement can only monitor one wavelength at a time, another
lens (25.4 mm dia., 50 mm focal length) was used to focus light from the plasma onto the
entrance of an optical fiber coupled to an Ocean Optics (Largo, FL) Maya spectrometer to
collect broadband spectral data. The lens captured the entire (integrated) regions of the
plasma, which was collimated onto the optical fiber. The Maya has a 1200 line mm-1
grating with a slit width of 25 μm and a slit height of 1 mm. The resolution of the Maya
spectrometer is 0.35 nm and it has a working spectral range of 189 – 413 nm. The data
acquired with the Maya spectrometer represents the integrated emission from the plasma
and is not spatially resolved. Figure A-1 depicts a typical broadband spectrum acquired by
the array spectrometer, highlighting a majority of the transitions monitored in this study.
The S/B for the Ag (I) 328.1 nm line, which occurs in a spectroscopically quiet region, was
calculated by dividing the analyte signal by the average of the background (327.13 nm –
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327.45 nm), while the S/N was calculated by dividing the analyte signal by the standard
deviation of signal intensities across the same range. This wavelength range corresponds
to approximately three pixels on the Maya detector plane. Since measurements were
performed under a constant flow solution of the aqueous Ag+ test solution, the noise could
not be calculated with a spectroscopic blank, and so the method described here was
substituted. To be clear, since the reported data for maximum intensity, S/B, and S/N was
acquired with the Maya spectrometer, it is not spatially integrated and represents the
integrated plasma emission.
2.2 Chemicals and Materials
All materials used to assemble the LS-APGD-OES apparatus were obtained from
commercial sources. Aqueous test solutions of 500 μg mL-1 AgNO3 were prepared from
the salt obtained from Fischer Scientific (Hampton, NH) and DI-H2O prepared by a
Millipore Milli-Q system (Billerica, MA). The 5% HNO3 electrolytic solution was
prepared by dilution of 70% HNO3 from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) with DI-H2O.
2.3 Data Analysis Tools
All image data was obtained from the EMCCD camera and its operating system
QCapture (QImaging (Surrey, BC, Canada)). The software-generated images were saved
and loaded into ImageJ (NIH, Washington, DC) for analysis. Five images were collected
at each condition and averaged on a per-pixel basis in ImageJ using the “Z Project” tool.
Spatial profiles of the average images were exported from ImageJ by drawing a box (7.9
mm to 1.1 mm) around the plasma area and using the “Plot Profile” tool, effectively
selecting the detector/pixel area from which data was extracted. The data from these
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profiles was transferred to Microsoft Excel to normalize the exposure times across the
experiments and to perform final formatting for presentation. The images presented herein
appear to have different lengths due to the optical aberration described in Section 2.2.1. To
be clear, each image encompasses the same extracted area, but due to optical aberration
appear to have different dimensions.
2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1. Rationale for MIS imaging
The ultimate goal of this effort was to aid in the understanding of emission
characteristics of analytes in the LS-APGD and to improve the quantitative capabilities of
the source. However, since operating parameters have not been standardized, a
parameterization of sheath and counter gas flow was undertaken to better understand how
these specifically affect analyte and background species’ emission.
Previous work, where the image of the plasma was focused onto the spectrometer
entrance slit to simply obtain the greatest analyte-specific responsivity, had shown that
increases in sheath gas flow rate tended to increase analyte intensity,12 but that is not the
case in the whole. Figure 2.2a shows the emission intensity changes for the species
monitored with the Maya spectrometer as the spatially-integrated emission of the plasma
is sampled, where the highest Ag (I) emission intensities at the 328.1 and 338.3 nm
transitions are observed for modest flow rates of 0.5 – 0.7 L min-1. Focusing the plasma
image onto narrow monochromator entrance slits, solely looking for raw analyte intensity,
clearly does not present a comprehensive picture.
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Interestingly, while the 338.3 nm line intensity is generally ~20% lower than at
328.1 nm (as seen at the other monitored flow rates), the responses at both Ag (I) lines
become equal as the sheath flow rate is increased further to 0.9 L min-1. The relative
increase in intensity for the 338.3 nm line versus the 328.1 nm line is likely due to the
influence of N2 band emission (note spectral features in Fig. A-1) that is seen in the figure
to slightly increase with increasing sheath gas flow rate. This spectral overlap is not
unexpected considering the resolution of the monochromator, as setup for this work, is only
~1 nm. The spectral background values represented in Fig. 2.2a corresponds to the ~327
nm spectral region that are later used to calculate the S/B and S/N for the 328.1 nm Ag (I)
line. This background signal, as well as the OH intensity, remain largely unchanged as the
sheath gas flow rate increases, implying the potential application of flow rate adjustments
as a S/B enhancement technique, at least for this Ag (I) transition.
The maximum signal intensities for both of the Ag (I) transitions (Fig. 2.2a) and
the 328.1 nm transition’s S/B (Fig. 2.2b) occur at a sheath gas flow rate of 0.6 L min-1
while the maximum S/N occurs at a flow rate of 0.5 L min-1 (Fig. 2.2b). The observed S/B
and S/N decreases at higher flow rates are due to the decline in analyte signal intensity,
with background intensity being unaffected across this flow range. While S/B and S/N had
not been explicitly studied in previous work, the decrease in analyte emission intensity at
high flow rates is in disagreement with previous results, which have shown the highest
signal intensity for analyte species at a sheath gas flow rate of 0.9 L min-1.12
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a)

b)

Figure 2.2 a) Spatially-integrated emission intensities of analyte and background species with changing
sheath gas flow rates. Only N2 and OH background species are shown here due to the working range of the
spectrometer used. b) Signal-to-background and signal-to-noise ratios for analyte emission with increasing
sheath gas flow rates. Test solution: 500 μg mL-1 AgNO3 in 5% HNO3, solution flow rate: 75 μL min-1,
discharge current: 50 mA, and counter gas: 0.1 L min-1 He.

It should be noted that the experimental conditions of this work and that in previous works12
are quite different, which likely plays a role in the differences seen here. The differences
between the integrated emission responses here and the spatially-segregated (albeit not
rigorously chosen) measurements of the past point to dynamic changes in analyte emission
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profiles as gas flows are altered. Monochromatic imaging spectroscopy is an excellent tool
to provide insights into differences between integrated and spatially-resolved observations.
2.3.2. Influence of Sheath Gas Flow Rate on Plasma Emission Distributions
The contradiction between the spatially integrated emission responses of Fig. 2.2a
and previous responses suggests a dynamic system where MIS monitoring might provide
fundamental insights. As suggested above, a complete overview deals not only with the
spatial imaging of analyte responses, but also key signatures of background species.
Figures 2.3 – 2.7 provide information about the emission characteristics for each of the
monitored species as a function of increasing sheath gas flow rate. As a measure of analyte
emission, the monochromator of the MIS system was set to the Ag (I) wavelength of 328.1
nm as it is less affected by spectral background contributors than the 338.3 nm line. Figure
2.3a shows the images of the plasma that result from the various sheath gas flow rates. The
top image is a white-light image of the electrode components for the case of no plasma
being ignited to provide spatial perspective. With the plasma ignited, it is seen that the bulk
of analyte emission occurs at the tip of the inner capillary (where analyte exits the solution
capillary and the plasma is formed), with small amounts of emission occurring in the center
of the interelectrode gap, with increased emission at the counter electrode (anode glow).
Also seen is emission between the outer capillary and the solution electrode (between the
red and blue lines), an area where no emission is expected. As in the case of the MIS
imaging of the SCGD device,32 it may be the result of scattering and refraction of emission
from the solution surface, the diffuse nature of the plasma, and imperfect focusing due to
the use of achromatic optics. The signal could also be the result of a secondary plasma
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formation between the solution electrode and the outer capillary. However, since these are
held at the same electrical potential, this is unlikely; no plasma is visually apparent.
As sheath gas flow rate increases, the location of the Ag (I) emission tends to
migrate towards the middle of the plasma. To dissect this response further, the images of
Fig. 2.3a were imported into ImageJ to generate spatial profiles that show emission
intensity as a function of plasma lateral position. Shown in Fig. 2.3b, these spatial profiles
give numerical emission intensities based on position, making differences between flow
rates easier to compare than with the 2D optical images. Looking at these profiles, less
emission occurs from the tip region of the solution electrode as the sheath gas flow rate is
increased beyond 0.7 L min-1, shifting towards the middle of the plasma between the
solution electrode and the counter electrode. In addition, the analyte emission intensity
tends to increase in the region of the counter electrode. Overall, the integrated emission
intensity decreases across all regions of the plasma at flow rates above 0.7 L min-1, as
changes in gas dynamics likely affect the transport of analyte into the plasma, also perhaps
affecting the desolvation of analyte.
The results presented in Fig. 2.3b are somewhat in disagreement with some of the
earliest LS-APGD works where the majority of emission (in modes where the solution acts
as the cathode) occurred in the middle of the two electrodes.11 These differences are
intriguing and likely due to the many changes that have been made to the source design
since it was originally developed. Specifically, sheath and counter gas flow are now
components of the system, and the liquid flow rate used in this study is far lower (75 μL
min-1 vs 1.0 mL min-1), than that of the original works.
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a)

b)

Figure 2.3 a) MIS images obtained for Ag (I) emission at 328.1 nm with increasing sheath gas flow rates.
The “no plasma” image is a picture of the LS-APGD setup when the plasma is not turned on and is
representative of where components are in the setup. Each analyte image shown is the average of five
acquired images acquired at an exposure time of 15 ms. Averaging was performed in ImageJ with the “Z
Project, Average Intensity” function. b) Spatial profiles of the Ag (I) emission. These were calculated by
performing the “Plot Profile” analysis function. The counter electrode (CE) and solution electrode (SE) are
labeled for each flow rate monitored on the x-axis of the graph. Test solution: 500 μg mL-1 AgNO3 in 5%
HNO3, solution flow rate: 75 μL min-1, discharge current: 50 mA, and counter gas: 0.1 L min-1 He.

Additionally, the lower optical resolution in the earlier study limited how well the location
of the emission could be determined. In addition to the Ag (I) lines, the emission from five
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background species of interest were imaged: OH, O (I), H (I), N2, and He (I). Each of these
species was monitored as a function of sheath gas flow rate using the same solution flow
used for the Ag (I) imaging. Since the electrolytic solution used to sustain the plasma is
predominately H2O, it is expected that OH radicals and H and O atoms would be prominent
emitters.
The spatial emission characteristics of the OH band is perhaps the best way to
interpret the diffusion path of the aerosol generated at the solution/plasma interface, shown
in Fig. 2.4.

Figure 2.4 MIS images obtained for the OH molecular band with increasing sheath gas flow rates. The
monochromator was set to the highest point on the band, 306.4 nm, and each image is the average of five
acquired images. Test solution: 500 μg mL-1 AgNO3 in 5% HNO3, solution flow rate: 75 μL min-1, discharge
current: 50 mA, and counter gas: 0.1 L min-1 He. The images for 0.1 – 0.8 L min-1 were taken at an exposure
time of 5 ms. The image for 0.9 L min-1 was taken at an exposure time of 10 ms because no visible emission
occurred at 5 ms.

The distribution is essentially uniform throughout the plasma at a flow rate of 0.5 L min-1,
save the lack of emission at the counter electrode. As sheath gas flow rate is increased,
emission begins to occur at the counter electrode, with emission uniformly distributed
through the plasma at flow rates of 0.7 – 0.9 L min-1.
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The only expected contributor to OH in the plasma would be from the electrolytic
solution as incursion from ambient atmosphere would not be favorable and would be
extremely low in concentration in comparison to the plasma solution feed rate. These
characteristics are also seen in the other contributors from the solution, as seen in Fig. A-2
in the images for the O (I) and H (I) transitions at 777.1 and 656.3 nm, respectively. The
OH emission profiles also reflect a radial compression of the plasma at high flow rates,
with the wide triangular shape shown at low flow rates becoming thinner and more
rectangular at higher flow rates, similarly to other monitored species. Additionally, as
nebulization improves at higher gas flow rates, the presence of OH would be expected to
decrease as the radical would be more likely to break into atomic oxygen and hydrogen
components once in the plasma, as reflected in the O (I) and H (I) images in Fig. A-2 where
their intensities increase with sheath gas flow rate. This increased nebulization efficiency
is manifest in the images shown in Fig. 2.4. It should be noted however, that while the OH
emission intensity at 0.9 L min-1 of sheath gas appears higher than the 0.7 L min-1 case,
this image was taken at a longer integration time as the intensity actually decreased ~5%
versus the lower flow rate. The change in integration time was necessary as the photon flux
was below a reasonable level for display at the shorter integration time as used in the other
images. There were no appreciable changes in the I-V characteristics over this change in
sheath gas flow rates, and so no changes in plasma structure are expected to cause this
observation. Overall, it is found that the OH emission continues to decrease at the highest
flow rate, while O (I) and H (I) increase, implying continuously-improved nebulization.
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One other spatial feature becomes apparent in the O (I) and H (I) images. Local
maxima/minima appear in the images, perhaps reflecting different regions of plasma
emission. Of course, all GD plasmas are known to be stratified in terms of charged particle
densities and local potentials, which are manifest in spatial differences in optical emission
intensity. The most common of these regions are identified (moving from the cathode to
anode) as the cathode glow, cathode dark space, negative glow, the positive column, the
anode dark space and the anode glow.33,34 The position of these regions is a direct result of
the applied potentials at a given gas density. To elucidate why these regions might appear
at high sheath gas flow rates, gas flow vs. discharge voltage plots were generated at the
fixed current. Across this range of experiments, the maintenance voltage (effectively the
energy to affect all the discharge processes) decreases by a factor of <10% as the sheath
gas flow rate is increased. Such a small change would not be expected to change the
potential distributions within the discharge. Slight decreases in potential may reflect a
lessened need for the applied potential to affect the cumulative plasma processes; solution
vaporization and desolvation, plus the eventual production of atomic species. In short, the
higher gas flow has the effect of improving nebulization and desolvation. The increase in
O (I) and H(I) intensities may be reflections of the higher desolvation efficiency at high
flow rates, delivering more solvent vapor further along the lateral distance. It would not be
unreasonable to attribute the stratification to aerodynamic nodes being formed at high
velocities. This very principle was the basis of the oscillating capillary nebulizer by
Browner and co-workers for ICP spectroscopy,35 where nodes were set up within a nested
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capillary such as used here, translating to gaseous nodes at the exit. Computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) methods would confirm the existence of such aerodynamic nodes.
He (I) emission might be expected to emit at both the counter and solution
electrodes since it is introduced in both these locations. However, experimentally this is
not the case as is shown in Fig. 2.5. At the lowest flow rate of 0.5 L min-1, weak emission
is observed immediately at the tip of the solution electrode, with no emission occurring
further into the plasma. Since the counter gas is helium, one might expect that He (I)
emission would be prominent at the counter electrode as well. In fact, the He (I) emission
is concentrated in what one would associate with the negative glow of the plasma, where
it would be expected in the case of classic reduced pressure GDs. Also seen at the higher
flow rates is some degree of stratification.
Spatial profiles were generated from the He (I) images to better visualize the effects
of higher sheath gas flow rates (Fig. A-3). These profiles show the changes in intensity at
different points in the plasma more clearly than the photo-images, particularly in the region
of the counter electrode. In the profile for 0.5 L min-1, no maximum is seen at the counter
electrode. As sheath gas flow rate is increased, gradual increases in intensity across the
entire discharge region follow. Since counter gas flow rate was kept constant for this
experiment, the increased emission intensities are due to the increased density of the sheath
gas. Interestingly, with the increased flow rate, the emission reflects what might be
expected with a distinct negative glow leading to an anode glow as well. More definitive
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Figure 2.5 MIS images obtained for He (I) emission at 585.5 nm with increasing sheath gas flow rates. Each
image shown is the average of five acquired images at an exposure time of 3 ms. Test solution: 500 μg mL-1
AgNO3 in 5% HNO3, solution flow rate: 75 μL min-1, discharge current: 50 mA, and counter gas: 0.1 L min1
He.

than the photo-images, there is clearly stratification seen, with a series of maxima occurring
through the negative glow. As the discharge potentials (and thus their distribution) are not
appreciably changing with gas flow, the emission of the He sheath gas atoms indeed
reflects the gas dynamics exiting the solution electrode region.
The N2 molecular band emission represents contributions from ambient
atmosphere, as nothing introduced into the plasma contains the N2 moiety. Given that the
temperature in the plasma is higher than ambient, there should be no N2 incursion into the
plasma proper, and so the images likely reflect the outer shell of the plasma region. The
images of N2 emission are shown in Fig. 2.6, with the general shape being similar to those
of O (I) and H (I), with the central region appearing to be void of N2. At a sheath gas flow
rate of 0.5 L min-1, the emission at the solution electrode is more intense and broader than
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at the counter electrode, resulting in a triangular shape. Emission is more evenly distributed
along the plasma axis at higher flow rates, and the shape becomes less broad at the solution
electrode, similar to the trends seen with O (I) and H (I). The emission intensity increases
at the counter electrode as sheath gas flow rate is increased, indicating the elongation of
the plasma glow towards this region as more He is introduced. Thus, the spatial profile
reflects the capacity of the sheath flow to increase the elongation of the plasma glow while
likely excluding the intrusion of ambient atmosphere.

Figure 2.6 MIS images obtained for the second positive N2 molecular band with increasing sheath gas flow
rates. The monochromator was set to the highest point on the band (337.2 nm) for the changes in intensity to
be visualized best. Each image shown is the average of five acquired images obtained at an exposure time of
3 ms. Test solution: 500 μg mL-1 AgNO3 in 5% HNO3, discharge current: 50 mA, and counter gas: 0.1 L min1
He.

In addition to the discrete solute and background species monitored with the MISLS-APGD, the monochromator was also set to the zero-order position to monitor the total
plasma emission output as a loose measure of the plasma density (excitation efficiency).
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As seen in Fig. 2.7, the plasma shape becomes less broad (more constricted) as the sheath
flow rate increases. And so, the concept of plasma sheathing and constriction at high flow
rates (gas velocities) is consistently seen in the total optical output profiles. Different from
the species-specific photo-images, there is intense emission seen at the counter electrode
at the lower flow rates. This is borne out in the spatial profiles (Fig. A-4), with the expected
maxima centered in what would be the negative glow region.

Figure 2.7 Zero-order (total light) MIS images of the plasma. Each image is the average of five acquired
images. Images were acquired at an exposure time of 20 ms. Test solution: 500 μg mL-1 AgNO3 in 5% HNO3,
solution flow rate: 75 μL min-1, discharge current: 50 mA, sheath gas: 0.7 L min-1 He, and counter gas: 0.1
L min-1 He.

The high amount of “background” emission in the anode region is not a surprise as there
is an increase in electron energies in that region of all GD devices,34 and so spectral
continua would be a natural result. Increases in gas flow definitively shift the emission
towards the middle of the interelectrode gap, with the net plasma emission intensity being
relatively unchanged. Under these conditions, as the profiles of the solvent related species
reflect, there is greater loading of solvent and analyte, with greater overall emission coming
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from that region of the plasma along with the previously noted stratification reflecting the
gas dynamics. The fact that the total output of the plasma does not change with sheath gas
flow rate makes sense as the plasma operating in a constant current mode sees only a few
percent drop in voltage across this range of flow rates (i.e. the applied power is essentially
constant).
2.3.3. Influence of Counter Gas Flow Rate on Plasma Emission Distributions
The addition of the counter gas flow to the LS-APGD-OES apparatus as a means
introducing particulate analytes,21,22 immediately showed effects in providing overall
greater plasma stability. Likewise fundamental spectroscopic measurements revealed a
plasma that showed great robustness towards heavy matrices.36 The analogous experiments
to Section 2.3.2 were performed wherein the sheath gas flow rate was constant and the
counter gas flow rate was varied from 0.1 – 0.5 L min-1. The sheath gas flow rate was held
at 0.7 L min-1 due to the high Ag (I) emission intensity, S/B, and S/N as well as good
overall plasma stability observed at this flow rate. When looking at the spatially-integrated
(using array spectrometer) emission intensities for the monitored species (Fig. 2.8a),
relatively little influence is observed with increasing counter flow, contrary to the sheath
flow results shown in Section 2.3.2. The emission intensities remain fairly constant, with
slight increases at 0.4 and 0.5 L min-1. On the other hand, the calculated S/B and S/N (Fig.
2.8b for Ag (I) emission are driven by dramatically reduced stability at the highest flow
rates, illustrated by the diverging error bars and greatly degraded S/N. Greatly reduced
stability was manifest in the monitored discharge voltage which showed pronounced
variability (~ 24 %RSD). In fact, the instability can be seen in the photo-images where the
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plasma shape appears to be perturbed. In addition to the curve, the plasma appears to have
two points of contact at the counter electrode.
a)

b)

Figure 2.8 a) Average emission intensities of analyte and background species with increasing counter gas
flow rates. b) S/B and S/N of Ag (I) emission at 328.1 nm.

These features are likely due to the plasma flickering around the inner edges of the counter
electrode as counter gas flow rate is increased, likely due to perturbed gas dynamics at high
flow rates. Previous works have shown a negative correlation to analyte signal intensity at
counter gas flow rates of 0.1 – 0.2 L min-1,12 which is reflected here. However, a definitive
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correlation in analyte responsivity for the spatially integrated measurements is not realized
over the extended counter gas flow rates investigated here.
As mentioned previously, the Ag (I) photo-images (Fig. 2.9) reflect the instability
of the plasma. The image for 0.1 L min-1 of counter gas should be identical to the image
for 0.7 L min-1 of sheath gas (Fig. 2.3a). However, it is noticeably dimmer and does not
present the high emission intensity just outside the solution electrode seen in Fig. 2.3a. The
images appear dimmer because they were acquired at a lower exposure time (10 ms) than
the images in Fig. 2.3a (15 ms). This is due to the instability at higher counter gas flow
rates, which resulted in intense emission at the solution electrode and counter electrode,
making it difficult to see details of emission in other regions of the plasma. Lowering the
exposure time allowed for elucidation of the various anchor points in the images. This is
also why the intense emission region just outside the solution electrode seen in Fig. 2.3a is
not present in Fig. 2.9; the exposure time is lower. The shape, however, is consistent
between the two images with the exception of a slight curve in the image shown in Fig.
2.9. This is likely due to the temporary anchoring of the plasma to the extreme end of the
counter electrode.
The plasma shape is displaced from the solution electrode to the counter electrode
and appears to have multiple anchor points (as seen in bright regions). There are also
general features in the images that reflect similarities to those obtained in Section 2.3.2.
For example, the large amount of emission that occurs just beyond the solution electrode
and the presence of emission at the counter electrode. So, emission is occurring in the same
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areas of the plasma, but the instability caused by high counter gas flow rates makes the
conditions ill-suited for quantitative work.

Figure 2.9 MIS images obtained for Ag (I) emission at 328.1 nm with increasing counter gas flow rates.
Averaging was performed in ImageJ with the “Z Project, Average Intensity” function. Each image was
acquired at an exposure time of 10 ms. Test solution: 500 μg mL-1 AgNO3 in 5% HNO3, solution flow rate:
75 μL min-1, discharge current: 50 mA, and sheath gas: 0.7 L min-1 He.

The background species studied in the sheath gas flow rate experiments were also
monitored as a function of counter gas flow rate. Based on the images obtained from the
sheath gas flow rate studies, it was expected that as counter gas flow rate is increased, OH
emission would decrease at the counter electrode. The images in Fig. 2.10 demonstrate that
this does occur. The OH signal decreases dramatically at the counter electrode, almost
disappearing entirely as seen with the other background species (He and N2). Since the
major contributor to OH emission is the electrolytic solution, this decrease is likely due to
the inability of the aerosol to travel through the plasma at high counter gas flow rates.
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Figure 2.10 MIS images of OH emission at the highest point of the molecular band, 306.4 nm, as a function
of counter gas flow rate. Each image shown is the average of five acquired images taken at an exposure time
of 5 ms. Test solution: 500 μg mL-1 AgNO3 in 5% HNO3, solution flow rate: 75 μL min-1, discharge current:
50 mA, and sheath gas: 0.7 L min-1 He.

This is opposite the conclusion that high sheath flow rates provide enhanced desolvation.
Indeed, as seen in Fig. 2.10, as well as Figs. A-5a-b for the O (I) and H(I) emission, the
images reflect a blowback of material due to high counter gas glow rates. This phenomenon
is more pronounced for the atomic species photographs where the most intense emission is
clearly seen in the region between the solution electrode tip and the outer capillary.
As a final measure of the negative indications of high counter gas flow, extraction
of the widths (perpendicular to the flow axis) of the plasma images for the OH emission
reveals that the central plasma region broadens by ~2X from the lowest to highest counter
flow rates, from ~0.55 to 0.95 mm. Thus, while there may be advantages to some amount
of counter gas flow, beyond the transport of particles, the counter gas flow appears as a
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blunt, opposing aerodynamic force towards analyte transport. The MIS pictures of the He
and N2 species would be expected to reflect better the aerodynamic impacts of the counter
gas flow. The He (I) emission images of Fig. 2.11 show the same effects as the analyterelated species, with low counter gas flow rates (0.1 – 0.3 L min-1) exhibiting emission in
the expected region of the solution electrode to the middle of the plasma (as in Fig. 2.5),
while high counter gas flow rates show a retraction of emission towards the solution
electrode. As counter gas flow rate is increased, one might expect increased emission in
the region of the counter electrode due to a higher gas density, but it retreats towards the
solution electrode as with the lower sheath gas flow rates. In fact, at high counter gas flow
rates, the He (I) emission virtually disappears. One might expect that this might be from
decreased plasma energetics, but again there is virtually no change in the plasma
maintenance voltage. Clearly, the lack of emission at the counter electrode (and overall)
requires further study.
N2 emission follows the same trend as the other background species. The pictures
shown in Fig. 2.12 display somewhat uniform emission outlining the plasma area at low
counter gas flow rates. Increasing from 0.1 – 0.2 L min-1 appears to pinch the spatial
distribution, providing an almost bullet shape from both directions. It appears as if the He
flow from the counter electrode engulfs the plasma body, excluding ambient N2 from entry.
As the counter gas flow rate reaches 0.4 and 0.5 L min-1, the emission retreats from the
counter electrode and becomes virtually non-existent at the highest flow rates, save hot
spots that appear at the outer capillary.
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Figure 2.11 MIS images of He (I) emission at 587.5 nm acquired as counter gas flow rate is increased. Each
image shown is the average of five acquired images taken with an exposure time of 2 ms. Test solution: 500
μg mL-1 AgNO3 in 5% HNO3, solution flow rate: 75 μL min-1, discharge current: 50 mA, and sheath gas: 0.7
L min-1 He.

Figure 2.12 MIS images of second positive N2 molecular band emission obtained when the monochromator
is set to the highest point of the band, 337.2 nm, and the counter gas flow rate is increased. Each image
shown is the average of five acquired images at an exposure time of 3 ms. Test solution: 500 μg mL-1 AgNO3
in 5% HNO3, solution flow rate: 75 μL min-1, discharge current: 50 mA, and sheath gas: 0.7 L min-1 He.
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2.4 Conclusions
The addition of MIS imaging capabilities to the LS-AGPD microplasma proved
effective for obtaining spatially resolved images of emission within the plasma and
analyzing the effects of gas flow conditions on the source operation. Using images obtained
with the MIS-LS-APGD setup, new insights into the spatial emission characteristics of
background and analyte species were obtained and previous hypotheses about plasma
operation were further enforced. The results of these studies seem to indicate that the best
operating parameters for sheath and counter gas flow are 0.7 and 0.1 L min-1 respectively.
Additionally, it appears that as total helium gas flow is increased, the majority of emission
is attributed to background species that arise from the electrolytic solution and atmospheric
contaminants, with analyte emission decreasing as the emission of these species increases.
Interestingly, atomic species become more prevalent at high sheath gas flow rates than their
molecular counterparts, potentially implying better nebulization and desolvation at these
flow rates. The opposite is seen at high counter gas flow rates, where plasma instability
prevents many emission processes.
To make a more definitive statement towards the optimal gas flow rates, further
study is required since the analysis here does not consider synergistic effects within the
plasma that would influence the selection of operating parameters. To achieve this and gain
a more thorough understanding of the effect parameters have on spatial emission profiles,
a full-scale parameterization study using the MIS-LS-APGD setup would be required. A
study of this scale is of particular interest since it would be invaluable in determining
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operating parameters, analyte line selection, and lens positioning for future LS-APGDOES works, potentially providing improved analytical performance of this instrument.
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CHAPTER THREE
PARAMETRIC OPTIMIZATION AND SPECTRAL LINE SELECTION FOR LIQUID
SAMPLING – ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE GLOW DISCHARGE – OPTICAL
EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY
3.1 Introduction
Inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) has been the
benchmark technique for multi-element optical emission analysis for decades.1 It is widely
used across various scientific disciplines due to its advantageous features, including wide
linear dynamic range, relatively-low detection limits, and simultaneous multi-element
capabilities.2 ICP-OES is however, limited in many ways, such as the high power
requirements (1-2 kW), high support gas flow requirements (>15 L min-1 Ar), and large
sample volumes (~5 mL), of which most goes to waste.2, 3 These operating requirements
as well as the large initial cost of the instrument and high maintenance/operation costs drive
continuous evaluation into alternative sources.
To address the operational overhead and high costs associated with ICP techniques,
recent research in the field of atomic spectroscopy has focused on the miniaturization of
excitation/ionization sources.4 Potential benefits could be the use of less sample, less waste
production, more efficient operation, and portability. The ideal products of this research
would be instruments capable of performing at or near the level of ICP-OES. Towards this
end, a promising area of research lies in the development of atmospheric pressure glow
discharge (APGD) sources. The initial demonstration of these APGD sources was the
electrolyte cathode atmospheric glow discharge (ELCAD) developed by Cserfalvi et al.5
The ELCAD, and excitation sources based off its design, is a promising alternative to the
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ICP due to its low power requirements, low-cost, and ability to operate under ambient
conditions.6-10 Several APGD sources based on the ELCAD exist, and the various
approaches to generating these sources have been well reviewed.6,

11, 12

A notable

improvement on the original ELCAD design is the solution cathode glow discharge
(SCGD) demonstrated by Hieftje and collaborators.13, 14 In particular, aspects of using 10s
of microliter volume sample injections into the bulk flow and the use of spatiallysegregated optical sampling were demonstrated.
The liquid sampling – atmospheric pressure glow discharge (LS-APGD) was
developed by Marcus and Davis as an alternative to the ELCAD design and offers several
advantages over both the ICP and other APGD sources.15 The LS-APGD has lower capital
costs and operational requirements, using less power (<100 W) and support gas (<1 L min1

) than the ICP. In comparison to ELCAD-type devices, far less sample is used (<0.1 mL),

and no liquid waste is produced by virtue of low solution flow rates (<100 μL min-1) and
high power densities (>10 W mm-3).15, 16 The LS-APGD also has wide-ranging utility, as
it can pair with OES, atomic mass spectrometry (MS), and molecular MS.17-23 Solids can
be sampled via ambient desorption (AD) and laser ablation (LA) for OES/MS analysis.21,
22, 24, 25

The lack of liquid waste generation and versatility of detection modes is a distinct

advantage of the LS-APGD over other APGD sources which operate at much higher liquid
flow rates and are typically paired solely with direct liquid sampling and OES detection,13,
14, 26-29

though the SCGD has also been applied for atomic MS.30
While the utility of the LS-APGD has been demonstrated and its potential

advantages relative to other sources are defined, the LS-APGD still struggles with limited
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concentration-based sensitivity when used for OES measurements.31 Previously reported
limits of detection (LOD) have been suitable for trace metal analysis but ill-suited for ultratrace metal analysis.32 For those applications requiring high sensitivity, in-line sample
preconcentration has been performed to improve measurement sensitivity.31 However,
more progress is necessary if the LS-APGD-OES system is to be reasonably offered as an
alternative for ICP-OES. In reality, for cases of reduced-format analytical instrumentation,
ICP-OES-level sensitivity may be worth sacrificing for a cost-effective instrument with
fewer operational requirements and the potential to perform at-sample (transportable)
analysis.
Described in this work is a comprehensive parameterization of the LS-APGD
operation conditions followed by a line selection and analytical characterization, with the
goal of improving the analytical performance of the LS-APGD-OES system. A reducedformat monochromator and PMT were used for this work due to the sensitivity, moderate
resolution, wide wavelength range, and low cost. The parameterization was performed with
a solution of 500 μg mL-1 Ag to remain consistent with previous LS-APGD literature.31
The parameterization was performed using the four possible LS-APGD powering modes
in order to determine which provides optimal response. The test elements for the line
selection and analytical characterization were Ag, Ca, Cr, Cu, K, Mg, Na, and Zn. These
elements were chosen based on their appearance in the literature for previous
characterization of the LS-APGD, their use for the development of other APGD sources,
and their diversity of spectrochemical characteristics.12, 17, 33
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3.2 Experimental
3.2.1. Liquid Sampling – Atmospheric Pressure Glow Discharge Source
The LS-APGD-OES apparatus, depicted in Fig. 3.1, remains essentially unchanged
from recent iterations.31, 34 A Chemyx Fusion 100 syringe pump (Stafford, TX) was used
to transport an electrolytic solution (5% HNO3) through a fused silica capillary (i.d. – 280
μm, o.d. – 580 μm, Restek (Bellefonte, PA)) to sustain the plasma. This capillary was
mounted inside of a stainless-steel outer electrode, with a He sheath gas flowing through
it. Sheath gas was delivered using a mass flow controller (Alicat Scientific MC Series
(Tucson, AZ)).

Figure 3.1 Diagram of the LS-APGD-OES apparatus used for this work. Specific components described in
text. The focal length of f1 was 150 mm while the focal length of f2 was 40 mm.

Mounted opposite to this electrode (the solution electrode) was a second, identical
electrode (the counter electrode). This electrode is hollow to facilitate the introduction of
a He counter gas flow, controlled with an identical mass flow controller.31, 34, 35 The plasma
was powered by a direct current power supply (Spellman Model SL 150, Hauppage, NY)
with a 10 kΩ ballast resistor placed between the power supply and the counter electrode.
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3.2.2 LS-APGD Powering Modes
A glow discharge is formed based on the potential difference applied between two
electrodes. The power supply used to sustain the LS-APGD can operate in either a positive
or negative output mode, and the solution electrode can be either powered or grounded,
meaning the LS-APGD can be powered in four different ways,36 a unique feature versus
other APGD types. Diagrammatic representations of each of these powering modes is
shown in Fig. 3.2.

Figure 3.2 Diagrammatic representations of the four possible LS-APGD powering modes. Solution grounded
cathode (SGC) and solution powered anode (SPA) are created when the power supply is operated in the
positive output mode while solution grounded anode (SGA) and solution powered cathode (SPC) are
acquired when the power supply is operated in the negative output mode.

3.2.3. Solution Preparation
Concentrated, trace metal grade, nitric acid (Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO)) was
diluted to 5% v/v using DI-H2O (Purelab Flex, ELGA Waterlab, High Wycombe, UK).
The 5% HNO3 solution was used to prepare each of the analytes from their corresponding
salts. All salts were obtained commercially from the following sources: AgNO3 (Fischer
Scientific; Fair Lawn, NJ), Ca(NO3)2*4H2O (Sigma-Aldrich; St. Louis, MO), Cu(NO3)2*3
H2O (Carolina Biological Supply Company; Burlington, NC), Cr(NO3)3*9 H2O (SigmaAldrich; St. Louis, MO), KCl (Fischer Scientific; Fair Lawn, NJ), NaCl (Alfa Aesar; Ward
Hill, MA), Mg(NO3)*6 H2O (Sigma-Aldrich; St. Louis, MO), Zn(CH3COO)2*2 H2O (J.T.
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Baker Chemical Co.; Phillipsburg, NJ). Each analyte stock solution was prepared at 500
μg mL-1. The multi-element solution was prepared with the same concentrations of each
salt used in the single-element solutions, save for K and Na which were diluted to 100 μg
mL-1 due to their intense responses, and diluted with 5% HNO3.
3.2.4. Optical Emission Detection
Light emission from the plasma was focused onto the entrance slit of a CVI Laser
Digikrom 240 0.24 m focal length monochromator (Albuquerque, NM) using a tube lens
containing two CaF2 plano-convex lenses (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ). (Note that this a small
format spectrometer in comparison to ICP-OES instruments, commensurate with a
reduced-format laboratory instrument. Other modalities may be more appropriate for
transportable instruments.) While a monochromator is not the ideal choice for a line
selection study due to the inability to monitor multiple wavelengths simultaneously, the
good resolution across a large wavelength range and low cost warrant its use in this
investigation. The focal length of the lens mounted adjacent to the plasma was 150.0 mm
and the focal length of the lens on the opposite side of the tube was 40.0 mm. The
monochromator employed for this work had 1200 grooves mm-1 grating, blazed at 250 nm,
and 0.2 nm resolution, with a spectral working range of 200 – 1500 nm. The entrance and
exit slits for all experiments were set at 50 μm. All spectral scans acquired in this work
were taken at a rate of 100 nm min-1 at steps of 0.01 nm. The signal integration time was
set to 6 ms per step. A photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu R955; Bridgewater, NJ) was used
as the photon detector and transducer.
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3.2.5. Design of Experiment (DoE) Approach for Optimization of Operating Conditions
To optimize the operating conditions of the LS-APGD-OES system, a design of
experiment (DoE) study was undertaken to assess the influence of the following
parameters: discharge current, inter-electrode gap, sheath gas flow rate, counter gas flow
rate, and solution flow rate. While previous parameterizations have been conducted, they
have either not included all the listed parameters, studied them in isolation, or have studied
these parameters across a limited range. The ranges of conditions used in this DoE study
were as follows: discharge current (30 – 70 mA), inter-electrode gap (0.5 – 4.0 mm), sheath
gas flow rate (0.5 – 0.9 L min-1), counter gas flow rate (0.1 – 0.5 L min-1), and solution
flow rate (25 – 125 μL min-1). While the LS-APGD can operate past the minimum and
maximum of these ranges, concessions were made to bring down the computational cost
of the DoE as well as reduce the total number of experiments performed. The chosen ranges
of parameters do encompass all previously established optimal parameters for the setup, so
comparisons can be made between this work and previously-reported data.
Typically, full factorial designs are used in such evaluations, but it is more
computationally expensive and requires more combinations of operating conditions.37, 38
As such, a definitive screening design (DSD) was used. While DSD does not consider as
many combinations of parameters as other models, its ability to detect and predict the
causes of any nonlinearity justifies its use in this work.39, 40 A DSD experimental plan was
generated using JMP Pro software (Cary, NY). The experimental plan consisted of 22
unique sets of operating parameters, shown in Table 3.1. Triplicate 20 μL injections of the
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500 μg mL-1 Ag test solution were performed at each set of operating parameters listed in
Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 JMP Pro DoE Experimental Plan. The plasma was operated at the conditions specified for each
run and triplicate injections of Ag test solution were performed. The average intensity, S/B, and S/N were
calculated for the injections performed at each run and input into the JMP Pro software for statistical
analysis. This experimental plan was used for each powering mode.

Ag was chosen as the test element due to its use in previous characterizations of the LSAPGD.31, 34, 35, 41 While a single element approach represents very much a middle ground,
Ag is neither the most or least sensitive of elements by the method, and serves as a suitable
test element. (In no case was evidence of self-absorption or PMT saturation seen.) Signals
were collected across the injection transients at Ag (I) 328.1 nm, at a rate of 10 per second.
The average (integrated) signal intensity across the injection, signal-to-background (S/B),
and signal-to-noise (S/N) were calculated from the transients of each injection and input
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into the JMP Pro software. The S/B was calculated as the maximum intensity divided by
the average intensity for one minute before and one minute after the injection. The S/N was
calculated as the maximum intensity divided by the standard deviation of the intensity in
the same regions before and after the injection. JMP Pro performed statistical calculations
to determine the significance of each parameter on the generated model of analyte
responses. These significance values are reported in LogWorth (-log10(p-value)), with a
value of 1.5 indicating significance at the 95% confidence interval.
To choose the optimal powering mode for the LS-APGD, the DoE outlined in Table
3.1 was performed for each. The optimal parameters were extracted for each powering
mode and triplicate injections of the test solution were performed at those conditions. To
determine which powering mode offered the best analytical performance, the signal
intensity, S/B, and S/N for these conditions were compared.
3.2.6. Line Selection
The line selection was performed using the optimal operating conditions obtained
from the DoE method. Eight analytes (Ag, Ca, Cu, Cr, K, Na, Mg, Zn) were chosen for
evaluation based on their use in previous characterizations of the LS-APGD and other
APGD sources, as well as diversity in terms of both wavelengths and the identity of the
emitting species (i.e., atomic vs ionic). To evaluate the transitions from each analyte, full
spectra (200 – 800 nm) were acquired using constant flow solutions while introducing 500
μg mL-1 of each element, individually. Corresponding background spectra were acquired
across the same spectral region using a constant flow of the 5% HNO3 blank solution.
Background corrections were performed by subtracting the full background spectrum from
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the analyte spectrum on a point-by-point basis. This process was performed in triplicate
with three unique analyte and background scans. Any remaining transitions that had been
previously attributed to that analyte were identified as potential analytical transitions. The
temporal stability and precision for each transition was determined by performing triplicate
injections of analyte at each identified line and calculating the %RSD of the integrated
peak area, peak height, S/B, and S/N. In this case, the S/B was calculated using the
maximum intensity of the analyte peak divided by the average intensity of the background
region 0.5 nm below and above the analyte line. The S/N was calculated using the
maximum intensity of the analyte peak divided by the standard deviation of the intensity
in the same regions. The ultimate analytical line for each analyte was chosen based on these
criteria.
3.2.7. Analytical Performance
Calibration curves for each analyte were obtained at the chosen analytical line using
the average transient peak height of three, 20 μL injections of each solution. The peak
height from each injection was determined by finding the maximum intensity from the
transient signal of each injection. These calibration curves were then used to calculate the
LOD for each analyte (3σb/m; σb is the standard deviation of triplicate blank measurements
and m is the slope of the calibration curve). This analysis was performed using singleelement solutions of each analyte individually as well as the multi-element solution
described previously. The multi-element solution was used to determine how the plasma
operates with high concentration solutions and to identify potential matrix effects.
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3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1. Design of Experiment Evaluation of Powering Modes
The DoE outlined in Table 3.1 was performed in each of the powering modes to
determine the optimal conditions for LS-APGD-OES analysis. Each powering mode was
evaluated under the same DoE experimental plan. Each parameter was identified as having
either a positive, neutral, or negative impact on the responses. Previous works have
discussed the significance of each parameter towards the microplasma operation,17 so this
work focuses solely on identifying the effect each parameter has on analytical responses
for each powering mode. In those cases where changing a parameter had a positive effect
on signal intensity but a negative effect on S/B or S/N, parameters were chosen to obtain
the most desirable compromise between the three monitored responses. These situations
will be discussed on a per scenario basis as they appear in this work.
3.3.1a. Solution Grounded Cathode (SGC) - The SGC powering mode is the
powering orientation typically used for ELCAD and SCGD operation.11, 13 The operating
parameters with positive correlations to analyte response in the SGC powering mode were
discharge current and counter gas flow rate. Negatively correlating parameters were
electrode gap, sheath gas flow rate, and solution flow rate. As shown in the Pareto plot in
Fig. B-1 the parameters/combination of parameters found to significantly affect analyte
response were discharge current*sheath gas flow rate, discharge current, and solution flow
rate*sheath gas flow rate. The optimal operating conditions of the LS-APGD based on the
above metrics in this powering mode were determined to be: discharge current = 60 mA,
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electrode gap = 2 mm, sheath gas flow rate = 0.6 L min-1, counter gas flow rate = 0.3 L
min-1, and solution flow rate = 25 μL min-1.
3.3.1b. Solution Powered Cathode (SPC) - The parameters with a positive
correlation to emission intensity, S/B, and S/N were discharge current and counter gas flow
rate while negative correlations arose from electrode gap, sheath gas flow rate, and solution
flow rate. Counter gas flow rate was found to have a neutral impact on all monitored
responses. As depicted in Fig. B-2 it was found that no single parameter nor a combination
of parameters significantly affected analyte response. The optimized operating conditions
of the LS-APGD in this powering mode were found to be: discharge current = 70 mA,
electrode gap = 0.5 mm, sheath gas flow rate = 0.6 L min-1, counter gas flow rate = 0.3 L
min-1, and solution flow rate = 25 μL min-1.
There has been one previous parameterization of the LS-APGD in the SPC
powering mode.17 The results of that work align closely with the data presented here,
except for sheath gas flow rate. In that work, sheath gas flow rate was found to have a
positive effect on analyte emission across the same range. In this study however, no
correlation to analyte response was found. The previous parameterization found that the
effect of sheath gas flow rate on emission intensity was analyte dependent. Additionally,
the previous work utilized a substantially higher solution flow rate (150 μL min-1) as it was
tailored toward the use of the LS-APGD as a secondary excitation source for particle
analysis.17 This could influence the outcome of the experiments performed, particularly
considering high solution flow rates were found here to have a negative correlation with
analyte response.
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3.3.1c. Solution Grounded Anode (SGA) - The discharge current was found to have
a positive correlation to analyte emission intensity, but this is only true up to 40 mA,
beyond which increases in current negatively affected emission intensity. S/N and S/B were
not affected by discharge current. Every other parameter was found to have a negative
impact on all three responses across the entire studied range. The only condition found to
have a significant (albeit negative) effect on analyte response was the sheath gas flow rate,
as shown in Fig. B-3. The optimized operating conditions of the LS-APGD in this powering
mode were found to be: discharge current = 40 mA, electrode gap = 0.5 mm, sheath gas
flow rate = 0.5 L min-1, counter gas flow rate = 0.1 L min-1, and solution flow rate = 25 μL
min-1.
There has been a previous parameterization of the LS-APGD-OES in the SGA
powering mode.41 The results from that work are consistent with this work, with some
important distinctions. First, the current was found to have a positive correlation to signal
intensity from 25 – 35 mA, but a negative correlation beyond that point. Second, no counter
gas was included in the previous work and electrode gap and sheath gas flow rate were
held constant. Finally, the previous work used the one-variable-at-a-time (OVAT) method
to find the optimal discharge current and solution flow rate. The OVAT method is
commonly used, but does not consider inter-parametric effects, which play an important
role in plasma operation. Due to this difference and the number of operating parameters
studied in the previous work, it is not surprising that the results differ.
3.3.1d. Solution Powered Anode (SPA) - When powered under the SPA conditions,
the LS-APGD was unstable at every parameter combination generated by the JMP Pro
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software. Injections were attempted at every condition, but the tip of the solution electrode
melted, or the plasma became too unstable for reliable intensity measurements. As such the
DoE protocol could not be completed and SPA was deemed unusable. While the plasma is
sustainable in SPA mode, the low sensitivity compared to other powering modes aligns
with previous results of LS-APGD powering mode studies.36
3.3.2. Selection of Powering Mode
Triplicate 20 μL injections of the 500 μg mL-1 Ag test solution were performed
using the optimized conditions for each powering mode. The average peak height, S/B, and
S/N were calculated for these conditions. Figures 3.3a-c show the average (integrated)
signal intensity, S/B, and S/N for each powering mode, respectively. The error bars on the
graphs are the standard deviation (1σ) of the metrics across the triplicate injections. The
maximum signal intensity and S/B as well as the lowest dispersion for both were achieved
using the SGC powering mode, while the highest S/N was achieved with the SGA powering
mode. That said, the variability of the S/N is far greater for the SGA powering mode than
that acquired with the SGC powering mode. The responses monitored here were found to
be degraded when the plasma was operated in the SPC powering mode due to the
comparatively low magnitude and the high deviation of all monitored responses. Based on
these data, the plasma was run in the SGC powering mode for the remainder of these studies
under the optimal conditions extracted from the DoE study.
To compare the analytical performance of the LS-APGD using the parameters
extracted in this study to previous iterations, response curves for Ag (I) 328.1 nm were
produced under the microplasma conditions derived here and which had been employed in
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.3 a) The average signal intensity of Ag (I) 328.1 nm, b) S/B, and c) S/N of triplicate 50 μL injections
of 500 μg mL-1 Ag, acquired at the optimized conditions for each powering mode. The error bars represent
standard deviation across the three injections.

those works. The resulting response curve is shown in Fig. 3.4, along with a curve
generated using the initial operating conditions of the source15, 36 and using the conditions
from the most recent published calibration effort.31 The response curves were generated
over the same concentration range (10 – 500 μg mL-1) and each calibration curve contains
five points. The concentrations used to generate the responses were determined using the
random number generator function in Microsoft Excel. While each calibration curve used
different concentrations of solution, they are all representative of LS-APGD response over
the same concentration range at the specified conditions.
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Figure 3.4 Calibration curves obtained at the operating conditions found to be optimal in this work (purple),
the work of Hall et al.31 (orange), and the work of Marcus et al.15 (grey). For this work, the points on the
calibration curve are the average of three 20 μL injections and the error bars represent the standard
deviation of those intensities. The previous works extend the concentration range to 500 μg mL-1 but this
work cuts off at 250 μL mL-1 due to saturation of the detector at 500 μg mL-1.

The response curve acquired using the optimized plasma conditions from this work
begins to deviate from linearity between 250 and 500 μg mL-1. For this reason, the line of
best fit is represented by a second order polynomial function. (Suppression at high analyte
loadings is addressed in subsequent sections of this report.) A 14x improvement in slope is
observed in the linear response region (<250 μg mL-1) for the conditions found in this study
when compared to the initial plasma operation conditions.15, 36 A 3x improvement in slope
was also achieved in the calibration curve at the current conditions versus the calibration
curve acquired in the most recent publication.31 When LODs were calculated using these
calibration curves, the lowest LOD (0.8 μg mL-1, 16 ng) was acquired using the conditions
found here. The LODs using the conditions from Hall et al.31 and Marcus et al.15, 36 were
1.0 and 25.3 μg mL-1, respectively. Using the DoE approach to establish the most suitable
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operating parameters for the LS-APGD, based on these response curves, was successful.
Further experiments were performed to determine if the parameterization had the effect of
improving analytical performance for other analytes.
3.3.3. Analytical Line Selection
The sequential nature of the present monochromator system is non-ideal in terms
of multi-line measurements. To ensure greater temporal stability across the time scales
required for multiple broad spectral scans, the solution flow rate was increased to 50 μL
min-1. This assisted in cooling the solution electrode and inner capillary, allowing for
continuous use of the plasma for more than 8 hours with no degradation in performance.
The solution flow rate was adjusted instead of the sheath or counter gas flows because,
while none of the parameters were found to significantly affect plasma operation, the
solution flow rate had the smallest effect on signal intensity and plasma stability when
modified. While increasing the solution flow rate did have a slight negative effect on the
signal intensity (~10%), S/B and S/N were unaffected, as was the %RSD of all three
responses. No other parameters were changed.
The fundamental characteristics of the excitation source used for OES experiments
plays a large role in the states that are populated and thus the transitions that are observed
in emission spectra.42, 43 The spectroscopic background (typically water- and atmosphererelated species) also plays a role in the visible region of the spectrum. As such, analytical
lines need to be chosen based not only on emission intensity, but also on S/B, S/N, and the
reproducibility of these responses. Therefore, the line selection study was performed with
two basic experiments. The first was identifying analyte emission lines using constant flow
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solutions of single- and multi-element solutions. The second was studying the stability of
analyte emission lines by performing multiple injections at each line identified for each
analyte and calculating the %RSDs for injection peak area, peak height, S/B, and S/N. The
emission lines for use in the analytical characterization of the source were chosen based on
these factors.
Previous works characterizing the emission spectra of the LS-APGD have
established that the spectra are comparable to those of combustion flames operated at
atmospheric pressure.15, 36 The LS-APGD blank spectra (5% HNO3, pH = 1) are dominated
by molecular band emission from OH•, N2, N2+, and NH, which is typical of atmospheric
pressure flame sources as well.43 Additionally, when the rotational temperatures from the
OH• Q1 brand were calculated, values of 2300 – 2800 K were acquired, closely following
those measured in atmospheric pressure flames.15 Determinations of excitation
temperatures have yielded temperatures of 2700 – 3600 K.36 Since the rotational
temperatures and excitation temperatures generally do not show much deviation, it can be
surmised that mostly thermal radiation is observed; meaning the LS-APGD behaves more
like a flame source than an ICP. Based on these previously defined characteristics of the
LS-APGD, flame emission spectral compilations were consulted in addition to the NIST
spectral database to determine which analyte emission transitions might be expected from
the LS-APGD-OES.43, 44
3.3.3a. Zinc - Flame emission spectra of Zn are typically composed solely of the
Zn (I) 213.9 nm emission transition.43 While few APGD sources have been characterized
by an extensive line selection study, many of these studies report quantitative
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characterizations of Zn at the 213.9 nm line.33, 45 The only emission transition observed in
this work was the Zn (I) line at 213.9 nm, mirroring flame emission spectra and other
APGD-OES reports. The fact that no other emission transitions are observed was expected,
since the transition probability (Aki) of the Zn (I) line at 213.9 nm is 7.14 108 s-1.44 This is
nearly 2x higher than all persistent Zn (II) emission transitions. Additionally, the ionization
potential of Zn is approximately 9.4 eV, meaning it is possible the plasma is not capable
of ionizing Zn in large enough excited state populations for Zn (II) transitions to be
observed.
In a previous LS-APGD-OES study, the Zn (II) transitions at 202.5 and 206.2 nm
and Zn (I) transitions at 472.2 and 481.1 nm were reported in addition to the 213.9 nm
emission line observed here.17 That work has some key differences from this study
including operating the LS-APGD in a different powering mode, using different operating
conditions, and a different detector. Each of these differences would have an impact on the
observed Zn emission transitions. The spectral region where Zn (II) emission transitions
occur is densely populated with NO molecular bands so it is possible that the Zn (II)
emission cannot overcome the high background when operated with the conditions used in
this work. As for the Zn (I) emission transitions at 472.2 and 481.1 nm, no Aki values are
reported so it is difficult to determine if transition probabilities play a role here.
Additionally, the previous work that shows detectable emission from these transitions
employed a five-channel CCD detector while a monochromator/PMT setup was employed
here. It is likely that the detector in the previous work had greater sensitivity for the spectral
region between 470 and 485 nm than the monochromator employed in this study.
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3.3.3b. Magnesium - Typically, the Mg (I) emission transition at 285.2 nm is used
for flame and APGD-OES analyses.41, 43 However, three spectroscopic lines were observed
in the spectra from this work: two Mg (II) transitions at 279.6 and 280.3 nm and the Mg
(I) transition at 285.2 nm. Interestingly, the ionic emission transitions for the Mg (II)
transitions detected have lower Aki (2.6 108 s-1 for both)44 than those for the Zn (II)
transitions that were not observed in this work. However, the ionization potential of Mg is
lower (7.6 eV) than that of Zn (9.4 eV), and so it is reasonable to conclude that Mg is
ionized in a much higher proportion than Zn.
Previous LS-APGD-OES studies report either the Mg (II) line at 280.3 nm41 or the
Mg (I) line at 285.2 nm,46 with neither work reporting the presence of both emission
transitions. Since n o spectra are reported in either work and these studies were monitoring
the intensity of the emission transition as opposed to identifying the ideal emission
transition, it is difficult to tell if differing plasma conditions or operating modes affected
the species of Mg observed.
3.3.3c. Copper - Cu emission spectra are typically characterized by the resonant Cu
(I) emission transitions at 324.7 and 327.4 nm.43 Experiments with flame sources and other
APGD sources typically utilize the 324.7 nm Cu (I) transition, likely because it is clear
from atmospheric background features relative to the 327.4 nm Cu (I) transition.33, 47 These
two Cu (I) emission transitions were the only lines observed in the spectra obtained for this
work. No Cu (II) emission lines were detected in this work. This closely aligns with
previously reported LS-APGD-OES literature which reports only detecting the 324.7 and
327.4 nm Cu (I) emission lines.17
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3.3.3d. Silver - Ag emission spectra are similar to that of Cu in the fact that two
prominent atomic lines are typically observed, at 328.1 and 338.3 nm.43 This is true for
both flame sources and other APGD sources.45, 47 The emission spectra obtained for this
work are no different, with only the two Ag (I) transitions at 328.1 and 338.3 nm being
detected. Similar to Cu and Zn, no Ag (II) emission transitions were detected. This data is
consistent with the most recently published LS-APGD-OES works that analyzed Ag.34, 35
Each of these studies reported only the Ag (I) emission transitions discussed here, but it
should be noted that neither of these works attempted to isolate other Ag (I) or Ag (II)
transitions.
3.3.3e. Chromium - Typically, in flame sources, the Cr (I) lines at 357.9 and 425.4
nm are most often employed.43 Similarly, work performed with the solution cathode glow
discharge (SCGD) source utilized the 357.9 nm Cr (I) emission transition for quantitative
determination.48 Other APGD sources have reported the detection of six Cr (I) emission
lines at 357.9, 359.3, 360.4, 425.4, 427.4, and 428.9 nm,49 appearing as two groups in ~ 3
nm windows. It is typical for Cr (I) emission in these regions to present groups of three
transitions spanning approximately 3 nm.49 The highest energy emission transition in each
region (357.9 and 425.4 nm) is typically used analytically due to the high emission
intensity. In the spectra obtained for this work, this is not the case. For the first grouping
of Cr (I) transitions, all three were detected. However, the Cr (I) transition at 357.9 nm was
heavily interfered with by a N2 molecular emission band. In the case of the second grouping
of Cr (I) emission transitions, the expected line at 425.5 nm was also subjected to
interference by N2 emission, while the other two emission transitions in the grouping were
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intense and unobstructed. No previous LS-APGD studies have been performed with Cr, so
no comparisons can be made.
3.3.3f. Calcium - When analyzed by flame atomic emission spectroscopy, Ca
emission spectra typically display Ca (II) emission at 393.4 and 396.9 nm and Ca (I) at
422.7 nm.43 Previous work with other APGD sources has typically used the Ca (I)
transition, though none have reported a detailed Ca line selection.13, 50 For this work, the
spectra obtained were closer to flame emission spectra, with both of the Ca (II) emission
transitions and the Ca (I) transition being observed. It is worth noting that previous APGD
works did not report every detected emission line. Therefore, potential differences in the
spectra obtained in this work and those cannot be assessed. By the same token, no previous
LS-APGD-OES works have studied Ca emission.
3.3.3g. Sodium - Several Na emission transitions have been observed in flame
sources, including the Na (I) emission lines at 330.2, the classic 589.0/589.6 doublet, and
819.5 nm.43 The doublet lines have been most frequently used with other APGD sources
(including the LS-APGD35), where they typically compare their performance to ICPOES.51-53 Upon initial introduction of the 500 μg mL-1 Na solution to the LS-APGD, the
intensity of the emission at 589.0 and 589.6 nm saturated the detector. Given the spectral
complexity in the region, the 330.2 nm transition could not be discerned. The Na (I) 819.5
nm emission was not detected with the LS-APGD, as the throughput of this
monochromator is 200 – 800 nm. Observation of the Na (II) transition has not been noted
with other APGD sources.
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3.3.3h. Potassium - The final analyte determined in this study was K. When
analyzed with flame sources, the resulting K spectra typically contain K (I) transitions at
404.4, 766.5, and 769.9 nm.43 Other APGD sources have reported exclusively detecting
the two transitions at 766.5 and 769.9 nm.33, 54 No emission was observed at the 404.4 nm
transition for this LS-APGD-OES. This is likely due to the low probability (0.01 108 s-1)
of the transition.44 However, the responses of the K (I) emission at 766.5 and 769.9 nm
saturated the detector. No K (II) transitions were observed in these experiments, as would
be anticipated. Previous LS-APGD literature has not reported K emission, so no parallels
can be drawn.
3.3.4 Repeatability of Identified Analyte Lines
The analytical precision of the identified analyte lines was analyzed by performing
triplicate 20 μL injections of each analyte when the plasma was sustained with a 5% HNO3
electrolyte flow. The peak area, peak height, S/B, and S/N were calculated for each
injection and the average, standard deviation, and %RSD for the set of injections
determined. Good stability was defined as a precision of <10 %RSD across the triplicates.
Table 3.2 presents the average peak area, average peak height, average S/B and
average S/N, as well as the respective %RSDs for each of the analytes. Mg is discussed
here as a general example due to multiplicity of transitions monitored and the interesting
trade-offs between emission intensity and %RSD. However, the same sorts of evaluation
were performed for each identified emission line. The ionic emission transition at 279.6
nm has a higher average area, average peak height, and average S/N than the ionic
transition at 280.3 nm, as shown in Table 3.2. However, the %RSDs associated with each
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of the metrics are higher for the 279.6 nm line than for the 280.3 nm line, save for average
peak height. Therefore, the Mg (II) transition at 280.3 nm was chosen because of the higher
associated precision even though the absolute values of some of the metrics were lower for
the 279.6 nm line.
Table 3.2 Average peak area, maximum emission intensity, S/B, S/N, and the corresponding %RSDs for these
responses for all three visible Mg lines. Mg is shown here as a test case due to the concession made between
high intensity with high %RSD and low intensity with a more acceptable %RSD.

The analytical lines chosen for the remainder of this work, as well as the associated
response statistics for each line, are presented in bold text within Table 3.2 for each
element. The average peak area is reproducible to better than 10 %RSD in all cases except
for Zn. The Zn transition is the least stable line monitored, with high deviation in peak area,
peak height, and S/N. These high deviations are likely caused by the relatively low
emission intensity of the Zn (I) and the high variability of the background signal in that
region. The analytical performance of Zn will not be pursued further in this work since the
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emission is unstable. In the future, a plasma parameterization specifically for Zn emission
should be conducted to understand how to best detect emission of that species. The
remainder of the analytes are very precise in terms of the statistics monitored. Interestingly,
the average peak height is more reproducible than the average peak area for all analytes
except for Zn. As such, average peak height was used to evaluate the analytical
performance of the monitored analytes.
3.3.5. Analytical Performance of Monitored Elements/Transitions
After the selection of the most optimal line for each analyte, response curves were
generated for the transitions highlighted in Table 3.2. These curves were acquired using
the single-element solutions of each analyte, with each point representing the average of
triplicate injections (20 μL) at that concentration. The line of best fit, R2 values, and
calculated LOD (LOD = 3μb/m) for all calibration curves are shown in Table 3.3.
Previously published LODs for some of the analytes monitored in this study via LS-APGDOES were as follows: Cu (not determined), Ag (3.9 μg mL-1), Mg (10.6 μg mL-1), and Zn
(4.9 μg mL-1).41 A more recent study detailing the benefits of sheathing the LS-APGD
microplasma from ambient air also reported detection limits of 4.0 μg mL-1 for Ag and 0.08
μg mL-1 for Na.35 As shown in Table 3.3, the LODs are improved from the previous studies
in all cases except for Na. The change in analytical performance for the improved analytes
may be attributed to operational differences between the previous works and that employed
here. For example, the work by Quarles Jr. et al. involved an operating condition
parameterization regarding only the discharge current and solution flow rate, using an
OVAT method.41 More so, the detector used in that work was a polychromator equipped
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with a 2400 grooves mm-1 grating and 26 PMTs for simultaneous analysis of multiple
species.
Table 3.3 Line of best fit, R2 value, and calculated LOD from each calibration curve acquired using singleelement analyte solutions with the LS-APGD and ICP-OES. The LS-APGD calibration curves are
representative of the average emission intensity of three 20 μL injections at each concentration while the
ICP-OES calibration curves are representative of the average emission intensity of three acquisitions at
each concentration. The concentrations of analyte used in all calibration curves except Na and K were 10,
50, 100, 250, 400, and 500 μg mL-1. The concentrations of analyte used for Na and K were 2, 10, 20, 50,
80, and 100 μg mL-1.

As such, the previous work used a multi-element solution comprised of all analytes of
interest rather than evaluating performance with a single element first; as in the case here.
The same solutions were used to generate calibration curves using a ThermoFisher
Scientific (Waltham, MA) iCAP 7200 ICP-OES system within the Department of
Chemistry at Clemson University. These calibration curves were acquired at the same
emission lines used for the LS-APGD calibration curves, as these were in fact listed as the
ideal emission lines in the ICP-OES software. The data for the ICP-OES calibration curves
is also shown in Table 3.3. A LOD is not shown for Ca with the ICP-OES due to the large
amount of carryover that was observed between acquisitions, even at low concentrations.
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After a 15-minute flush of 10% HNO3, the persistent Ca emission signal was no
longer detectable. However, additional attempts to generate Ca calibration curves resulted
in the same carryover, resulting in the absence of ICP metrics in the table. It is immediately
clear that the LODs acquired with the LS-APGD are approximately 3-4 orders of
magnitude higher than those obtained with the ICP. To be fair, these differences cannot be
attributed entirely to the sources themselves, as the quality of the respective spectrometers
is very different. The ICP spectrometer clearly provides higher resolution, throughput, and
sensitivity. Ideally, the microplasma could be coupled to that spectrometer, but this is not
possible in terms of circumventing that instrument’s interlock system. However, it is
important to note that each point on the calibration curves acquired via analysis with the
LS-APGD required less than 0.1 mL of solution, whereas each point on the ICP-OES
calibration curves required approximately 5 mL of solution.
In order to better compare the LODs of the two systems with respect to the intended
field of use of the microplasma, calculations were performed relative to the absolute mass
instead of concentration. Calculating absolute mass for the LS-APGD is simple since a
syringe pump is used to control the flow rate at which solution is introduced to the plasma,
and discrete injections are performed with the use of a sample loop of a known (20 μL)
volume. For the ICP-OES system however, this calculation is more difficult since the
sample uptake rate and volume of solution entering the plasma are not known. As such, the
absolute mass was estimated using the following procedure: the sample uptake rate was
estimated by monitoring how much solution was taken up by the plasma during a period
of one minute. This experiment was performed ten times and the average volume used to
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calculate the sample uptake rate. Using this calculated sample uptake rate and the known
software-specified integration time for each measurement, the absolute mass of solution
used during each acquisition was calculated.
The results of the absolute mass-based calculations for the LS-APGD and ICP-OES
are also shown in Table 3.3, with values that are now more comparable. While the LODs
for the LS-APGD are still higher than ICP LODs, they are only higher by 1-2 orders of
magnitude in comparison to 3-4 orders of magnitude for concentration-based LODs. Even
so, the LS-APGD could be a reasonable choice over ICP-OES for those cases where
samples cannot be transported back to a laboratory (i.e., field deployment desired) or if the
cost of purchasing and maintaining an ICP-OES instrument was prohibitive. To determine
how well the LS-APGD might handle various levels of dissolved solids (solute loading),
calibration curves were also obtained using a multi-element solution comprised of the
aforementioned analytes. Calibration curves were obtained using both the LS-APGD and
the ICP-OES in the methods described above. The solutions were composed as equal
concentrations of Ag, Ca, Cu, and Mg (500 μg mL-1), and then of K and Na (100 μg mL-1)
at the six values listed for each in the caption of Table 3.3. Again, a calibration curve could
not be acquired for Ca using the ICP-OES due to the high levels of carryover described
previously. Additionally, no data is reported for Cr for either method as it tended to
precipitate out of the acidic multi-element solutions.
Looking at the data in Table 3.4, the LODs for the analytes change when introduced
as a multi-element solution. When examining the line of best fit for each analyte, the
sensitivity for Ag, Mg, and Cu decreased (decreasing slope) while the spectral background
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levels for Ag and Mg greatly increased (increasing intercept). As expected, these data
resulted in increased LODs for Ag, Mg, and Cu from the values for single-element
solutions. For all other monitored analytes, the opposite was true with increased sensitivity
and a decreased spectral background being observed. In the case of Ca and Na, these data
resulted in a decreased LOD, as would be expected. The LODs of K remained unchanged
from the single-element solution value.
Table 3.4 Line of best fit, R2 value, and calculated LOD from each calibration curve acquired using the multielement solution with the LS-APGD and ICP-OES. The calibration curves are representative of the average
emission intensity of five 20 μL injections at each concentration. The ICP-OES calibration curves show the
average intensity over three acquisitions of each solution. The concentrations of analytes in the multi-element
solution are detailed in the experimental section and in the caption of Table 3.3.

The cause of the changes in LODs when introducing analyte through a multielement solution as opposed to single-element could be due to a variety of sources; an
overloading of solute into the plasma, easily ionized element (EIE) effects, or added
spectral complexity. While acquiring the data at the highest concentrations, salt deposition
on the counter electrode was observed, which might suggest a solute overloading effect.
To this end, the added solute may result in lower overall atomization/excitation efficiency.
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Increasing concentrations of EIEs including the alkali/alkaline earth elements (Na, K, Ca,
etc.) have been previously reported to suppress signal intensity and affect changes in the
LODs across the breadth of spectrochemical devices.2 However, prior studies with the LSAPGD showed that the source was immune to the effects of EIE from 0 – 0.1% w/v of total
EIE, as the ratio of ionized to atomic emission remained unchanged with increasing EIE
concentration.55 Since the w/v% of EIE in the multi-element solution used in this work is
0.12%, it is not expected that the EIE content is affecting LS-APGD operation. However,
further spectroscopic experiments specifically monitoring this effect would be required to
make a more definitive statement. Finally, based on the increased y-intercepts of some
analytes, it can be inferred that a higher continuous background is observed upon
introduction of the multi-element solution, resulting in increased spectral complexity
compared to the single-element solutions. This combined with the resolution of the
monochromator employed (0.2 nm) could affect the calculated LODs for elements whose
emission transitions are in cluttered regions of the spectrum. This would explain why the
LOD for K was unaffected, as the emission transition is more isolated than for the other
analytes studied in this work.
Since ICP-OES is typically more immune to effects from EIEs, it was expected that
the LODs acquired with the ICP-OES system would remain unchanged in the transition
between single- and multi-element solutions. Overall, this was true, with only the LODs of
K, Mg, and Na increasing significantly. This could be due to increased ionization of these
low ionization potential elements, and not necessarily an atomic emission suppression. This
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has been previously reported and can be attributed to the fact that EIEs affect each analyte
differently.2
3.4 Conclusions
The DoE parameterization of the LS-APGD provided the best powering mode and
the optimal conditions under which to run the LS-APGD in that powering mode. As a result
of the parameterization study, the sensitivity of the LS-APGD drastically improved for the
Ag test element and surpassed the performance of all previous iterations of this
microplasma source. An improvement of ~30x was achieved in LOD for Ag. Additionally,
performing the parameterization using the DoE method and all operating parameters
allowed for the consideration of inter-parametric effects that had previously been
acknowledged but not studied completely. The operating conditions extracted from the
DoE showed improvements in sensitivity over previous works.
The line selection study successfully identified the viable analytical lines for eight
commonly analyzed species. The best line for analytical performance determination was
established by probing each potential line for each test analyte. Once the analytical line
was chosen, the analytical performance for each analyte was investigated and analytical
response curves were generated. Overall, when single-element solutions are used, the
analytical performance of the LS-APGD is slightly inferior to an ICP-OES. It was also
established that the LS-APGD LODs are affected by high dissolved solid content, as shown
in changes of various LODs upon analysis of a multi-element solution. While the
mechanism of this change has not been fully elucidated, it is likely due to the plasma being
overloaded with dissolved solids. The parameterization and line selection studies
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conducted in this work helped push the analytical performance of the LS-APGD further
than other studies, as evidenced by the lower LODs to previous LS-APGD-OES
publications.
In those circumstances where moderate LODs are acceptable and portability is
desirable, the LS-APGD can certainly be used in place of an ICP-OES based on evidence
provided here for trace metals analysis. Further improvements are necessary for the
employment of the LS-APGD as an ultra-trace metal detection method, however. For
example, a strong cation exchange column as a preconcentrator could be applied to affect
improved LS-APGD-OES LODs for the analytes measured here.31 Recent results have also
showed that purging ambient atmosphere from the plasma can provide improved sensitivity
towards many analytes,35 and future studies could incorporate this technique as well. For
those situations, the LS-APGD is a viable instrument since it shows potential for field
deployment. It could also reasonably be used for at-line batch analysis due to its small size
and minimal operating requirements.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DEMONSTRATION OF A NOVEL ION-EXCHANGE COLUMN FOR PRECONCENTRATION OF SILVER IONS IN OPTICAL EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY
UTILIZING A LIQUID SAMPLING – ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE GLOW
DISCHARGE MICROPLASMA
4.1 Introduction
In recent years, the need for field-deployable instruments capable of providing
rapid response for various applications has led to an increased development of miniaturized
instruments.1 Microplasmas have been of particular interest because of their small size,
ability to operate at atmospheric pressure, and applicability towards both atomic and
molecular spectometry.2-4 Atmospheric pressure glow discharge (APGD) plasmas are of
particular interest for the excitation and ionization of elemental species in solution. One
form of these plasmas employs an electrolytic (analyte) solution as one discharge electrode,
with a low-power (<100 W) plasma ignited between it and a metal counter electrode. The
electrolyte cathode atmospheric glow discharge (ELCAD) developed by Cserfalvi et al.
provides a basic design for these systems.5 Since the original work, further innovations
have led to the development of the solution cathode glow discharge (SCGD) by Hieftje and
collaborators.6 These excitation sources show promising results as detailed in several
reviews.7-9
The

liquid

sampling-atmospheric

pressure

glow

discharge

(LS-APGD)

microplasma developed by Marcus et al. expands upon the success of the ELCAD, showing
some unique advantages.10 Most notably, this source generates no liquid waste, a feature
made possible by the low solution flow rates (<300 μL min-1) and relatively high power
density (>10 W mm-3) of the small plasma volume (~1 mm3).10, 11 The design of the LS85

APGD source assembly is compact enough (<250 x 250 mm platform) that it has potential
as a field-deployable system, requiring less power (<100 W) and gas flow (<1 L min-1)
than common commercially available spectrochemical sources, adding a further element
of portability.11 The utility of this microplasma has been shown to be quite diverse, with
applications in optical emission spectroscopy (OES),10, 12-14 mass spectrometry (MS),15-17
and ambient desorption (AD)/MS and OES.18, 19 This is a significant improvement over
other such sources which are typically only paired with OES analysis. However, when the
LS-APGD is paired with OES, limits of detection (LOD) are relatively high in comparison
to commercially available, laboratory-based emission sources such as the inductively
coupled plasma (ICP). Of course, reduced sensitivity may be allowed in favor of
transportability for many applications.
Insufficient method LODs have been addressed within atomic absorption
spectrophotometry (AAS), ICP-OES, and ICP-MS analyses using various preconcentration techniques.20 Pre-concentration can be performed using several different
approaches depending on the desired size of the system; some approaches require
additional equipment which increases the overall size and complexity, which may preclude
transportability. Many techniques exist including, but not limited to, liquid-liquid
extraction, atom trapping, co-precipitation, and solid phase extraction (SPE).20, 21 Liquidliquid extraction methods are typically performed off-line in a batch mode,22 making them
inappropriate for the work described in this paper as the goal is a simple, field-deployable
analysis method. Atom trapping has been paired with flame AAS as an on-line preconcentrator.23, 24 In this technique, gaseous ground state atoms condense on the surface of
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a silica tube. This tube is typically below the optical path of the spectrometer and cooled
via cold water flow inside the tube. When the water flow is turned off, the surface of the
silica heats rapidly, the condensed analyte is released as free atoms in the ground-state, and
the atoms absorb light from the source. This process results in a larger transient signal than
those obtained with no pre-concentration method.25 While effective, this method is
unsuitable for pairing with a deployable LS-APGD due to the necessity of water cooling
and other difficulties with LS-APGD design modifications.23 Co-precipitation is another
technique that can be used on-line, but the necessary generation of an insoluble compound,
followed by a re-solubilization operation, is an added step that can be advantageously
avoided.26
In terms of ease of implementation and high throughput, in-line solid phase
extraction (SPE) is very attractive with regards to field-deployable platforms. SPE is akin
to a chromatographic technique, with the sample solution passed through a column used to
adsorb target analytes onto the solid stationary phase.27,

28

Accumulated species are

subsequently eluted from the column material through a step-function change to a stronger
solvent, and carried to the spectrochemical source. Pre-concentration is realized when the
eluting volume is reduced relative to the deposition volume. There is a range of chemical
mechanisms by which SPE can be affected. In terms of elemental analysis, ion-exchange
(either anion or cation) separations are the most widely applied. Separations are achieved
by decorating the stationary phase with a functional group to which opposite-charged
analyte has a high affinity, with elution affected by displacement via an excess of like-
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charged ions. In metals analysis, where cations are the dominant species, high
concentrations of protic acids are most often employed.
In keeping with the motivation to employ the LS-APGD-OES on a portable
platform, methods that would improve sensitivity without imposing a large overhead
burden need to be considered. To this end, a capillary-channeled polymer (C-CP) fiber
column, modified for SPE of cationic species, has been employed as an on-line preconcentration method. This group has had success with C-CP fibers as a stationary phase
for various separations, most specifically liquid chromatography of proteins.29-31 The same
materials have been used to make SPE columns to desalt solutions prior to electrospray
ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) of proteins.32, 33 In this approach, the column is
placed into the injector loop of the system, with the fluid movement sustained using a very
simple syringe pump. The SPE column used in this work is a strong cation-exchange
modality, which separates species based on their interaction with anionic sulfonate groups
on the surface of the solid phase, expanding on previous protein separation studies with
nylon 6 C-CP fibers employed for weak and strong cation exchange interaction.34, 35 C-CP
fiber columns have very small hold-up volumes, robust surface chemistries, high
permeability, and fast mass transfer rates, making them a promising choice for use as an
on-line method and for coupling with the LS-APGD for pre-concentration, in this case for
inorganic cation analysis. Nylon 6 C-CP fibers were modified with acrylamido-2methylpropanesulfonic acid (AMPS) to introduce sulfonate groups onto the surface of the
fiber.35 To test the usefulness of the column as a pre-concentrator, the column-loading flow
rate, sample-loading volume, and column-loading concentration were studied using a silver
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nitrate test solution. The pairing of the SPE column with the LS-APGD source provides
advantages due to the increased signal intensity and decreased LODs as compared to those
acquired with standard injections of like-concentration solutions. It is believed that the
benefits realized in this simple demonstration case will have implications as the scope of
analytes is increased. In addition, successful implementation of the C-CP fiber preconcentration phases could provide excellent opportunities in other spectrochemical
applications such as ICP-MS/OES and flame AAS.
4.2 Experimental
4.2.1. Liquid Sampling Atmospheric Pressure Glow Discharge Apparatus
A simplified depiction of the components of the LS-APGD-OES apparatus is
shown in Fig. 4.1. A fused silica capillary (i.d. = 280 μm, o.d. = 580 μm, (Restek
(Bellefonte, PA)) delivers an electrolytic solution (5% HNO3) to the plasma at a rate of 35
μL min-1 via syringe pump (Model NE 1000, New Era Pump Systems (Farmingdale, NY)).
The glass capillary is mounted in a stainless-steel outer capillary through which He sheath
gas flows at a rate of 0.4 L min-1. A stainless-steel counter electrode is mounted 2 mm
opposite from the capillary. The microplasma is formed at the liquid surface between the
two. The LS-APGD is powered with a Spellman (Hauppauge, NY) Model SL150 power
supply with a negative potential output running in constant current (d.c.) mode. A 10 kΩ
ballast resistor is located between the power supply and the solution electrode. Light
emission is focused onto a multi-channel optical fiber bundle connected to the Aurora
Spectrometer (Applied Spectra (Fremont, CA)) using a biconvex fused silica lens (25.4
mm dia., 35 mm focal length).
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Figure 4.1 Diagrammatic representation of the LS-APGD ionization source configured for OES. All
components aside from the spectrometer and the power source can be condensed to an area roughly onehalf the size of a sheet of paper. The diagram shows the sample injector in “inject” mode, with Ag+ solution
flowing into the plasma from the column.

4.2.2. Chemicals and Materials
All apparatus materials were obtained from commercial sources and scaled to fit
the apparatus. The column preparation chemicals were all purchased from commercial
sources and used with no further purification. The nylon 6 C-CP fibers were obtained from
the Department of Material Science and Engineering at Clemson University. Nylon 6, a
commodity material, is very inexpensive, with the amounts of fiber employed in these
experiments costing <$1 (USD). The reagents potassium persulfate (KPS) and 2acrylamido-2-methylpropanesulfonic acid (AMPS) were obtained at purities of 99% from
EMD (Billerica, MA) and Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) respectively. All silver solutions
were prepared using AgNO3 from Fischer Scientific (Hampton, NH) and DI-H2O prepared
by a Millipore Milli-Q system (Billerica, MA). The electrolytic solution was prepared with
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HNO3 obtained at 70% from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and diluted to 5% with DIH2O.
4.2.3. Injections
Samples introduced via direct injection were run through a 6-port injector (7725i,
Rheodyne) equipped with a 50 μL sample loop. Samples loaded onto the modified column,
herein referred to as the “nylon-SO3H” were introduced using an 8-port C2H 1008 injector
manufactured by VICI Valco Instruments (Houston, TX) equipped with the nylon-SO3H
C-CP fiber column and a 50 μL sample loop. This setup requires the use of an additional
syringe pump to load the sample. When the solution injector is in “load” mode, the sample
flows through the column and out through waste, effectively loading the column with Ag+
and allowing the NO3- to flow through. After the proper volume of sample has been loaded,
the injector is switched to “inject” mode and the electrolytic solution (5% HNO3) flows
through the column and out to the plasma, stripping electrostatically captured Ag+ from the
column as it travels to the microplasma.
4.2.4. Nylon-SO3H Column Preparation
Each modification reaction used 720, 35 cm long, native nylon 6 fibers cleansed in
the following order: DI-H2O, methanol, DI-H2O. The fibers were modified via a
microwave-assisted reaction using a modification solution of 2.25 g AMPS and 75 mg
KPS.35 The reagents were dissolved in 20 mL deoxygenated DI-H2O. The reaction was run
in a commercial, residential microwave oven for 10 min using the 100 W power setting.
After the reaction, the fibers were washed with DI-H2O and packed with the method
described previously using 0.76 mm i.d. PEEK tubing.36, 37 The column was cut at both
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ends to achieve a length compatible with the injector (15 cm). The total amount of fiber
making up the SPE column was 15.9 mg. C-CP fiber SPE columns made in this way have
a total volume of 68 μL, of which 41 μL is void volume.
4.3 Results and Discussion
There are a number of important characteristics to understand in terms of the
practical implementation of the nylon-SO3H pre-concentration phase. These are factors
affecting the efficiency of the solute loading, the ability to obtain quantitative recoveries,
and the translation of those capabilities to accurate and precise analytical results.
4.3.1. Sample Load Rate
The rate at which aqueous samples can be quantitatively loaded onto a preconcentration column has two important implications. First, there are fundamental kinetic
aspects that relate column retention to the residence times of analytes as they pass through
the bed. In simple terms, solutions may pass through so fast as to overwhelm the mass
transfer kinetics allowing analyte ions to move successfully from the solution to solid
phase; obviously, a contrarian effect. Rapid mass transfer is one of the outstanding
characteristics of the C-CP fiber phase, allowing chromatographic protein separations at
linear velocities of ~100 mm s-1 without sacrifice in quality.36 Second, pre-concentration
must occur so as to provide the highest throughput possible; time is money. Of course,
speed without retention of sensitivity, precision, and accuracy is not an acceptable set of
sacrifices.
In order to assess the loading kinetics, equivolume (1 mL) solutions of 250 μg mL1

Ag+ solutions were introduced through the nylon-SO3H phase at flow rates ranging from
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100 to 800 μL min-1. Based on the above-cited column dimensions, and an interstitial of μi
= 0.6 (a ratio of the interstitial volume and total column volume), this equates to linear
velocities of ~ 4.5 to 34 mm s-1, and column residence times of 6 to 45 s. It is important to
note that these velocities are up to an order of magnitude greater than typical of packedbed SPE columns. Once loaded, the same elution program was followed, employing 5%
HNO3 at a flow rate of 35 µL min-1. Figure 4.2 shows the representative transient signals
obtained for four different column-loading flow rates. The transients are virtually
superimposable, as would be desired. To determine which section of the transient signal
best represents analyte elution, the maximum signal intensity and 10% of that value was
calculated for each transient shown. The “MATCH” function in Microsoft Excel was then
used to return the time values corresponding to 10% of the maximum response on both the
transient front (the start of the elution) and the trailing edge (the end of the elution). The
data between these two time values was assigned to analyte elution. The time period of this
elution is hereby referred to as the analyte “elution window” and the region of the transient
this occurs in as the “elution peak.” There is little deviation between the integrated emission
intensities of triplicate injections at each flow rate (<5 %RSD for each flow rate) as well
as little deviation between the representative transients across the flow rate in Fig. 4.2 (3.2
%RSD), indicating that loading at higher flow rates does not exceed any kinetic limitations.
This makes the loading of sample onto the column, even at high volume flow rates, a
relatively quick process that adds less than 1 minute to the analysis time for a 1 mL sample.
Based on these results, a column-loading flow rate of 800 μL min-1 was chosen for the
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remainder of the study. The flow rate was not increased past this point due to the pressure
limits of the employed syringe pump.

Figure 4.2 Transient signals of Ag+ solutions loaded onto the column at flow rates of 100, 200, 400, and 800
µL min-1. The analyte mass loaded onto the column was kept constant at 250 µg for each injection. The
transient signals represent the entire process: loading, injection, and detection of sample. The plasma was
run in d.c. mode at 55 mA/ 799 V.

An important parameter to consider in the addition of an SPE column to the LSAPGD-OES apparatus is the time-cost of the loading. Direct injection experiments take
less than five minutes including the loading, injection, and detection of the sample. While
loading samples of large volume (>10 mL) onto the column would take a significant period
of time for analysis (15 min for the entire process), the increase in signal intensity shows
great promise. The most feasible solution to this problem is the use of a syringe pump
capable of loading the column at flow rates higher than 800 µL min-1. However, other
potential solutions to increase the throughput would involve the elution step, such as
optimizing the composition of the electrolytic solution to effect greater elution efficiency.
Ultimately, the analyte introduction rate of 35 μL min-1 limits the speed at which the
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analysis occurs. As such, elution into smaller volumes would be preferable. In principal,
stronger elution conditions (e.g., higher acid molarity) should improve the elution kinetics,
reducing the net analysis times.
4.3.2. Sample Volume Load
To test the ability of the column to retain low masses of analyte, various
concentrations of Ag+ solution were prepared from AgNO3. The volume of solution loaded
onto the column was adjusted so that the total ion content of loaded analyte was held
constant at 12.5 μg using solutions of 12.5 μg mL-1 (1 mL), 6.25 μg mL-1 (2 mL), and 3.125
μg mL-1 (4 mL) solutions. Figure 4.3 shows representative transient signals for three
solutions analyzed in this manner. The elution period of the transient was defined the same
way as in previous studies, and was used to find the deviation between triplicate injections
at each concentration (1.0, 9.6, and, 4.1 %RSD respectively) as well as the deviation
between representative transients at each concentration (6.8 %RSD). This demonstrates
that the column is capable of handling large sample volumes with no compromise in signal
intensity.
In the case of complex matrices, large total analyte loadings may be required to see
trace species. To demonstrate the utility of the column, a calibration curve was generated
with a 250 µg mL-1 Ag+ solution loaded onto the column at increasing volumes from 0.5
mL to 10 mL, reflecting an analyte load of 2.5 mg at 10 mL. As expected, the signal
intensity increases linearly (R2 = 0.9939) as volume is increased, but while the loaded
analyte mass increased 20-fold, the signal increase (~ 12x) was not directly proportional.
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This discrepancy is potentially due to the onset of overloading of the column (kinetically
or mass) or inefficient elution conditions.

Figure 4.3 Transient signals of Ag+ solutions loaded with a total analyte mass of 12.5 μg Ag+. Sample
solutions of 1 mL of 12.5 µg mL-1 Ag+, 2 mL of 6.25 µg mL-1, and 4 mL of 3.125 µg mL-1 were loaded onto
the column. The plasma was run in d.c. mode at 55 mA/ 818 V.

It is interesting to note that the elution peak of the highest loaded volume (Fig. 4.4)
is slightly longer from those previously shown. This can most likely be attributed to the
analyte mass injected, since more sample would require greater volumes of eluent to be
completely removed from the column. The increase in elution window across the mass
loadings (from 6.2 min to 6.6 min) is statistically significant, reflecting greater numbers of
displacing protons. As previously stated, the electrolytic solution used to strip analyte from
the column has yet to be optimized for these experiments. It is reasonable that higher
analyte loads might require greater elution solvent volumes/strengths as the capture/release
of analyte is a charge displacement mechanism. This phenomenon needs to be explored
further in additional studies, namely an optimization of electrolytic solution and a
parameterization of the LS-APGD to ensure the best operating conditions are being used.
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In practical terms, the performance of the nylon-SO3H column to heavy mass loadings (2.5
mg in this case) suggests that complex matrices such as sea water or urine can be effectively
loaded in a quantitative fashion to pre-concentrate trace analytes.

Figure 4.4 Transient signal of a 10 mL injection. Due to the long loading time of the 10 mL sample, this
transient shows only the elution and washing steps. The recording began at the moment the injector was
switched from “load” mode to “inject” mode, which accounts for the short period of baseline signal before
the elution.

4.3.3. Analytical Response
Ultimately, the use of any pre-concentration must lead to improved limits of
detection. To understand the baseline performance of the LS-APGD-OES system without
the pre-concentration, a calibration curve was generated with 50 µL direct injections,
covering a concentration range of 20 to 500 μg mL-1. As depicted in Fig. 4.5, data points
on the calibration curve were obtained in triplicate at the Ag (I) transition at 328.1 nm, with
the responses for each concentration showing deviations of <18 %RSD, with the exception
of the 62.5 µg mL-1 solution which has a 31 %RSD. While the calibration curve shows
good linearity for the concentration range shown (R2 = 0.9996), the LOD (3σb, n=5) of 25.3
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μg mL-1 is far from satisfactory given the general sensitivity of Ag by most atomic
spectroscopic methods. To compare the direct injection results with the nylon-SO3H
column methodology, an equivalent calibration function was generated with 5 mL sample
loads; a 100x increase from the 50 µL volumes analyzed via direct injection. The load time
for these injections is 6 min, with the responses from triplicate injections deviating by less
than 5 %RSD.

Figure 4.5 Response functions obtained for direct injections (blue) and column-loaded (orange) Ag+
solutions. The direct injections were loaded using a 50 µL sample loop while 5 mL infusions were loaded
onto the column. The plasma was run in d.c. mode at 55 mA/ 800 V and 55 mA/ 805 V for the direct injection
and column-loaded curves, respectively. The R2 values of the calibration curves are 0.9995 and 0.9999 for
direct injection and column-loaded, respectively.

This level of precision reflects the fact that the trade-off with respect to adding an additional
step to the analysis is not onerous. The calibration curve (Fig. 4.5) also shows good linearity
(R2 = 0.9999), with the method boasting a 25x improvement in LOD down to 1.0 μg mL1

. This improvement arises from a large increase in the m-term (slope) of the best-fit

equation obtained for the column method, indicating that the sensitivity is increased when
the column method is used. It is suggested from the dispersion in the error bars at highest
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concentration that a situation of saturation of the column may be occurring as this set of
injections represents 2.5 mg total loadings. In terms of a proof of concept, this level of
improvement is highly encouraging. Potential further improvements lie in increasing the
strength of the mobile phase used to elute from the column and alterations of the surface
modification chemistries to affect greater –SO3H ligand densities.
4.4 Conclusions
The utility of nylon-SO3H columns as a pre-concentration method for LS-APGDOES has been shown to be effective here using the very simple case of Ag+ analysis. These
small-volume, low materials cost (<$2 USD) columns are felt to hold a great deal of
promise either in multi- or single-use applications. Use of the column provides several
advantages over pack-bed ion exchange pre-concentration media such as its ability to be
coupled as an on-line method using a simple syringe pump, rather than be accomplished
off-line or using a high-performance liquid chromatography pump. The column can be
loaded at 800 μg mL-1 without sacrifice in loading efficiency. Common constant volumevariable concentration and variable volume-constant concentration tests confirm the
fundamental aspects of quantitative load/recovery. The ability to load as much as 2.5 mg
of material in a quantitative fashion bodes well for applications involving highly complex
matrices. Enhanced performance is certainly imagined through optimization of analyte
elution conditions and fine-tuning of the plasma operation/sampling conditions.
Improvements in spatially-selective emission analysis are required as demonstrated by
Hieftje et al.38
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Moving forward, it is obvious that the breadth of the analytes must be increased.
Indeed, movement across the complexities of different oxidation states for multiple
elements must be undertaken. To be clear, beyond the simple pre-concentration of cations
in a generic manner, chromatographic separations of cationic mixtures is easily envisioned.
To this end, affecting such separation using inexpensive, programmable syringe pumps is
a clear advantage over packed-bed media. Finally, the use of the C-CP fiber phase is not
limited to a microbore format. Use of larger column diameters would allow for far greater
volume throughput as might be desired for other use with other spectrochemical sources.
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CHAPTER FIVE
TRACE METAL ANALYSIS IN CELL CULTURE MEDIA USING THE LIQUID
SAMPLING – ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE GLOW DISCHARGE
5.1 Introduction
Cell culture media is employed to provide nutrients for cell growth processes, with
modern formulations containing free amino acids, proteins, sugars, surfactants, inorganic
salts, etc.1 Perhaps the most relevant of these processes is the production of biotherapeutics
(e.g., antibodies) via the culturing of Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells.2, 3 These media
are normally complex, with recent trends moving away from serum-based media, leading
to increased complexity since necessary serum component nutrients must be
supplemented.1 However, additional in-process supplementation of individual media
components is sometimes required to meet specific production targets, making media
development a complicated process.4, 5 Inconsistencies between media batches present
challenges since variability in any individual component may affect the cell viability,
which can influence cell growth and the critical quality attributes (CQAs) of the final
product.6 One of the key aspects in the cell-based production and process control is the
metal composition of the media, with parts-per-million concentration variations suggested
to have a significant effect on the efficacy of the final product.1, 7
Trace metals are often added to cell culture media in the form of inorganic salts.
While alkali metals are usually the primary component (Na contributes over 80% of total
metal content in this work’s test medium), transition metals such as Cu and Zn also play
key roles in cell productivity.8 The ability to obtain both qualitative and quantitative data
for these metals could provide valuable information about the state of biopharmaceutical
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processes, indicating nutrient supplementation as required. Providing information in a
rapid timeframe and on sample volumes consistent with process operations would be
highly valued. Currently, trace metals in bioreactor supernatants are most often determined
via inductively coupled plasma – mass spectrometry (ICP-MS).9 ICP-MS requires ~5 mL
aliquots of sample to be removed from the bioreactor and transported to the ICP-MS for
analysis. Sampling in this manner causes sampling perturbation problems in the bioreactor.
Additionally, ICP-MS instruments are often located in a different room, or even a different
facility, due to their high operational overhead and consumables requirements.10 The
analysis of cell culture media by ICP-MS often requires sample digestion which further
complicates the analysis and increases the analysis time.9 The complexity of the matrix,
even after digestion and dilution, results in isobaric interferences which may impact the
quality of the analysis and in some cases requires advanced instrumentation to overcome.
Each of these characteristics adds additional complexity and time-cost to the ICP-MS
method, making at-bioreactor analysis and rapid-feedback monitoring nearly-impossible,
potentially resulting in product loss and contributing to formulation inconsistencies.
To address the challenges of the current ICP-MS techniques for at-bioreactor
analysis, the liquid sampling – atmospheric pressure glow discharge (LS-APGD)
ionization source has been paired with a reduced footprint MS for trace metal analysis in
cell culture media. The microplasma source uses less power (<50 W) and support gas (<1
L min-1) than ICP-MS instrumentation.11 It has also been demonstrated that the LS-APGD
has salt tolerance up to 0.2 M,12 and the performance is not affected by easily ionizable
elements,13 making it a promising technique for culture media analysis. Also of high
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relevance, sample aliquots of <30 µL are required for each analysis. The LS-APGD has
previously been paired with a Waters QDa single quadrupole MS for cell culture media
analysis, with metal spikes at relevant concentration levels successfully detected in that
work.14 However, a secondary discharge was evident, leading to the degradation of the MS
ion inlet aperture after only eight hours of operation. While the presence of a secondary
discharge is common in plasma MS,15, 16 the degradation of the ion inlet aperture suggested
that an alternative reduced-format MS platform may be better suited for the application.
Presented in this work is the preliminary evaluation of the LS-APGD as an
ionization source for trace metal analysis in cell culture media utilizing an Advion
ExpressionL compact mass spectrometer (CMS) as the detector. The Advion CMS was
chosen for this work due to its compact design, low operational overhead and costs, and
the ability to readily implement the LS-APGD in the commercial Advion source housing.17
A design of experiment (DoE) approach was taken to optimize LS-APGD operating
conditions and establish analytical performance metrics for neat solutions on this platform.
As a proof of concept, test metals relevant to the application were characterized in the cell
culture media matrix. Spectral matrix effects resulting from the diverse (organic) media
components were addressed through the utilization of an on-line separation method,
allowing for the determination of key metal concentrations in two different media
formulations. It is believed that, with further method development and study, the LSAPGD/CMS pairing will offer a practical means of at-bioreactor metals analysis with the
current work serving as an important first step.
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5.2 Experimental Methods
5.2.1 Liquid Sampling – Atmospheric Pressure Glow Discharge Apparatus
The initial interfacing of the LS-APGD to the Advion CMS instrument was
described by Williams and Marcus; a schematic diagram and pictures of the system can be
found in that work.17 The ionization source consists of two electrodes: the solution and
counter electrodes. The solution electrode is an electrically grounded, hollow stainlesssteel capillary (316 ss, 0.8 mm i.d., 1.6 mm o.d., McMaster-Carr, Eimhurst, IL, USA) with
a fused silica-coated stainless-steel inner capillary housed inside (280 μm i.d., 580 μm o.d.,
Restek, Belefonte, PA, USA). An electrolytic solution (2% HNO3) flows through the inner
capillary towards the junction between the solution and counter electrodes (inter-electrode
gap). A flow of He sheath gas enters the system through the outer capillary of the solution
electrode and flows around the inner capillary towards the inter-electrode gap. The solution
electrode is mounted at a 25⁰ offset from the sampling cone of the MS as described by
Williams and Marcus.17 The counter electrode is a solid stainless-steel electrode (316 ss
weldable feedthrough, MDC Vacuum Products LLC, Hayward, CA, USA) that is mounted
perpendicular to the solution electrode, to which the plasma maintenance voltage is
applied. The power supply, electrolytic solution flow, and gas flow are set and maintained
by a custom-built control box (GAA Custom Electronics, Kennewick, WA, USA). All
outputs are carried to the source housing via an umbilical cord assembly.
5.2.2 Mass Spectrometer
For this work, an Advion (Ithaca, NY, USA) ExpressionL CMS was used as the
mass analyzer and detector. The CMS is a single quadrupole instrument having a physical
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footprint akin to a personal computer tower that is tested against MIL-STD-810 (rev g)
conditions, and is suitable for field deployment, making it a logical choice for potential atbioreactor applications. The LS-APGD ionization source was assembled within a modified
Advion source housing and mounted onto the instrument, identically to the standard ESI
source. The CMS was operated in two different data acquisition modes; full scan and
selected ion monitoring (SIM). The data acquired via full scan mode is presented here as
average mass spectra across an m/z range of 10 to 250 Da, from triplicate injections of the
same solution. The data for the element-specific determinations was obtained in the SIM
mode. The m/z for each analyte of interest was input into the MS software and the total ion
chromatogram (TIC) output representing the sum of the intensities for the selected m/z’s
over the time of the analysis (co-added SIM), yielding a transient response much akin to a
chromatographic peak. The individual m/z responses are also recorded as part of this
process. These data were used to calculate various analyte responses described in the
“Analytical Performance” section below.
5.2.3 ICP-OES
A ThermoScientific (Waltham, MA) iCAP 7200 ICP-OES was employed for
confirmatory studies. All emission response was analyzed in axial mode using the software
recommended strong emission lines for each species. Atomic emission was analyzed for
Cu (324.754 nm) and Zn (213.856 nm) while ionic emission was analyzed for Co (228.616
nm). A Y internal standard was employed for ICP-OES studies, with the atomic emission
at 362.094 nm employed for Cu and Zn correction, and the ionic emission at 371.030 nm
employed for Co correction.
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5.2.4 Solution Preparation
Concentrated trace metal grade nitric acid (VWR, Radnor, PA, USA) was diluted
to 2% (v/v) using DI-H2O (Purelab Flex, ELGA Waterlab, High Wycombe, UK). This 2%
HNO3 solution was used to dilute elemental metal standard solutions to appropriate
concentrations. Each standard was purchased at a concentration of 1000 μg mL-1 from a
commercial supplier: Rb and Tl (High Purity Standards, Charleston, SC, USA), Cs, Cu,
and Zn (CPI International, Santa Rosa, CA, USA), and Co (SPEX CertiPrep, Metuchen,
NJ, USA).
5.2.5 Analytical Performance
The average peak height, peak area, signal to background (S/B), and signal to noise
(S/N) ratios were calculated using SIM data for all injections performed in this work. The
boundaries of the injection transient response were calculated based on the maximum
analyte intensity. For the sake of consistency, the start of the injection peak was determined
to be the time at which the analyte response increased to 10% of the maximum intensity
and the end of the injection peak was determined to be the time at which the response
returned to 10% of the maximum intensity. The peak area was calculated as the sum of all
background subtracted intensities in the injection peak and the peak height was calculated
as the average background subtracted intensity in the injection peak. The S/B was
calculated by dividing the peak height by the average intensity of the chromatogram one
minute before and one minute after the injection peak (background). The S/N was
calculated by dividing the peak height by the standard deviation of the intensity of the
chromatogram in the same regions before and after the peak (noise). Response curves for
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each analyte were obtained using the average peak area of triplicate 20 μL injections of the
analytes at various concentrations. The limit of detection (LOD) was calculated from the
response curve using the standard 3σb/m equation.
5.2.6 Design of Experiment (DoE) Method for Evaluating Source Operation Conditions
The LS-APGD has been previously characterized on several MS platforms, with
the optimal operating parameters determined primarily using one-variable-at-a-time
(OVAT) methods11,

14, 17

with limited exceptions.17,

18

In this work, a unique DoE

parameterization was conducted to identify interconnected parameters based on analyte
response characteristics. First, a definitive screening design (DSD) was employed to
interrogate the LS-APGD operating parameters, followed by a response surface design
method (RSM) of the determined significant parameters. The DSD and RSM experimental
designs were generated using JMP Pro software (JMP, Cary, NY, USA). The DSD was
setup to analyze the sheath gas flow rate (200 – 600 mL min-1), electrolytic solution flow
rate (10 – 60 μL min-1), inter-electrode gap (0.5 – 2.0 mm), MS sampling distance (0.5 –
4.0 mm) and discharge current (20 – 40 mA). For this work, a multi-element solution of 10
μg mL-1 each of Rb, Cs, and Tl was used for the DoEs due to their mass coverage and
previous utilization for LS-APGD-MS characterization. The average peak height, peak
area, S/B, and S/N ratios across triplicate injections of the test solution were calculated at
each set of operating conditions. The results of these calculations were input into the JMP
software for analysis, with the parameters found to significantly affect the analyte response
then used to design an RSM. The same multi-element solution was used to acquire data for
the RSM, with the same analytical metrics evaluated.
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5.2.7 Cell Culture Media Analysis
Advanced Mammalian Biomanufacturing Innovation Center (AMBIC) Reference
Basal Medium 1.1 (Lonza, Wakersville, MD, USA) and AMBIC imMEDIAte
ADVANTAGE Feed A (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) were used as the test cell
culture media formulations for these experiments. The AMBIC formulations were used due
to the accessibility of the media as well as the detailed information provided about the
formulation. The basal medium contains approximately 6 g amino acids, 4 g sugars, 4 g
other organic components, and 0.5 g metals (not including Na) per liter. The feed medium
is more concentrated, with most components at least 2x higher in concentration than in
basal media. Upon initial injections of undiluted media into the LS-APGD, the mass
spectrometer sampling cone clogged, preventing further analysis. As such, the 25x dilution
protocol with 2% HNO3 described by Hoegg et al. was employed.14 No clogging was
noticed post dilution, and experiments were conducted with no further manipulation of the
media. ICP-MS instrumentation typically requires a cell culture media dilution in excess
of 100x, but the ICP-OES instrument employed here is more tolerant to high dissolved
solid content. Thus, the same 25x dilution of the cell culture media was employed for ICPOES analysis, with no solid buildup on the torch, clogging, or other negative consequences
observed after 72 hours of operation. This is a considerable advantage over ICP-MS, which
experiences sampling cone clogging, solid buildup in the torch, and buildup on ion optics
after extended use at low dilution factors. AMBIC media samples were prepared the same
way for ICP-OES analysis as for LS-APGD analysis, with the exception of using a Y
internal standard instead of Rb.
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5.2.8 Hydrophobic Fiber Separation
Previous work from the Marcus group at Clemson University has detailed the use
of capillary-channeled polymer (C-CP) fibers as stationary phases for various LC
separations.19-21 One such C-CP fiber is an ~20 µm diameter polypropylene trilobal Yshaped structure (PPY).21 Previous works have demonstrated this fiber column’s efficacy
at reversed phase chromatography, by the same token the highly hydrophobic PPY C-CP
fibers can be used to isolate proteins from salt-rich matrices which hinder analysis via
electrospray ionization (ESI) MS.22, 23 The opposite point of view is equally applicable,
alleviating deleterious organic species from a sample stream, with inorganics/salts/metals
to passing through the column for analysis. The packing of microbore C-CP fiber columns
has been detailed previously.24, 25 The PPY fiber microbore columns were constructed in
the lab by rinsing ~ 630 fibers with DI-H2O and ACN followed by packing the fibers into
polyether ether ketone (PEEK) tubing (1.6 mm o.d., 0.76 mm i.d., Cole-Palmer, Vernon
Hills, IL) and trimming the ends until a length of 30 cm was reached. The sample injection
scenario is depicted in Fig. 5.1, which involves loading the standard 20 µL sample loop in
a six-port valve, and injecting the test sample to a second valve wherein the C-CP fiber
column serves itself as the injection loop. At this point, organics adsorb to the hydrophobic
polypropylene surface while free metals/ions pass to the plasma for analysis. The adsorbed
organics are subsequently passed to waste via a solution of 80% acetonitrile + 0.1% TFA
in DI H2O, at which point the analytical cycle can be repeated.
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Figure 5.1 Dual injector setup to affect on-line solid phase extraction (SPE) of media organics. The first
diagram is a representation of the load cycle. Both injectors are put in load mode, an injection of cell culture
media is loaded into a sample loop in the first injector and the fibers are washed in the second injector. The
second diagram is a representation of the injection cycle. Both injectors are put in inject mode and 2% HNO3
flows through the sample loop in the first injector to carry the culture media sample through the fibers in the
second injector.

5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Evaluation of Source Operating Conditions
The previous couplings of the LS-APGD to MS systems have been optimized using
OVAT parameterizations due to the experimental simplicity of the method; one variable is
altered while all others remain constant. This makes OVAT methods excellent for
interrogating single variables with a high degree of detail. While direct and simple in
concept, OVAT methods require more time and consumables since multiple parameters
must be varied individually with a high level of detail. Unfortunately, interactions between
parameters cannot be determined, thus OVAT methods cannot always be relied on to
accurately predict optimal operating conditions.26 DoE methods, however, can typically
overcome these limitations since multiple parameters are altered at once. Inter-parametric
effects can be identified, with optimum operating parameter predictions typically being
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more accurate in comparison to OVAT.26 These methods have been well-studied for a
number of chemistry applications.27-30 Here, we employed a two-step DoE method to
interrogate the LS-APGD operating conditions on an a priori basis using a DSD followed
by an RSM. This two-step DoE methodology has been previously applied in seed
bioreactor parameter optimization31 and organic reaction optimization,32 among others.
The significance results from the DSD, are shown as a Pareto-style bar chart in Fig.
5.2, demonstrating that only the inter-electrode gap and an inter-parametric effect between
sheath gas flow rate and inter-electrode gap significantly affected the responses (S, S/B,
etc.) from the analytes in the test solution at the 99% confidence interval (LogWorth(log(p-value)) ≥ 2). The inter-parametric effects are depicted with a “*” between the two
parameters. Since the analyte residence time in the plasma is affected by the inter-electrode
gap, this was an expected result since there are likely counter-occurring processes of the
initial dissolution of solvated species at short distances in the energetic portions of the
plasma, followed by a tendency for gas phase reactions to form solvated/molecular species
in the cooler portions of the plasma.

Figure 5.2 Pareto-style bar chart of significance for RSD DoE. The bar at LogWorth = 2 is representative
of significance at the 99% confidence interval. The * symbol represents an inter-parametric effect between
two parameters.
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Additionally, increasing the inter-electrode gap could cause the negative glow region of
the plasma to become displaced from the sampling region of the mass spectrometer, further
influencing analyte response. It was also expected that the sheath gas flow rate would be
coupled with the inter-electrode gap since the discharge voltage increases with the gap
length. This, in turn, causes heating of the solution electrode which requires use of higher
sheath gas flow rates to cool the electrode enough to run the plasma stably. Larger interelectrode gaps also require more sheath gas in order to sustain the plasma across the larger
area. Finally, high sheath gas flow rates act positively in terms of solution nebulization as
well as material transport towards the ion sampling aperture.
Following the DSD experiments to identify the significant parameters, a morerefined RSM was performed with regards to the inter-electrode gap (0.5 – 2.0 mm) and the
sheath gas flow rate (200 – 600 mL min-1). The Pareto-style bar chart for the RSM is not
reported here as both parameters were found to be significant at the 99% confidence
interval. This comes as no surprise, since the inter-electrode gap and the cross between the
two parameters were found to be significant in the DSD. The “maximize desirability”
function in the JMP software was used to isolate the optimal conditions for the interelectrode gap and the sheath gas flow rate based on the highest obtained analyte response
and the highest S/B. These conditions were then re-input into the DSD and the desirability
of all other parameters was maximized. Using this procedure, the optimized operating
conditions were the following: sheath gas flow rate = 600 mL min-1, solution flow rate =
60 μL min-1, discharge current = 40 mA, inter-electrode gap = 2 mm, and sampling distance
= 0.5 mm. These conditions are in reasonable agreement with the analogous custom design
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parametric optimization by Williams and Marcus.17 While the custom design DoE
employed in that work is a good strategy for parametric optimization, it does require prior
knowledge and greater understanding and definition of the LS-APGD boundary conditions.
The two-step DoE employed here does not, and it is encouraging that similar results were
achieved because an operator with no knowledge of the source could use this approach and
isolate the optimal plasma conditions.
5.3.2 Analytical Performance
To test the performance of the LS-APGD/CMS platform following the DoE-based
optimization, triplicate 20 μL injections of the previously-employed aqueous test solution
(10 μg mL-1 Rb, Cs, Tl) were performed at the post-DoE conditions. The average peak
area, peak height, S/B, and S/N of these injections were calculated and compared to this
source operating at the conditions utilized by Hoegg et al. in the previous demonstration
of the use of the LS-APGD in CHO-cell media analysis.14 The results of these experiments
are shown in Table 5.1. Each element was analyzed individually and the response from
each individual element followed the same trend. Therefore, only the co-added SIM data
is reported here for brevity. The analyte response (both peak height and integrated area) is
improved ~2x using the post-DoE conditions. While the precision in the peak height
recoveries is improved by a factor of ~3x (from ~12 down to ~4% RSD), a slight increase
in the %RSD of the integrated area (from ~2 up to ~5% RSD) was observed. There was a
slight increase (10 s) in the time of the third injection of the set used to calculated the
injection statistics, which affected the precision of the area. The tailing effect is likely due
to carryover considering the high concentration of the solution used for this experiment. It
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is worth noting that the increase in %RSD demonstrated here is not necessarily significant
and does fall within the normal operating error of the LS-APGD. The tradeoff in improved
responsivity with degraded precision is viewed as being acceptable for the application at
hand. Ultimately, based on the improved analyte responses, and relatively small changes
in precision, the S/B and S/N metrics improved by a factor of ~2x.
Table 5.1 Pooled analytical performance metrics calculated from co-added SIM of Rb, Cs, and Tl using the
pre-DoE conditions and post-DoE conditions. The concentrations of all metals in the test solution were 10
μg mL-1 in 2% HNO3.

Statistic

Pre-DoE

Post-DoE

Average Intensity (cps)

5x106

1x107

%RSD Intensity

12.15

3.79

Average Area (cps)

2x109

5x109

%RSD Area

1.58

4.98

S/B

5.00

10.4

S/N

75.34

157

To assess the quantitative utility of the coupling, response curves for Cu, Co, Zn,
and Rb were then generated using the post-DoE conditions and the corresponding LODs
calculated. Cu, Co, and Zn were chosen as the test elements based on their presence in
many cell culture media formulations, with Rb chosen as a non-bioactive metal that is being
considered as an internal standard. As characterized by Mohammad et al., Zn is a bulk
metal in culture media, Cu is a minor metal, and Co is a trace metal.6 While In and Y are
used commonly as internal standards in ICP-based characterization,10 interfering
background ions prevents their use in this work. Therefore, Rb was chosen as a potential
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internal standard due to its previously established sensitivity and robustness when analyzed
via LS-APGD-MS.
Triplicate 20 μL injections of the analytes in neat solution were performed at
concentrations ranging from 0.25 to 50 μg mL-1 (representing absolute masses of 50 ng –
1 µg). All data was acquired using the SIM mode set to the nominal m/z for the atomic ions
of Cu (63) and Rb (85), the M(NO3)(H2O)3+ species for Zn (180), and the M(H2O)2+ species
for Co (95). Relevant minor isotopes for Cu, Rb, and Zn were also monitored. Generation
of metal/solvent ion species is common for the LS-APGD, but as such species exist as
weakly-bound complexes they are readily alleviated using straightforward collisional
dissociation methods.11, 14 Since these methods are not available on the CMS, detection
was performed at the masses of the highly-abundant solvent clusters identified above. The
resultant response functions (based on peak areas) and calculated LODs for each analyte
are shown in Table 5.2. For those elements wherein the atomic ions are the predominate
species in the spectra, the LODs are on the order of tens of ng mL-1, whereas Co and Zn
which are monitored as solvated ions are limited to the level of hundreds of ng mL-1. The
LODs tend to increase with cluster complexity, with the LOD for Zn (M(NO3)(H2O)3+)
being nearly 6x higher than that of Co (M(H2O)+). The LODs obtained here are ~1.2x –
40x higher than previous LS-APGD-MS works,14, 18 due to the utilization of collisional
dissociation features and higher resolution afforded by those MS instruments (i.e., atomic
ions are monitored).18, 33 That said, in all cases, the LODs are less than the target value of
1 μg mL-1 for this specific application space.
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Table 5.2 Response curve equations, R2 values, and calculated LODs for Cu, Co, Zn, and Rb using the postDoE conditions. The calibration curves were generated with solutions of each metal from 0.250 to 50 μg mL1
.

Element

Equation

R2

LOD
(ng mL-1)

LOD
(ng)

Cu

y = 6x105x + 1x106

0.9769

15

0.3

Co

y = 2x105x + 4x105

0.9928

150

3

Zn

y = 2x105x + 5941

0.9983

890

18

Rb

y = 8x106x + 6x106

0.9899

40

0.8

Approximately 300 μg mL-1 of total trace metals is present in the AMBIC Feed media
employed for these studies, with several metals present at concentrations on the order of 5
μg mL-1, so the LODs obtained here are suitable for the application using solution volumes
far below what are required by other methods. Most importantly, though, these metrics are
achieved on an MS platform suitable for at-bioreactor (i.e. production laboratory)
measurements.
5.3.3 Cell Culture Media Analysis
Following the analytical characterization of relevant metals in neat aqueous
solution, preliminary analysis of the metals in cell culture media was undertaken. Two
general types of media are employed in CHO-cell processing; basal media is the primary
formulation used to initiate the cell culture process while feed media is used to supplement
the nutrients during the course of population growth and antibody expression.34 Both types
of media are studied in this work, the chemical complexity of which is demonstrated in the
mass spectrum (taken on the CMS instrument) of the diluted AMBIC Basal media
presented in Fig. 5.3a.
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Figure 5.3 a) Average mass spectrum from triplicate 20 µL injections of 25x diluted AMBIC Basal media. b)
Average mass spectrum from triplicate 20 µL injections of diluted AMBIC Basal media after separation with
the PPY fiber column. Spectra above m/z = 150 are not displayed due to the low intensity of species at higher
masses and the fact that it is beyond the mass of the target metal species. Microplasma conditions: sheath
gas flow rate = 600 µL min-1, solution flow rate = 60 µL min-1, discharge current = 40 mA, electrode gap =
2 mm, sampling distance = 0.5 mm.

Prominent peaks in the spectrum were identified under equivalent operation conditions on
a high resolution Orbitrap mass spectrometer. In this medium, the concentrations of the
target metals are all less than 1 μg mL-1 following the 25x dilution step, and so the spectrum
was not expected to yield significant metal responses. High concentrations of potential
metal-chelating organics, such as amino acids, are an additional compounding factor in this
analysis as they could reduce the free metal concentrations versus the case of the nitric acid
test solutions. The five most concentrated additives in the basal media are: dextrose,
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HEPES, sodium bicarbonate, lutrol (poloxamer), and aspartic acid, all of which are added
at concentrations in excess of 1 g L-1.
The diluted AMBIC Basal Media was spiked with 1 μg mL-1 of the test metals to
interrogate the test metals in the context of the cell culture media matrix. This concentration
was chosen because the LODs for all of the metals were less than 1 μg mL-1 in neat solution,
and many metals in cell culture media are present at or near this concentration. The
recoveries from this spike (versus neat solutions) are shown in Table 5.3. The recoveries
of the test metal spikes were very low for all of the test elements, but was 87% for the nonbioactive potential internal standard, Rb. Thus, there was no appreciable ionization
suppression or chemical complexation that effected that element’s response.
Table 5.3 Element recoveries, response curve equations, R2 values, and calculated LODs, in 25x diluted
AMBIC 1.1 Basal Media. The response curves were generated with solutions of each metal from 0.250 to 50
µg mL-1.

Element

Recovery
(1 μg mL-1)

Equation

R2

LOD
(ng mL-1)

LOD
(ng)

Co

3%

y = -1x106x +
5x107

0.8931

N/A

N/A

Cu

8%

y = 8x106x + 7x107

0.9975

3,000

60

Zn

18%

y = -2x105x +
8x106

0.4743

N/A

N/A

Rb

87%

y = 6x107x + 1x108

0.9998

8

0.2

In an effort to understand the nature of the low recoveries for the target elements,
the AMBIC medium was spiked with increasing concentrations of the test metal solution,
with standard addition response curves generated. The resulting equations, R2, and LODs
are also provided in Table 5.3. The first notable difference in performance in the media
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matrix is that all of the response curves exhibit orders-of-magnitude increases in the yintercept term when compared to the neat solution calibration curves (Table 5.2 vs Table
5.3). This is not surprising based on spectral complexity suggested in Fig. 5.3a. Profoundly,
the slopes of the response curves for Co and Zn are negative, though the R2values suggest
little-to-no real correlation; i.e. no change in response with spike addition. The response
curve for the non-bioreactive Rb, on the other hand, increases linearly with a high level of
correlation, though with a 10-fold increase in slope versus the neat solution case. The
combination of higher slope with only slightly suppressed recovery at the 1 µg mL-1 level,
provides little indication of ionization suppression, reflective of a fairly robust plasma
given the g L-1 matrix loading.
As the responses for Co/Zn and Rb appear to be at extremes, the standard addition
response for Cu provides insights into the behavior of the bio-reactive elements. While the
overall response exhibits a positive slope, with a 0.9975 correlation coefficient, a plot of
the actual data (Fig. 5.4) reveals two distinct behaviors. The first region closely mirrors the
response curves for Co and Zn, as increases in concentration from 0.25 to ~10 μg mL-1
result in slightly decreasing responses, though the change is not significant. However,
further increases in concentration yield a proportional increase in response in the Cu signal.
This implies that the molecular species in the AMBIC medium complex with added Cu at
concentrations ≤10 μg mL-1, yielding molecular species versus atomic ions. At higher
concentrations, the potential chelators have been exhausted, allowing the added Cu to
remain as free metal ions. However, due to the complexity of the matrix and the high
spectral background, it is also possible that only background is being measured at the low
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concentrations and the Cu response is only sufficient to be appreciably detected
concentrations ≥10 µg mL-1. Based on the Cu response curve and its potential bioactivity,
it is likely that the former rationale dominates. As such, it is possible that additional spikes
of Co and Zn (beyond this range in the standard addition curve) would eventually result in
an increasing response.

Figure 5.4 Standard addition response curve for Cu added to 25x-diluted AMBIC Basal medium.

Another possible explanation of the suppressed Co and Zn species’ responses is an
ionization suppression from the medium, i.e. a spectroscopic matrix effect. Since these two
species are detected as metal/solvent clusters it could be that the matrix components would
affect their responses differently than the atomic Cu+. The presence of media components
could yield organometallic complexes appearing in different portions of the mass spectrum.
Alternatively, there may be an overall suppression in the plasma ionization efficiency in
the presence of the media, but the enhanced response (higher slope) of Rb and proportional
response of Cu at higher concentrations would argue against this effect. The non-perturbed
response of Rb is a very favorable situation towards its use as an internal standard in a
quantification scheme. In fact, the ratioing of the elemental responses to Rb in this series
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of serial dilution determinations provided no practical quantitative benefits. In general, it
is clear that the complex spectral background of the cell culture medium, as evidenced by
the higher y-intercepts observed for all test metals than for the case of neat aqueous
solutions, is problematic in the quantification process.
To probe the cause of the poor recoveries and diagnose background effects for Cu,
Co, and Zn, the LS-APGD was paired with a Thermo Scientific Q Exactive Focus
instrument with an orbitrap mass analyzer. The Q Exactive Focus is more sensitive than
the CMS platform, which could help in determining any ionization suppression effects,
while providing superior mass resolution and high mass accuracy, which would help in
identifying analytes species and spectral interferences. The LS-APGD was operated at the
same discharge conditions and the 1 µg mL-1-spiked basal media was analyzed. Atomic
ions for Cu and Rb were detected in the sample, but neither the molecular species nor
atomic ions were identified for Co and Zn at this concentration. As Co and Cu have
virtually the same ionization potential, an ionization suppression of atomic species is not
likely occurring. On the other hand, as Co and Zn are most readily detected as solvated
species, it is likely that the presence of this “heavy” matrix alters the solution/plasma
chemistry that yields the detected analyte forms, perhaps to the point of yielding no
discernible species. In the extreme, Co and Zn could be in insoluble forms, though at these
low concentrations no precipitation was visually evident. Additional works certainly
should focus on elucidating the nature of the matrix effects, but identifying the precise
effects is out of the scope of this preliminary evaluation. More pragmatically, the primary
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issue of alleviating spectral interferences provides a route to addressing the application at
hand.
5.3.4 Hydrophobic Fiber Separation
To address the culture media-induced spectral background and ionization effects, a
polypropylene C-CP fiber column was employed to retain organic species from the cell
culture media samples, limiting their passage to the plasma. The fiber column, previously
described for reversed phase LC separations,21 allows free metals, ionic compounds, and
hydrophilic species to pass through the column and move to the LS-APGD microplasma
while hydrophobic (organic) cell culture media components are retained. Prior to pairing
with the LS-APGD, HPLC experiments were performed with the PPY fiber column to
establish the optimum conditions for which to wash extracted organics off of the fibers,
thus allowing replicate use of the same column/capture loop. A UV-VIS absorbance
spectrum of the basal medium was acquired, and the maximum absorbance was found to
be at 216 nm, reflective of the high concentration of amino acids in the sample. A local
maximum was also observed at 280 nm which reflects the high concentration of aromaticcontaining molecules such as tyrosine, tryptophan, and phenylalanine, all of which are
present in the basal media formulation at concentrations in excess of 0.1 g L-1. The 216 nm
wavelength was used for UV detection with the HPLC experiments. A 20 μL aliquot of the
cell culture was injected onto the PPY column and an elution gradient (0 to 100% ACN +
0.1% TFA) was applied over 10 minutes to determine the concentration of ACN required
to remove the species retained on the column. The resulting background-subtracted
chromatogram shows several peaks, the last of which eluted at approximately 10 minutes,
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or 80% ACN + 0.1% TFA in that particular gradient program. As such, a solution of 80%
ACN + 0.1% TFA was used as the washing solution to clean the fibers following each
media sample injection.
Figure 5.1 depicts the implementation of the fiber solid phase extraction (SPE)
sample loop employed on the CMS instrument. In practice, an aliquot of cell culture media
is injected onto the column, and the metals pass through unretained to reach the LS-APGD
while the organics are retained on the fiber surfaces. Following that injection, another
aliquot is loaded into a sample loop while the fiber column is washed with the 80% ACN
solution, sending the immobilized organics to waste. The average mass spectrum of three
injections of the cell culture media diluted 25X in 2% HNO3 obtained after fiber separation
is shown in Fig. 5.3b, plotted on the same scale as the pre-separation spectrum shown in
Fig. 5.3a for comparison. The overall intensity is certainly less (~3x) than the preseparation case, with many of the identified organic species eliminated, indicating that the
fiber stationary phase does retain many of the organic species. Specifically, the C4H5,
C3H6N, and C4H8N species are missing from the spectrum shown in Fig. 5.3b, while water
and solvent-based species are more prominent. Response from the inorganic Na and Ca
ions also increased, thus the on-line separation was employed for further experimentation.
The nature of this work is certainly preliminary, and a more detailed optimization of the
separation conditions is required for future applications. Future work will focus on
optimizing the separation methodology, identifying the species retained on the column, and
determining if metal-organic species are present in the media matrix. Indeed, the
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determination of metal speciation in cell culture media is an area of intense interest with
regards to CHO cell metabolism.35, 36
Using this protocol, standard addition response curves were obtained for Co, Cu,
and Zn with a constant 5 μg mL-1 spike Rb internal standard, where the range of spike
values is the same as the previous experiments (0.25 – 50 µg mL -1). The equations for the
response curves, R2, LODs, and recoveries versus neat solutions are presented in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4 Response curve equations, R2 values, and calculated LODs in 25x diluted AMBIC media with the
use of the hydrophobic fiber separation setup. The response curves were generated with solutions of each
metal from 0.250 to 50 µg mL-1 with an internal standard of 5 µg mL-1 Rb.

Element

Recovery
(1 μg mL-1)

Equation

R2

LOD
(ng mL-1)

LOD
(ng)

Cu

123%

y = 0.0397x +
0.0153

0.9922

100

2

Co

75%

y = 0.0257x +
0.0958

0.9994

1,000

22

Zn

90%

y = 0.0931x +
0.6787

0.8838

400

8

The slopes of the response curves are all positive, which is an improvement from the prior
experiments where Co and Zn had negative or neutral changes in response with
concentration. The linearity of each response curve is also quite high, with Cu and Co
yielding values of R2 >0.99. The correlation of the Zn response is lower (R2 = 0.8838), but
represents a clear improvement from the responses in Table 5.3. While not shown here, the
y-intercept values for single element (non-ratioed) response curves are lower than the preseparation case, which is a reflection of the separation step efficacy. The y-intercept values
are higher than the neat solution case however, due to the complexity of the cell culture
media even after the separation step. This is expected due to the additional salts (NaCl,
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CaCl2, etc.) and other components that would not be retained on the column and would
contribute to post-separation spectra but not neat solution spectra.
The calculated LODs are higher in the case of Cu and Co than the analogous neat
solution LODs in Table 5.1, but are actually improved for Zn. The degradation of LODs
here is due to a lower slope than in the neat solution case, which is likely a reflection of
incomplete retention of isobaric molecular species on the PPY fibers, which would result
in a degree of spectral interference. The results from the orbitrap experiments suggested
some form of a matrix effect, and it is also possible that the C-CP fiber column, employed
here unoptimized, does not alleviate the matrix effect. Ultimately, the calculated recoveries
for Cu, Co, and Zn are much improved (all >70 %) from the pre-separation case, where the
highest metal recovery was <20%. In the field of cell culture media analysis, recoveries of
70% - 130% are considered to be acceptable,1 and so use of the fiber matrix clean-up
procedure prior LS-APGD-MS on the compact mass spectrometer does indeed meet this
this benchmark.
5.3.5 Determination of Metal Content in Cell Culture Media
To determine the concentrations of key metals in cell culture media samples, a
multi-element solution of Co, Cu, and Zn was employed to generate standard addition
response curves. The 5 µg mL-1 Rb internal standard was also added to these standard
addition curves. Two formulations of the AMBIC medium were used: AMBIC Basal media
and AMBIC Feed media. Due to the lack of availability of an ICP-MS instrument, ICPOES was used to benchmark results. While not as inherently sensitive as its MS
counterpart, the method’s general tolerance towards high salt content, low sample dilution
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requirements, and demonstrated acceptable LODs and dynamic ranges for the metals
studied here. The samples for ICP-OES were the same as for LS-APGD, with the exception
of using Y as the internal standard for ICP-OES. This change was made to remain more
consistent with the current industry standard and to generate a comparison of the best
possible performance from each instrument. As ICP-MS is the current industry norm, the
ICP-OES would be anticipated to be more accurate for the media determinations. Based on
the industry standard of 70% - 130% recoveries being considered acceptable,1 the range of
percent differences between LS-APGD and ICP results that were considered acceptable
was set at -35% to 25%, representing the overall accepted 70 - 130% recoveries.
Since the AMBIC formulation is available to members only, the formulation values
cannot be published here. In fact, the values provided to AMBIC members are simply
reported as gravimetric portions of the prepared stock, for which metals may have multiple
chemical species, and not a formal total-metals assay. In Table 5.5 therefore, only the
percentage concentration recoveries (calculated/provided * 100%) are reported.
Table 5.5 Recovery of Cu, Co, and Zn concentrations compared to reported formulation concentrations in
AMBIC Basal and AMBIC Feed media obtained with LS-APGD-MS and ICP-OES. The percentage difference
between the two methods is also reported.

Element

LS-APGD-MS
Concentration
Recovery

ICP-OES
Concentration
Recovery

Percentage
Difference (LS-APGDMS vs. ICP-OES)

Basal

Feed

Basal

Feed

Basal

Feed

Cu

<LOQ

80.0%

141.8%

135.1%

N/A

-40.7%

Co

<LOQ

1354%

214.8%

1082%

N/A

25.1%

Zn

84.8%

72.6%

101.5%

74.6%

-16.4%

-2.7%
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Also presented in the table are the percent differences between the calculated
concentrations utilizing the LS-APGD and ICP-OES. As expected, based on the low
concentrations (<10 ng mL-1) in the raw basal media, the dilution factor employed here,
and the LODs obtained with the LS-APGD/CMS system, Cu and Co were not detected in
the Basal media sample via LS-APGD/CMS. Zn was detected however, and the
concentration determined was in good agreement with the formulation data. It should be
noted here that the concentration of Zn is ~29x higher than Cu and Co, so the ability to
detect Zn over the other test elements is not a result of better sensitivity, which is to be
expected based on the data from Table 5.4.
The ICP-OES method did successfully determine all three test elements, but
resulted in substantial overestimations of both Cu and Co, with recoveries of 141.8% and
214.8%, respectively. This could be the result of a formulation reporting errors for both
elements based on the fact that that the recoveries are so high and that both elements have
been previously identified as cell culture process contaminants.1, 37 Partially unretained
cyanocobalamin could result in a Co overestimation, as this vitamin is present at high
concentrations in the cell culture media formulation. As suggested previously, speciation
studies of the culture media would be necessary to test this hypothesis. The ICP-OES
quantification for Zn (which is not reported as a common contaminant), resulted in a
101.5% recovery, which is in excellent agreement with the formulation. The percent
difference between the LS-APGD and ICP-OES determined values for Zn does fall within
the acceptable range, with a value of -16.4%. So, where there is sufficient sensitivity via
the microplasma MS method, there is very good agreement.
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The LS-APGD-MS Zn results from the basal media experiments were encouraging
towards feed media quantification, as the content for each metal in the feed formulation is
much higher. Quantification of feed media components is arguably more relevant to cell
growth processes, since this is the medium used for process supplementation, and precise
control over added nutrients is incredibly important. As presented in Table 5.5, the LSAPGD was able to detect all three test metals in the feed media. The agreement between
the LS-APGD and the formulation is good for Cu, with an 80.0% recovery. The ICP-OES
however, overestimated the Cu concentration and the recovery was 135.1% which results
in a -40.7% difference between the LS-APGD and the ICP-OES. In the case of Co, LSAPGD recovery was 1354% and the ICP-OES recovery was 1082%, with the percentage
difference between the methods being an acceptable ~25%. Based on these results, being
more than 10X overestimation, it can certainly be said that either a sample contamination
problem is occurring in the cell culture mixing process, or the formulation reporting is
incorrect. As mentioned previously, Co is a common contaminant in biological processes
and could be introduced through cyanocobalamin.1 The Zn recoveries for both the LSAPGD and the ICP-OES methods were low at 72.6% and 74.6%, respectively. However,
the agreement between the two methods is excellent, with a -2.7% difference. Zn does
interact with many of the other cell culture media components, so it is possible that some
of the Zn was retained on the column as an organometallic species in the case of the
microplasma MS protocol.
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5.4 Conclusions
The LS-APGD ionization source was coupled to an Advion CMS for the explicit
application of performing rapid, at-bioreactor metals analysis in cell culture media. The
combination of the microplasma ionization source and the simple, compact mass
spectrometer are projected as an alternative to production floor sampling and transport to
separate analytical support facilities for ICP-MS analysis. In doing so, it is anticipated that
process monitoring and media supplementation can be affected on time scales which
improve product QCAs and overall efficiency. As the CMS does not include collisional
dissociation capabilities as common to other atmospheric pressure sampling instruments, a
detailed parameterization of the ionization source operations was performed. The dual DoE
method of parameterization employed was successful in optimizing the operating
conditions for elemental analysis using the LS-APGD/CMS, resulting in improved signal
response versus previous conditions. The LODs determined for representative metals of
relevance in neat, aqueous solution were determined to be less than 1 μg mL-1 in all cases,
meeting projected needs for commercial feed media assays.
When applied to the application of cell culture media analysis, having gram-perliter matrices of amino acids, sugars, etc., the LS-APGD response suffered and the recovery
of metal spikes was poor due to the increase of background species and matrix
complications. An on-line reversed phase separation step was applied utilizing PPY C-CP
fibers in an SPE injector loop assembly. With the addition of this step, the recoveries of
metal spikes in the cell culture media improved and concentrations of metals in two
formulations were calculated using a standard addition quantification method. Ultimately,
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metals recoveries from feed media determined by the LS-APGD-MS met industry
standards and were in generally good agreement with values determined via ICP-OES.
While this preliminary characterization has achieved the basic targets set out for
the application at hand for at-bioreactor process monitoring, there remain many
opportunities for further refinement. For example, simple implementation of elemental
spikes following the on-line matrix removal would improve LODs and accuracy by
removing isobaric interferences as well of potential in-solution complexation of metals by
media ligand species. Taken a step farther, having trapped organics on the fiber SPE phase,
LC-MS analysis could be readily affected to characterize organic constituents, inclusive of
amino acids, sugars, and indeed proteins using the same LS-APGD/CMS instrument.
Finally, as mentioned previously, this approach offers the capability to not only quantify
free metals, but also interrogate their speciation in the culture environment. Future works
will also focus on characterizing more metals in a single analysis, identifying and
comparing the LS-APGD/CMS results to those obtained via the typical ICP-MS methods.
Ultimately, this coupling is anticipated to deliver elemental coverage and sensitivity to
deliver analyses on practical size, complexity, and cost scales that are applicable for the
application of at-bioreactor metals analysis.
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CHAPTER SIX
METAL QUANTIFICATION IN CELL CULTURE MEDIA: EVALUATION OF
INDUCTIVELY COUPLED PLASMA-OPTICAL EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY AND
LIQUID SAMPLING-ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE GLOW DISCHARGE MASS
SPECTROMETRY
6.1 Introduction
Cell culture media is a solution of nutrients used to facilitate cell growth, often for
biotherapeutic production applications. Multiple cell culture media formulations exist
commercially, designed for various applications, and are usually prepared in large-scale
bioreactors. The process of preparing these media formulations can be incredibly complex,
as supplementation of individual components is often necessary in order to meet production
quality control targets.1–4 To complicate the situation, individual production runs often
require supplementation of various components during the course of the fermentation
process.5,6 The formulations for cell culture media contain several classes of nutrients
including sugars, amino acids, surfactants, and inorganic salts in order to properly
supplement the growth of cells. Inorganic salts (metals) in particular are critical to cell
culture media and have been shown to have an immediate impact on cell culture processes,
even with small variations in concentration.2,7,8 For example, Cu and Fe metal deficiencies
can be detrimental for metabolism but an excess is also problematic, as they can lead to
oxidative and reductive damage to cells through the production of reactive oxygen
species.3,9–11 Such considerations must be made for several metals before their introduction
into cell culture, as product quality and cell viability are on the line.10 These considerations
are also a function of the precise speciation of added metals, with some being supplemented
as inorganic salts and others being introduced in organic complexes.12 As such, methods to
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determine the concentration and speciation of metals in cell culture media formulations is
necessary so that metals can be properly supplemented, or formulations having more
appropriate metal characteristics can be assembled. The ability to rapidly provide this sort
of information would allow process bioengineers the ability to refine production conditions
in real time.
Currently, the preferred analytical technique for metals characterization in cell
culture media is inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS).12 The ICP-MS
technique is incredibly sensitive towards metals, even in complex matrices such as cell
culture media. However, the technique is expensive not only in terms of cost barrier to the
technology, but also in regard to maintenance and consumables costs.13 The operational
requirements of ICP-MS also make it impractical to keep the instrument in the proximity
of the bioreactors, as the power requirements, Ar gas flow rates, and the need for samples
to be in an acidic solvent require separate space. Consequently, ICP-MS instruments used
for cell culture media analysis are housed in removed laboratory spaces, and in some
instances, in separate buildings. Of additional concern are the sample processing
requirements, which can be cumbersome, depending on the metal and formulation being
analyzed. For example, some procedures call for a 500-fold dilution of cell culture media
prior to analysis,2 which can drive the quantity of metals below the limits of detection
(LOD) depending on the starting concentration in the medium. It should be noted however,
that this high dilution factor is not a hindrance in every case. Ultimately, these challenges
are barriers to the potential implementation of the technique for rapid, at-bioreactor metals
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analysis. Therefore, while the ICP-MS method is widely used for cell culture analysis, the
development of different elemental monitoring techniques is of interest.14
In this work, we explore two alternatives to the standard ICP-MS method: ICPoptical emission spectroscopy (OES) and the novel liquid sampling-atmospheric pressure
glow discharge (LS-APGD) microplasma paired to a compact mass spectrometer. Both
ICP-OES and LS-APGD overcome some or all of the consumables, facilities requirements,
or dilution requirements listed for ICP-MS. ICP-OES utilizes the same plasma as ICP-MS,
but the detection principles are based on light emission. The capital cost of an ICP-OES is
far lower than an ICP-MS, although it does still suffer from the same relatively high
consumables requirements.13 ICP-OES does, however, require far less sample dilution than
ICP-MS, as the sample does not come into direct contact with the detection optics.13
Likewise the physical footprint and operational overhead of the OES instruments are more
in line with operation in the production reactor environment due to the lack of vacuum
pumping, exhaust, and overall system cooling requirements. The LS-APGD, developed at
Clemson University, is a low-cost alternative to ICP-based instrumentation that also uses
less power and support gas than ICP based instrumentation, by virtue of its small plasma
volume, reducing operational overhead.15 Additionally, the LS-APGD has been previously
demonstrated to have excellent matrix tolerance16 so samples do not need to be diluted to
the level of ICP-MS. As the gas load and operation temperatures of the LS-APGD are far
less than ICP sources, a compact/portable mass spectrometer can be used as the detector
and at-bioreactor analysis is feasible. The LS-APGD has now been applied towards metals
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analysis in cell culture media, making it a logical choice for further study and
development.17
Presented here is an evaluation of LS-APGD-MS and ICP-OES for the
quantification of metals of relevance in cell culture media. Analytical figures of merit were
established for Cu, Co, Fe, Mn, Ni, and Zn in 2% HNO3 solution and in a cell culture media
matrix. Based on the lower kinetic temperature of the microplasma in comparison to the
ICP and the use of the simple single quadrupole mass spectrometer, isobaric interferences
from molecule species were problematic in those analyses. A polypropylene (PPY)
capillary-channeled polymer (C-CP) fiber solid phase extraction (SPE) column was
employed for matrix removal prior to LS-APGD-MS analysis to alleviate much of the cell
culture matrix complexity. The same separation was employed to determine the
distribution of metals as free ion or organic/hydrophobic complexes using ICP-OES
quantification. Doing so provides valuable insights into the speciation state of metals in the
media. Based on these results, the commercial cell culture medium used in this work was
established to have a distribution of free metals and metals in organic complexes, which is
a favorable situation in the use of this medium towards minimizing oxidative stress.18 The
concentrations of the metals in the cell culture media formulation were determined utilizing
the standard addition quantification method on each instrumental platform. When applied
to the quantification of metals in a known formulation, the agreement between both
methods met the targets for this field of use and both techniques were successful at
identifying and quantifying several metals in the cell culture media formulation.2
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6.2 Experimental Methods
6.2.1 Chemicals and Reagents
Trace metal grade nitric acid (70%) was obtained from VWR (Radnor, PA, USA).
DI-H2O was obtained in-house from a purifier (Purelab Flex, ELGA Waterlab, High
Wycombe, UK). HPLC grade acetonitrile was purchased from VWR (Radnor, PA, USA).
Single element standards of 1000 µg mL-1 Cu, Co, Zn, Ni, Rb, Fe, and Y in 2% HNO3 were
obtained from High Purity Standards (Charleston, SC, USA). Mn was obtained from SPEX
CertiPrep (Metuchen, NJ, USA). AMBIC imMEDIAte ADVANTAGE Feed Media A
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) was purchased commercially. This is a proprietary
material for the members of the Advanced Mammalian Biomanufacturing Innovation
Center (AMBIC), a US National Science Foundation Industry/University Cooperative
Research Center (I/UCRC) consortium, for which the composition is not publicly released.
The compositional values employed here are based on the gravimetric/volumetric
formulations, which are not independently validated by instrumental methods.
6.2.2 Solution Preparation
A multi-element stock solution of 50 μg mL-1 Cu, Co, Fe, Mn, Ni, and Zn
in 2% HNO3 was prepared by combining the appropriate volumes of multiple single
element standards, concentrated HNO3, and DI-H2O. This multi-element solution was used
to prepare solutions for response curves by dilution with appropriate volumes of 2% HNO3.
To prevent the saturation of the ICP-OES detector and prevent clogging of the MS
sampling orifice, AMBIC media was acidified to 2% HNO3 with concentrated HNO3 and
diluted by 10x with 2% HNO3 prior to all analyses. To study the analytical performance of
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the metals in the AMBIC media, metals were spiked into the acidified and diluted media
at increasing concentrations. These concentrations were 5 – 500 ng mL-1 for ICP-OES and
250 – 50,000 ng mL-1 for LS-APGD-MS. These solutions were used to generate response
curves using both instruments and calculate limits of detection (LODs) in the context of
the AMBIC media to understand potential matrix effects. The standard 3σb/m formula was
used to calculate all LODs.
To determine the concentration of metals in the AMBIC media, standard addition
calibration curves were generated. The diluted media samples were spiked with varying
amounts of the multi-element solution while maintaining the 2% HNO3 matrix. The
resulting solutions contained metal concentrations equivalent to the ranges of the neat
solution calibration curves detailed above and the un-spiked media sample. An internal
standard of 500 ng mL-1 Y was added to each ICP-OES solution and an internal standard
of 2,000 ng mL-1 Rb was added to each LS-APGD-MS test solution.
6.2.3 ThermoScientific iCAP 7200 ICP-OES
All measurements were acquired in axial mode using the standard instrument
operating conditions as set out in the manufacture’s documentation. Optical emission was
monitored at the following wavelengths: Cu I 324.754 nm, Co II 228.616 nm, Fe II 259.940
nm, Mn II 257.610 nm, Ni II 221.647 nm, and Zn 213.856 nm. These emission responses
were chosen due to high intensities and spectral separation from common interfering
emissions. Y I emission was monitored at 362.094 nm and used as the internal standard
correction for Cu and Zn while Y II emission was monitored at 371.030 nm and used as
the internal standard correction for Co, Ni, Fe, and Mn.
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6.2.4 LS-APGD/CMS
The LS-APGD was paired with an Advion ExpressionL CMS for this work; a
picture and a diagrammatic representation of this coupling can be found in previous work.19
The LS-APGD ionization source was built within an Advion ESI source housing and
mounted directly onto the CMS in place of the typical ESI source. The LS-APGD operating
conditions were as follows: sheath gas flow rate = 600 mL min-1, solution flow rate = 60
μg mL-1, discharge current = 40 mA, inter-electrode gap = 2 mm, and sampling distance =
0.5 mm, as optimized by previously in this laboratory.17
Target metals were monitored mass spectrometrically as the following ionic species
at the m/z listed: Cu+ - 63, Co(H2O)2+ - 95, FeO+ - 72, MnO+ - 71, Ni(NO3)(H2O)4+ - 193,
and Zn(NO3)(H2O)3+ - 180 Da. These responses were chosen due to their high sensitivity
and spectral separation from background species, but differ from LS-APGD-MS efforts on
other MS platforms as the CMS is a single quadrupole instrument, without facilities to
affect collisional dissociation of these molecular species down to bare metal ion form.20-22
Rb was monitored at 85 Da and used as the internal standard correction for each element
studied. Data was obtained in two different acquisition modes: full scan and selected ion
monitoring (SIM). The full scan mode acquires data at every m/z from 10 – 200, while
SIM mode acquires data at the individually specified m/z.
6.2.5 Preparation of C-CP PPY Fiber Columns
Capillary channeled polymer (C-CP) fibers have been used as the stationary phase
for several classes of separations, and polypropylene Y-shaped (PPY) C-CP fibers have
been previously established as a reversed phase (RP) support for the separation of analytes
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based on hydrophobicity.23, 24 The trilobal (~ 20 µm diameter) PPY C-CP fibers were
obtained from the Department of Materials Science and Engineering at Clemson
University. The column for the off-line separations was constructed by packing nine
rotations (~ 630 fibers) of the PPY fibers into a 30 cm length of PEEK tubing (1.6 mm o.d.,
0.76 mm i.d., Cole-Palmer, Vernon Hills, IL, USA), following the procedure previously
described.25 The ends of the fibers were trimmed to be flush with the end of the 30 cm long
column.
6.2.6 On-line Reversed Phase Separation
An on-line separation method using the PPY fibers was employed to capture
hydrophobic, molecular feed stock components prior to LS-APGD-MS metals analysis.
The AMBIC media samples were acidified to 2% HNO3 using concentrated HNO3
followed by a 10x dilution with 2% HNO3. Aliquots of the diluted AMBIC media samples
were then spiked with increasing concentrations (0 – 500 ng mL-1) of the multi-element
solution and spiked with 2,000 ng mL-1 Rb as an internal standard, resulting in a set of
samples for a standard addition response curve. These samples were then injected into the
on-line reversed phase fiber column for removal of organic matrix components prior to LSAPGD ionization.
Since metals are not retained on the PPY column and would typically divert to
waste, a dual-injector assembly was employed for the on-line separation. As shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 6.1, the fiber column was put in place of a sample loop in the
second injector port. To load the sample for separation, both injection ports were set to load
mode and an injection of the cell culture media samples described above was loaded into a
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sample loop in the first injection port at a rate of 0.3 mL min-1. The PPY fiber column in
the second injection port was simultaneously washed with 80% ACN + 0.1% TFA at 0.3
mL min-1. Once the sample was loaded, the injection ports were set to inject mode, and the
cell culture media sample was diverted from the sample loop in the first injection port to
the fiber column in the second injection port, where the on-line separation occurred. Any
components of the sample that were not retained on the fiber column (i.e., metal ions)
moved on to the LS-APGD for ionization and subsequent MS analysis. After the injection
was complete, both injection ports were set back to load mode and the process was
repeated.

Figure 6.1 Schematic diagram of the PPY fiber setup used for LS-APGD-MS analysis.
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6.2.7 Off-line Reversed Phase Separation
In order to determine whether metals were present in the cell culture media as free
ions or in organic complexes, an off-line separation was performed so that ICP-OES
analysis of the retained and unretained fractions could be performed. All species in the
unretained solution were assumed to be free, aqueous ions while those in the retained
solution were assumed to exist in an organic complex. To perform the separation, 15 mL
of AMBIC media was loaded into a syringe and the PPY fiber column was attached to the
syringe hub. The setup was couped to a syringe pump and the media allowed to flow
through the column at a rate of 0.3 mL min-1. The solution that flowed through the column
was collected, spiked with multi-element solution, and Y internal standard was added so
that the final sample was 10 mL in total volume with 1 μg mL-1 Y and metals from 0 – 500
ng mL-1. These samples were analyzed by ICP-OES, the data from which was used to
generate a standard addition response curve to quantify the metals. Metals detected in this
solution were unretained on the column, and determined to exist in the cell culture media
as free ions.
After each sample passed through the column, the fibers were washed with 2%
HNO3 for 2 minutes to simulate the LS-APGD electrolytic solution carrying the unretained
solution through the column. The wash solution was collected, spiked with multi-element
solution, and the Y internal standard was added so that the final sample was 10 mL in total
volume with 1 µg mL-1 Y and metals from 0 – 500 ng mL-1. These samples were used to
perform ICP-OES analysis and used to calculate the concentration of metals in the “wash”
solution.
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Following the wash step, an elution buffer of 80% acetonitrile (ACN) + 0.1% TFA
was employed to remove the hydrophobic media components adsorbed onto the column.
To perform the elution, the syringe previously loaded with AMBIC media was replaced
with a syringe containing 15 mL of the elution buffer and allowed to flow through the
column at a rate of 0.3 mL-1. This eluted solution was then collected and heated at
approximately 80 ⁰C to remove the organic solvent. The remaining residues were
reconstituted with 9 mL of 2% HNO3. Multi-element solution and Y internal standard were
added so that the final solution contained 0 – 500 ng mL-1 metals and 1 μg mL-1 Y in 10
mL total volume. These samples were used to generate a standard addition response curve
to quantify the metals in the retained solution. All metals that were identified in this
solution were assumed to exist in the cell culture media in an organic (hydrophobic)
complex.
6.3 Results and Discussion
6.3.1 Aqueous Solution Calibration Curves
Both ICP-OES and LS-APGD-MS systems have previously demonstrated excellent
analytical characteristics across a wide range of elemental species.15,26 To bring context
specifically to the metals of interest in this work, without the deleterious effect of the cell
culture media matrix, response curves were generated for aqueous 2% HNO3 solutions for
each system. The calibration functions, R2 values, and LODs for the ICP-OES and LSAPGD-MS are presented in Table 6.1. As expected from the ICP, all calibration curves
show high linearity (R2 > 0.999) across the entire tested calibration range with detection
limits ranging from 12–40 ng mL−1 (60–200 ng absolute). Due to the lower operating
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energy of the LS-APGD,27 and operation of the single-quadrupole platform, it was
expected that the analytical performance is inferior to the ICP for elemental analysis. This
is confirmed by the higher LODs for the reduced footprint platform. The LOD values
obtained with the CMS instrument range from 60–900 ng mL−1versus <50 ng mL−1 LODs
obtained with triple quadrupole instrumentation22 and <1 ng mL−1 LODs obtained with
Orbitrap instruments.28 Detailed discussion of these differences can be found in other LSAPGD/CMS works. An admitted shortcoming is the inability to unambiguously identify
Mn at any concentration studied here, very much limited by the fact that it is a
monoisotopic element. For all other elements, good linearity (R2 > 0.9920) is observed
across the entire tested concentration range in good agreement with previous works.19
Table 6.1 Neat solution calibration statistics for ICP-OES and LS-APGD-MS.

Element

Linear Regression

R2

LOD
(ng mL-1)

LS-APGD

ICP

LSAPGD

ICP

LSAPGD

Cu y = 77.71x + 150.3

y = 7x105x + 8x105

0.9961

0.9984

34

80

Co y = 25.57x + 9.563

y = 2x105x + 5x105

Zn y = 26.75x + 28.34
Ni y = 0.4415x +
27.08
Fe y = 1.402x + 8.341

y = 2x105x + 5941
y = 3x105x + 1x105

0.9961

0.9928

12

200

0.9962

0.9983

13

900

1.000

0.9921

30

60

1.000

0.9922

20

50

1.000

ND

40

ND

ICP

Mn y = 8.087x + 3.840

y = 17153x +
48940
ND

Of the elements analyzed in this work, all LODs are at least 10x lower than the
concentration of the metal in cell culture media samples, except for Mn and Ni when
analyzed with LS-APGD-MS. A less pronounced benefit of the LS-APGD is the required
sample volume, consuming just 60 µL of solution, or merely 10 ng of analyte metals. ICPOES on the other hand, requires upwards of 5 mL per sample, approximately 80x more
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analyte consumption than necessary for LS-APGD-MS analysis. Ultimately, both of these
analytical platforms meet sensitivity requirements for the application.
6.3.2 AMBIC Media Response Curves
While both of the test methods demonstrate sufficient sensitivity applicable to cell
culture media analysis, the complex nature of the media is expected to suppress
excitation/ionization of the analyte species. As such, response curves for the metals of
interest in AMBIC media were acquired using standard addition methods. Because the
formulation of the media is only available to AMBIC members, the line of best fit cannot
be reported, as concentrations of metals in the media could be extrapolated. As such, the
sensitivity/slope of the response curves, R2, and calculated LODs are reported in Table 6.2.
Interestingly, the sensitivity (slope of the calibration curve) of all test analytes in AMBIC
media are similar to the neat solution sensitivities when analyzed via ICP-OES, which
indicates that the cell culture matrix is, in general, not significantly affecting analyte
response. The LODs of each metal were also largely unaffected by the matrix and are
within the same order of magnitude as the aqueous solution LODs.
Table 6.2 AMBIC cell culture media calibration statistics for ICP-OES and LS-APGD-MS

Element

Slope
ICP

Cu 79.46
Co 27.60
Zn 27.20
Ni 0.4953
Fe 1.563
Mn 9.650

R2

LSLSICP
APGD
APGD
1x109 0.9981 0.9399
5x109 0.9983 0.9465
8x108 0.9983 0.9565
8x108 1.000 0.8706
2x1010 1.000 0.9161
ND
1.000
ND
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LOD
(ng mL-1)
ICP

LS-APGD

46
16
18
33
20
25

500
700
3,000
10,000
4,000
ND

Based on preliminary work, it was determined that an on-line fiber separation
method was necessary for LS-APGD-MS analysis of metals in the AMBIC media due to
the spectral complexity as well as potential ionization suppression. As such, the dual
injector procedure depicted in Fig. 6.1 was employed in the characterization of
metals via LS-APGD-MS in order to include the on-line fiber separation method. Using
this method, all metals spiked into the media except Mn were detected with the response
curve statistics presented in Table 6.2. Even with the column method, a matrix effect is to
be expected for the LS-APGD considering the energy difference between the two plasma
sources. The ICP plasma is characterized by kinetic (gas) temperatures of ∼4500 K

(ref. 29) in the central portions of the plasma, while the LS-APGD is far cooler at ∼2500
K.27 This was observed upon analysis, as the LS-APGD performance was affected by the

media matrix by an increase in the sensitivity and background (not reported) compared to
the simple solution calibration. Increases in slope in the presence of small molecule
organics has been previously demonstrated for atmospheric pressure glow discharges,30–
32

and it is certainly possible that some low molecular weight polar/ionic organic molecules

pass through the fiber columns without interacting with the stationary phase, leading to the
slope increase observed in this work. The microchannels of the fiber stationary phase are
approximately 1–5 μm wide,23,24 so some organics could pass through without interacting
with the column depending on the size of the analyte. While an increase in the slope would
naturally be assumed to affect a decrease in the LOD, the background and standard
deviation of the blank also increased significantly after introduction of the AMBIC media,
likely because introduction of the complicated matrix affected plasma stability. This is
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confirmed by an increase in plasma voltage %RSD from 1% to 7%. This phenomenon is
the subject of ongoing study and future works may focus on lowering the interstitial
fraction of the stationary phase to affect better separations and prevent any organic
molecule introduction to the plasma. However, the metal response increased linearly with
concentration for all elements and most LODs were sufficient for additional analysis, so
the setup was used without further optimization. The subject of future works will be the
improvement of this separation step.
Ultimately, the LODs obtained here for the LS-APGD-MS analyses are sufficient
for the quantification of all metals of interest except Mn, which was not detected, and Ni,
which had a very high LOD in the cell culture media matrix. While the LS-APGD-MS
LODs did increase in general from the simple solution case, only Ni and Fe were
significantly affected by the matrix. Ni and Fe had relatively low detection limits in simple
solution, so it was unexpected that the LODs were so high in the AMBIC media. While the
reason for this was not immediately clear, experiments detailed later in this manuscript will
describe this effect.
6.3.3 Quantification of Metals in Cell Culture Media
The concentrations of metals in cell culture media were determined using the
method of standard addition for both ICP-OES and LS-APGD-MS. This method was paired
with an internal standard (Y for ICP-OES and Rb for LS-APGD) but does not assume that
the internal standard corrects for matrix effects like other methods.1 That said, the standard
addition method does not entirely correct for matrix effects from the cell culture media.
While the AMBIC formulations are proprietary and we cannot cite specific concentration
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values, the percentage recoveries based on the provided formulation is presented in Table
6.3. Previous literature describing the quantification of trace metals in cell culture media
has established that a recovery between 70% and 130% is acceptable.2 Therefore, if a
recovery calculated from this work falls between 70% and 130%, that value is deemed to
be in good agreement with the AMBIC formulation. The percent differences between these
values and a recovery of 100% would be −35% and 26%, respectively. Using those
boundaries, a percentage difference between −35% and 26% would be confirmation of
“agreement” between the two methods for the media quantification. In this regard, such an
agreement might be reflective of determinate errors in the primary formulation if not in
absolute agreement. In each case, the samples were run in the following order: instrument
blank, method blank, sample, wash, repeat.
Table 6.3 Element recoveries in AMBIC Feed media when analyzed via ICP-OES and LS-APGD-MS

Element
Cu
Co
Zn
Ni
Fe
Mn

ICP-OES (%)
92.3
194
94.0
a

75.8
242

LS-APGD-MS
(%)
80.0
243
91.5
ND
63.6
ND

As presented in Table 6.3, all of the test elements in the AMBIC media were
quantifiable by ICP-OES analysis. Half of the elements were underestimated and half were
overestimated. The three underestimated elements were Cu, Zn, and Fe with recoveries of
92.3%, 94.0%, and 75.8%, respectively. All three of these elements fall within the
acceptable recovery limits of 70–130%, demonstrating that the concentrations of Cu, Zn,
and Fe were accurate in comparison to the formulation when analyzed via ICP-OES. The
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overestimated elements were Co with a recovery of 194%, detected nickel, and Mn with a
recovery of 242%. All three of these elements exceed the recovery limit of 130%, so they
were not accurately determined versus the formulation report.33 However, Ni and Mn have
been demonstrated to leach from stir bars/plates.33,34 Mn has also been found to leach from
the metal bioreactor itself.34
The LS-APGD-MS method was able to quantify four of the six test elements in
AMBIC feed media. The sensitivity of Mn by LS-APGD is quite low and it was not
expected that this metal would be detected, while the LOD for Ni exceeded its documented
concentration in the AMBIC media even considering the overestimated concentration
reported by ICP-OES. Of the remaining four test elements, only Co was overestimated,
which was in fact in good agreement with the ICP-OES results, with the percentage
difference of 22.4% between LS-APGD-MS and ICP-OES being essentially within the
target limits. This level of agreement surely points to a determinant in the media
formulation. The Cu recovery was 80.0% versus the assay, with the percentage difference
from the ICP-OES concentration being only 15.7%. Likewise, the LS-APGD-MS Zn
recovery was 91.5%, with a 2.70% difference from the ICP-OES value. The proximity
between the respective Cu and Zn determinations lends support for the fidelity of the
provided values. Finally, the respective percentage recoveries for Fe between two methods,
differing by only 17.5%, suggest that the values are in good agreement, but that the
provided value was overestimated.
The agreement between the two methods are generally very good, with all elements
falling in the acceptable range of percentage difference (−35 to 26%) despite some
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recoveries exceeding the 130% maximum threshold. This seems to indicate that a source
of contamination exists for Co, Mn, and Ni. While the natural conclusion from such a result
is a sample preparation error, the ICP-OES samples were prepared in a different laboratory
space by a different researcher and with different standards and lab equipment than the LSAPGD-MS samples, indicating a formulation defect instead of solution preparation error.
Each of the three metals in question have been previously established as bioprocess
contaminants,7 which could mean that the errors compared to the formulation are a result
of contamination during the manufacturing process after adding inorganic components to
the bioreactor.
6.3.4 Distribution of Metal Species in Cell Culture Media
The use of the C-CP fibers as a SPE phase to remove organic/hydrophobic species
from the cell culture media prior to LS-APGD-MS results in greatly reduced spectral
complexity. This process, though, surely presents a potential loss mechanism towards a
total-metals analysis as metals are introduced to the media in both chelated and free-metal
(soluble inorganic salts) forms. Beyond the formulation species, free metals have the
opportunity to be complexed in-media with diverse amino acids, sugars, and the like.
Metals present in organic complexes (in-whole or in-part) would be expected to be retained
on the column and would not reach the LS-APGD for ionization and subsequent
quantification. This would explain higher in-media LODs versus simple solutions for some
elements despite improved responsivity (higher slopes). Interestingly, there are fewer
studies regarding the distribution of metal species between free-ions and molecular
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complexes in cell culture media, even though such information would be expected to
provide insight into the viability of cell culture media.12,35
The procedure employed to alleviate MS spectral interferences likewise presents a
straightforward means of assessing the distribution of metals in culture media between
bound (chelated) and free ion states. Here, an off-line separation PPY fiber column is
demonstrated as a means to differentiate metal species. Components of the cell culture
media matrix are retained on the PPY fiber stationary phase based on hydrophobicity, so
unretained species would include polar, inorganic species (most likely free ions) while
retained species are hydrophobic complexes.23,24 This might be termed as a first-level of
speciation, as opposed to a complete profiling of the metal species' identities (i.e.,
comprehensive speciation). This sort of determination has relevance across many chemical
and biological systems, as described recently by Quarles and co-workers.36
As described previously (Experimental), culture media was processed in three steps
to isolate free metal ions (unretained fraction), weakly adsorbed (wash fraction), and
complexed (eluted fraction) species prior to ICP-OES analysis. It must be reiterated that
quantification of each solution type was affected by a standard addition method. Fig.
6.2 depicts the percentage recoveries of the spiked metals detected in the unretained
solution, wash solution, and eluted solutions as determined by ICP-OES, which was chosen
over LS-APGD-MS for these analyses because of the higher sensitivity and the ability to
analyze Mn. As can be seen, the respective species distributions vary substantially across
the suite of elements, ranging from Co which exists almost exclusively as free
metals versus Ni which exists predominately in the form of chelated complexes.
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Figure 6.2 Composition of each metal in AMBIC feed media. Metals that were unretained exist as free ion,
metals that were in the wash likely exist in weakly hydrophobic complexes, and metals that were in the
retained exist in hydrophobic and nonpolar complexes.

According to the formulation, Cu is added into the culture media in the form of
CuSO4·5H2O. The percentage recovery of Cu is evenly distributed in the three phases, with
38% unretained, 25% wash, and 37% eluted. Interestingly, Cu is the only element studied
here to have a large presence in the 2% HNO3 wash step, as all other metals had less than
5%, while ∼25% of the total Cu appeared in that fraction. The precise form of the Cu

species not clear, but it could be that some Cu is bound in a weakly-hydrophobic complex
which has some retentivity on the PPY fiber, but is readily solubilized in the presence of
the 2% HNO3. The eluted Cu can be attributed to stable Cu–amino acid complexes formed
between the alpha-amino nitrogen and carboxyl–oxygen, which have been well
described.37–39 These complexes spontaneously form, so the high percentage of eluted Cu
makes sense.37 The presence of large amounts of free Cu in this medium is not necessarily
concerning relative to generation of reactive oxygen species,40,41 as much of the Cu free
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ion could complex with proteins and amino acids once introduced to the bioreactor
environment.
Among the trace metals, Co is added to the culture media solely in the complexed
form, cyanocobalamin (vitamin B12), where the Co is strongly coordinated in the corrin
ring of that system.42 Unexpectedly, Co has the highest percentage of free ion among the
suite, with 97% of the total being unretained, 1% present in the wash, and 2% in the eluted
fraction. While thought of as a very stable complex, the presence of ascorbic acid,
riboflavin, and niacinamide in the formulation, could cause degradation of the vitamin B12
molecule resulting in cleavage of the corrin ring and subsequent release of Co ion.43–
46

However, it's unlikely that these mechanisms would take place at physiological pH and

under the cold storage conditions required by the medium. As the total Co content
determined by both the microplasma MS and ICP-OES methods here were in great
excess versus the formulation it seems very likely that Co contamination of the medium
through reagent impurities, bioreactor leaching, etc., may have taken place.7 The
mechanism leading to this result certainly requires further study.
Iron is introduced to the culture medium formulation as ferric ammonium citrate
(C6H8O7·xFe3+·yNH3). This complex dissociates into citrate, ferric iron, and ammonium
citrate in cell culture media,47 so it would be expected that the majority of Fe in this system
is free ion. This is the case, as depicted in Fig. 6.2, since Fe is present predominately as the
free ion, with 70% unretained, 2% present in the wash, and 28% in the eluted fraction.
While Fe is an essential nutrient in cell metabolism, this is a somewhat concerning result,
as unbound Fe is toxic to cells.48,49 Fe can be sequestered by amino acids and other
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biomolecules, so these complexes are likely what contribute to the 28% eluted portion of
Fe.50 However, the lack of nucleotides and proteins in this medium means that a large
portion of the Fe is not sequestered. If this medium is used to feed a system containing
other ferric complexing agents, such as transferrin, the large concentration of free ion is
not necessarily a concern. However, based on this result, care should be taken to reduce
potential oxidative stress from Fe when using AMBIC media.
Manganese is added to the culture medium as the inorganic salt manganous chloride
(MnCl2·4H2O). As such, it is perhaps surprising that Mn is present mostly in the bound
form, with 14% being unretained, 3% present in the wash fraction, and 83% in fraction
eluted from the fiber column. Mn readily forms complexes with various amino acids that
are contained in the cell culture media formulation, so it makes sense that a large portion
of Mn is in the form of organic complexes.51 Mn is important for various cell processes
such as glycosylation, thus its presence in this medium.7 The free Mn detected here could
be

from

excess

supplementation

or

leaching

from

the bioreactor

and

its

components.33,34 Regardless, free Mn at these concentrations has not demonstrated to be
toxic and doesn't present a concern.
As noted above, nickel is not listed in the AMBIC feed media formulation. Thus its
presence is either a proprietary issue or indeed it exists a process contaminant. That said,
it is interesting that Ni was predominantly retained on the column with 94% present in
organic form, 3% being unretained on the column, and 3% in the wash fraction. This
certainly implies that the majority of Ni in cell culture media is interacting with organic
components and forming hydrophobic complexes. This result situation is either deliberate
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of fortuitous as high concentrations of free Ni2+ have been correlated with increased cell
apoptosis.52–54 With such a low concentration of total Ni and low composition of ionic Ni,
cell growth processes should be uninterrupted. This result explains the high LOD (∼10 000
ng mL−1) for Ni in the AMBIC media for LS-APGD-MS as determined via standard
addition. Clearly, the medium contains large quantities of chelating species, for which it
would take very high concentrations of the Ni spike before enough free ion existed in the
cell culture media matrix to pass the SPE column and reach the microplasma for analysis.
Finally, Zn is added to the feed media formulation as ZnCl2 and is present as a fairly
even distribution between free ion and molecular complex with 58% unretained, 2%
present in the wash, and 40% eluted from the fiber column. Zn is a biologically-relevant
metal that could likely complex with amino acids and other organics in the media, so this
was expected.55–57 When measured in cell lines, Zn has been found to exist primarily as
organic complexes, usually with proteins and nucleic acids.58 These complexes are
important to various biological processes, so the large amount of free ion in this medium
is excellent, as these ions would be available for complexation when introduced to cells.58
The ability to simply provide bound versus free-ion distribution information for
these metals would find appreciable application in diverse fields such as medical
diagnostics,36,59 environmental toxicity analysis,60–62 and biological studies.63–65 The
results of these experiments have important implications as well towards the LS-APGDMS analysis of cell culture media. The combination of the lack of dissociation capabilities
of the CMS instrument and the spectral complexity generated due to the molecular
components of the media necessitate the use of the C-CP fiber SPE column. Based on the
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fractional distribution among the bound and free ions, it is not surprising that the approach
easily meets the measurement targets for Cu, Co, Fe, and Zn, as the vast majority of those
species pass through the SPE column, and in to the microplasma. On the other hand, the
vast majority of Mn and Ni is tied up in hydrophobic complexes, and is therefore retained
on-column and diverted to waste in the regeneration process. In fact, Mn in and of itself is
not readily determined on this platform even in simple solution.
6.4 Conclusions
The content of trace metals in cell culture media feedstocks employed in
biotherapeutic production reactors contributes critically to the final product quality
attributes. While ICP-MS is the gold standard for such measurements, the associated
operational overhead precludes locating the instruments in production facility, as would be
needed for real-time process monitoring. The liquid sampling-atmospheric pressure glow
discharge (LS-APGD) ionization source, coupled to a compact mass spectrometer, has
been proposed to affect this analysis. The current MS platform, not having collisional
dissociation capabilities, is challenged by the spectral complexity attributable to the
organic components of the media. As such, a simple in-line solid phase extraction has been
implemented on a polypropylene C-CP fiber column. In practical terms, the approach is
very well suited for this application in terms of instrumentation complexity, sample
preparation, and throughput. The performance of this system was benchmarked against
ICP-OES, with the analytical performance for both meeting the stated analytical targets for
the application at hand, except for the determination of Mn on the microplasma MS system.
There was good agreement between ICP-OES and LS-APGD-MS for all test elements in
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cell culture media. However, only three metals (Cu, Zn, Fe) were in good agreement with
the cell culture media formulation provided, with the other three metals (Co, Mn, Ni) being
overestimated to a large degree. While these results would typically indicate a sample
preparation error, the ICP-OES samples and LS-APGD-MS samples were prepared in
different laboratory spaces with different standards and by different researchers. This
would seem to indicate a contamination in the media preparation process, especially
considering the previously established contamination from Co, Mn, and Ni in bioprocesses.
Beyond its use to reduce mass spectral complexity, the C-CP fiber SPE column
presents a novel opportunity to distinguish whether metal species exist in culture media as
free ion or bound in organic complexes. In the first case, metals pass unretained, and in the
latter, they are readily eluted from the column. From these experiments, it was clear that
each of the metals exhibits a different degree of complexation, most of which were readily
explained based on known chemistries. The ability to provide this first-level of metal
speciation information, while explaining many of the observed elemental sensitivities for
the LS-APGD-MS analyses, can be used to provide valuable insights into many chemical
and biological processes. Indeed, the approach could be implemented with virtually any
atomic spectroscopy detection modality.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
SUMMARY
7.1 Summary
As discussed in Chapter I, the optimization techniques typically used for analytical
instrumentation can result in non-ideal conditions being used. This is particularly relevant
for ionization sources such as the liquid sampling – atmospheric pressure glow discharge
(LS-APGD) where parameters can affect each other as well as the analytical response. This
was evidenced in the study described in Chapter II, which utilized monochromatic imaging
spectroscopy (MIS) to obtain pictures of the LS-APGD plasma at different operating
conditions. While the sheath gas flow rate was found to have a positive effect on plasma
cooling, it was determined that the connections between different parameters could not be
determined using the simple one variable at a time (OVAT) method employed, because the
addition of counter gas affected the overall stability.
The natural extension of Chapter II was discussed in Chapter III, where a design of
experiment (DoE) parameterization was conducted for LS-APGD operating conditions for
optical emission spectroscopy (OES). While some of the operating conditions optimized
with the DoE method were identical to those in other LS-APGD-OES works, not all
operating conditions were found to be the same. The result was significantly improved
analytical performance, indicating that DoE optimization methods are superior to OVAT
methods, as the field has suggested. A line selection study was also performed in order to
isolate the best emission responses to monitor at the optimized conditions, and the end
result of the study shown in Chapter III were a set of the best-case conditions for multi-
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element analysis via LS-APGD-OES. Using these lessons, the study in Chapter IV was
onducted, where a capillary-channeled polymer (C-CP) fiber was chemically modified in
order to perform strong cation exchange. This column was applied as an on-line pretreatment for LS-APGD-OES analysis of Ag in solution. These fibers were easily
integrated into the typical sampling loop of the LS-APGD setup, establishing the utility of
these fibers for other pre-treatment applications. The result was a much lower limit of
detection (LOD) for Ag with the application of the C-CP fibers.
The culmination of these lessons was the study shown in Chapter V, which
employed a DoE method for optimization of LS-APGD-MS operating conditions and the
application of a C-CP fiber column for on-line pre-treatment of cell culture media samples.
A dual DoE approach was used in order to isolate the most optimal conditions for LSAPGD operation. Since cell culture media is an incredibly complex sample, the C-CP fibers
were employed for the on-line removal of organic matrix components in order to improve
the sensitivity towards free ion metal species in the samples. The technique was employed
successfully to determine the quantity of a suite of test metals in cell culture media via LSAPGD-MS. This was expanded even further in Chapter VI, where more test elements were
successfully quantified in a cell culture media matrix and the C-CP fiber was used to
identify the distribution of these metals as free ion, weakly hydrophobic complex, or
hydrophobic complex. All of the results were also compared with ICP-OES, the current
industrial work-horse for elemental analysis, and found to be in good agreement.
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7.2 Outlook
The DoE methodology has been established to be better at isolating ideal operating
conditions than the standard OVAT technique. In the future, these techniques should be
used more extensively for process optimization, particularly for ionization source
development. A study that would be beneficial for instrument optimization in general,
would be to have an inexperienced user conduct a LS-APGD optimization by three
methods: OVAT, single-DoE such as in Chapter III, a dual-DoE such as in Chapter V, and
a factorial design. An inexperienced LS-APGD operator would be ideal for this study,
particularly for the OVAT optimization, because they would not contribute bias towards
the OVAT approach by using starting conditions known to provide good analytical
response. The takeaway from this type of study would be an improved understanding about
the benefits provided by each optimization technique as well as a practical understanding
about the level of detail required for LS-APGD optimization.
Through the work in this dissertation, the LS-APGD has grown from a technique
used nearly exclusively for neat solution and simple mixture analysis, to a technique
capable of quantifying analytes in complex matrices. This success has been due to the
application of rigorous DoE protocols for the determination of optimal LS-APGD
operating conditions as well as the use of C-CP fiber columns for on-line sample pretreatment. Together, these two techniques have the potential to expand the utility of the
LS-APGD even further. As such, the LS-APGD can reasonably be utilized for more
complex analyses such as trace metal quantification in complex matrices.
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Appendix A
Supplementary Material for Chapter II

Figure A-1. Representative LS-APGD optical emission spectrum acquired on the Maya array-based
spectrometer. Test solution: 500 μg mL-1 AgNO3 in 5% HNO3, solution flow rate: 75 μL min-1, discharge
current: 50 mA, sheath gas: 0.7 L min-1 He, and counter gas: 0.1 L min-1 He.
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Figure A-2. MIS images obtained for a) O (I) emission at 777.1 nm (left) and b) H (I) emission at 656.3 nm
(right) with increasing sheath gas flow rates. Each image shown is the average of five acquired images. Test
solution: 500 μg mL-1 AgNO3 in 5% HNO3, solution flow rate: 75 μL min-1, discharge current: 50 mA, and
counter gas: 0.1 L min-1 He.
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Figure A-3. Spatial profiles of He (I) emission at 585.5 nm. Test solution: 500 μg mL-1 AgNO3 in 5% HNO3,
solution flow rate: 75 μL min-1, discharge current: 50 mA, and counter gas: 0.1 L min-1 He.
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Figure A-4. Spatial profiles obtained when the monochromator is set to the zero order. Each image is the
average of five acquired images. Test solution: 500 μg mL-1 AgNO3 in 5% HNO3, solution flow rate: 75 μL
min-1, discharge current: 50 mA, and counter gas: 0.1 L min-1 He.
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Figure A-5. MIS images obtained for a) O (I) emission at 777.1 nm (left) and b) H (I) emission at 656.3 nm
(right) with increasing counter gas flow rates. Each image is the average of five acquired images. Test
solution: 500 μg mL-1 AgNO3 in 5% HNO3, solution flow rate: 75 μL min-1, discharge current: 50 mA, and
sheath gas: 0.7 L min-1 He.
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Appendix B
Supplementary Material for Chapter III

Figure B-1. Pareto plot of the results obtained from the DoE. LS-APGD parameters were analyzed by the
DoE using triplicate 20 μL injections of 500 μg mL-1 Ag and monitoring the Ag (I) 328.1 nm transition in the
SGC powering mode. Enough parameters are included on the plot so that all individual parameters are
shown (i.e. counter gas flow rate, electrode gap, sheath gas flow rate, solution flow rate, and discharge
current are all represented individually). The vertical line represents a LogWorth value that is significant at
the 95% significance level.
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Figure B-2. Pareto plot of the results obtained from the DoE. LS-APGD parameters were analyzed by the
DoE using triplicate 20 μL injections of 500 μg mL-1 Ag and monitoring the Ag (I) 328.1 nm transition in the
SPC powering mode. Enough parameters are included on the plot so that all individual parameters are
shown (i.e. counter gas flow rate, electrode gap, sheath gas flow rate, solution flow rate, and discharge
current are all represented individually). The vertical line represents a LogWorth value that is significant at
the 95% significance level.
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Figure B-3. Pareto plot of the results obtained from the DoE. LS-APGD parameters were analyzed by the
DoE using triplicate 20 μL injections of 500 μg mL-1 Ag and monitoring the Ag (I) 328.1 nm transition in the
SGA powering mode. Enough parameters are included on the plot so that all individual parameters are
shown (i.e. counter gas flow rate, electrode gap, sheath gas flow rate, solution flow rate, discharge current).
The vertical line represents a LogWorth value that is significant at the 95% significance level.
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